
From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: HPC discussion on GWHS murals
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 12:25:56 PM
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Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Ferguson, Shannon (CPC) <shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 11:35 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>
Cc: Watty, Elizabeth (CPC) <elizabeth.watty@sfgov.org>
Subject: HPC discussion on GWHS murals
 
Hi Jonas,
 
Would it be possible to include the attached document in the George Washington HS materials for
the Commissioners?
 
Thanks,
Shannon
 
Shannon Ferguson
Senior Planner | Preservation
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9074 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

            
 

From: Dawn Kamalanathan <kamalanathand@sfusd.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 4:19 PM
To: Ferguson, Shannon (CPC) <shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org>
Cc: DPH - mogiv <mogiv@sfusd.edu>
Subject: RE: SF Historic Preservation Commission discussion on GWHS murals
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Agenda Item Details
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


Public Content


Meeting Aug 13, 2019 - Regular Meeting


Category H. SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS


Subject 2. Recommendation to Remove From Public View the Arnautoff Mural at George
Washington High School (198-13SO1)


Access Public


Type Action


Preferred Date Aug 13, 2019


Absolute Date Aug 13, 2019


Recommended Action Authorize staff to develop a project, assessing a range of alternatives, for the purposes of
CEQA review that removes from public view the Arnautoff Mural at George Washington
High School using solid panels or reasonably similar equivalent material, means or
methods.


BACKGROUND:
 
Earlier this year the District convened an 11-member community advisory committee (CAC) to
address longstanding public concerns over objectionable content depicted in the 13-panel “Life of
Washington” mural (“mural”), located in the administration building at George Washington High
School. The controversial mural, commissioned by the U. S. Government in 1936 under a New
Deal era art program, was painted using the fresco technique by a well-known muralist, the late
Victor Arnautoff. Fresco mural painting is done on wet plaster; once the plaster dries, the mural
becomes a permanent, integral part of the wall it was painted on. The CAC supports permanently
removing the offensive content of the mural. 
 
In recent months, numerous community members, art historians and local preservationist have
voiced their concern over the District's intention to alter the murals. On June 18, 2019, at a
Special Meeting of the Board, staff presented potential options to remove the mural From Public
View. The Board heard public comment and engaged in substantial discussion on this item.
 
Based on a review of options of physical treatments for the mural and consistent with the CAC's
recommendation to remove the offensive content from view, on June 25, 2019, at a Regular
Meeting, the Board heard and considered staff's recommendation to install solid panels or
equivalent material to obscure the mural from public view. The Board amended the recommended
action and voted to authorize staff to develop a project, for the purposes of California
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") review, that removes from public view the Arnautoff Mural at
George Washington High School by painting over the mural, or, if in the judgment of staff, painting
over the mural will result in an undue delay, staff shall develop a project that removes the mural
from public view using solid panels or equivalent material.
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Administrative Content


 
Subsequent to the June 25th meeting, staff has conducted further analysis and concluded that
painting over the mural will result in undue delay in comparison to alternative means of removing
the mural from public view. Accordingly, staff is returning this item for further direction from the
Board in accordance with the requested action set forth below.
 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Board authorizes staff to develop a project, assessing
a range of alternatives, for the purposes of CEQA review that removes from public view the
Arnautoff Mural at George Washington High School using solid panels or reasonably similar
equivalent material, means or methods.
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this action shall supersede the Board's action on June 25,
2019, regarding the Arnautoff Mural at Washington High School.
 
 







 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

 
Hi Shannon — left you a VM. I’ve attached a copy of the action the BOE took on Thursday. Let
me know if you have more questions - phone is better than email. 
 
Best,

Dawn Kamalanathan
Chief Facilities Officer
San Francisco Unified School District
Kamalanathand@sfusd.edu
(415) 238-0367

Phone is the best way to reach me.
On Aug 14, 2019, 4:14 PM -0700, Ferguson, Shannon (CPC) <shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org>,
wrote:

Hi Viva and Dawn,
 
This presentation is for informational purposes and discussion only. The HPC will not be
voting.
 
I will be presenting information on the landmark designation report and landmark designation
process that planning staff engaged in for GWHS.
 
The HPC will likely be interested in the recent developments on the murals. Would it be
possible to send me a brief summary of the outcome of the meetings on June 25th and August
13th so that I may give accurate information to the HPC if they should ask?
 
Thank you for your help.
 
Best,
Shannon
 
Shannon Ferguson
Senior Planner | Preservation
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9074 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

            
 
From: Mogi, Viva <mogiv@sfusd.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 3:39 PM
To: Smith, Desiree (CPC) <desiree.smith@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ferguson, Shannon (CPC) <shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org>; Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
<elizabeth.watty@sfgov.org>; Dawn Kamalanathan <kamalanathand@sfusd.edu>
Subject: Re: SF Historic Preservation Commission discussion on GWHS murals
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Hi Desiree, 
 
Great to see your name in my inbox! I hope you're well. 
 
I would highly recommend you don't have a school board member but if you have specific
technical questions, you should chat with Dawn Kamalanathan (Shannon met her at the BOS
meeting), our Chief of Facilities. 
 
Dawn may or may not be available but I think it would be best to work on the deck together
and have Shannon present. 
 
Looping in Dawn. 
 
Viva 
 
On Wed, Aug 14, 2019 at 3:17 PM Smith, Desiree (CPC) <desiree.smith@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hi Viva,
 
I hope this finds you well. We wanted to give you a heads up that the Historic Preservation
Commission has requested to discuss the status of the GWHS murals at its next meeting,
which is scheduled for Wed. August 21 starting at 12:30pm.
 
You may remember my colleague, Shannon Ferguson, who attended the school board
meeting with Tim Frye and me a while back. I’ve copied her here. Shannon will give a brief
presentation to the HPC to provide some background and context to the HPC’s discussion.
Her presentation is going to focus on the landmark nomination (who sponsored it, funded it,
its findings, steps completed to date, timeline, etc.).
 
The HPC will likely ask us questions regarding the plans to cover the murals- conversations
we have not been directly involved with. We weren’t sure if you (or someone else from the
school board) would want to attend and be available to answer questions they might have?
The HPC is not expecting and did not specifically request the presence of the school board,
but we wanted to extend the invitation. At the very least, Shannon may have some
questions for you as she prepares her presentation. I just heard on the news this morning,
for example, that the school board is considering placing panels over the murals instead of
painting directly over them. Are you able to provide more information about that?
 
Thanks!
Desiree
 
Desiree Smith
Planner | Preservation— Landmarks & Historic Surveys
Current Planning Division
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.575.9093 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
 
 

 
--
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-- 
Viva Mogi

City Government Liaison | San Francisco Unified School District
555 Franklin Street, 2nd floor 
p: 415.413.8482 |  e: mogiv@sfusd.edu
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Case 2018-007244COA: 3347 21ST STREET
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 10:47:51 AM
Attachments: [Untitled] (6) (1).pdf
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Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Kwiatkowska, Natalia (CPC) <natalia.kwiatkowska@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 10:02 AM
To: CTYPLN - COMMISSION SECRETARY <CPC.COMMISSIONSECRETARY@sfgov.org>; Ionin, Jonas
(CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>
Cc: Sucre, Richard (CPC) <richard.sucre@sfgov.org>
Subject: FW: Case 2018-007244COA: 3347 21ST STREET
 
Hi Jonas,
 

Please see attached letter of support for 3347 21st Street / 2018-007244COA, scheduled for HPC
tomorrow. Can you please share with the Commissioners.
 
Thank you,
 
Natalia Kwiatkowska, Senior Planner
ADU Coordinator & Preservation Planner | Flex Team, Current Planning
 
Direct: 415-575-9185 | Fax: 415-558-6409
 

SF Planning
Department

 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Hours of Operation | Property Information Map

                               
 

From: Audrey Bower <abowersf@gmail.com> 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 9:52 AM
To: Kwiatkowska, Natalia (CPC) <natalia.kwiatkowska@sfgov.org>
Cc: Jan Sluizer <Jsluizer@earthlink.net>
Subject: Case 2018-007244COA: 3347 21ST STREET
 

 

Hi Natalia,
 
Please see my attached letter in support of Jan Sluizer, case number 2018-007244COA.
 
Please add this letter to the official case record. 
 
Thank you,
Audrey
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR NAOMI KELLY ANNOUNCE

$12.9 MILLION IN GRANTS FOR ARTS ORGANIZATIONS
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 9:21:40 AM
Attachments: 8.20.19 Grants for the Arts.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 9:11 AM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR NAOMI KELLY
ANNOUNCE $12.9 MILLION IN GRANTS FOR ARTS ORGANIZATIONS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 20, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR

NAOMI KELLY ANNOUNCE $12.9 MILLION IN GRANTS FOR
ARTS ORGANIZATIONS

New funding priorities reflect Proposition E’s increased investment in the arts and
Mayor Breed’s commitment to equitable distribution of public funding

 
San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today joined City Administrator Naomi M.
Kelly to announce $12.9 million in general operating support grants to fund 220 arts
organizations that enhance the City’s cultural vibrancy. The new funding comes after Mayor
Breed asked for a thorough review of the City’s grantmaking to better support small- and
medium-sized arts organizations.
 
Grants for the Arts (GFTA) provides a stable and dependable source for general operating
costs for many of the City’s arts and cultural organizations. This economic investment
enhances our City’s attractiveness to visitors, and provides employment and enrichment to
residents. A range of diverse groups have been awarded funds this year, including the
American Indian Film Institute, Cesar Chavez Holiday Parade and Festival, Museum of the
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1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131  


  


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR 


NAOMI KELLY ANNOUNCE $12.9 MILLION IN GRANTS FOR 


ARTS ORGANIZATIONS 


New funding priorities reflect Proposition E’s increased investment in the arts and 


Mayor Breed’s commitment to equitable distribution of public funding 


 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today joined City Administrator Naomi M. 


Kelly to announce $12.9 million in general operating support grants to fund 220 arts 


organizations that enhance the City’s cultural vibrancy. The new funding comes after Mayor 


Breed asked for a thorough review of the City’s grantmaking to better support small- and 


medium-sized arts organizations. 


 


Grants for the Arts (GFTA) provides a stable and dependable source for general operating costs 


for many of the City’s arts and cultural organizations. This economic investment enhances our 


City’s attractiveness to visitors, and provides employment and enrichment to residents. A range 


of diverse groups have been awarded funds this year, including the American Indian Film 


Institute, Cesar Chavez Holiday Parade and Festival, Museum of the African Diaspora, the 


Chinese Chamber of Commerce, and the Tenderloin Museum. GFTA’s total general operating 


support grant amount for Fiscal Year 2020 is $12.9 million, which is an 18% increase from last 


year. The grants will fund 16 new organizations and increase funding for small- and medium-


sized organizations by 28% over last year. 


 


“These grants are a key step in implementing Proposition E’s promise of providing more funding 


to community-based arts organizations,” said Mayor Breed. “As a nonprofit arts director, I saw 


the need for funding firsthand and I am pleased that we’re able to support these organizations 


that bring so much culture and vibrancy to our community.”  


 


Mayor Breed previously served as Executive Director of the African American Arts and Culture 


Complex. As president of the Board of Supervisors, she helped spearhead Proposition E to 


increase arts funding. During the mayoral transition, an arts working group recommended 


reforms to Grants for the Arts to ensure more community-based funding. 


 


“Under the leadership of Matthew Goudeau, Grants for the Arts is making significant 


investments in arts groups that have the greatest needs and serve our City’s diverse 


communities,” said City Administrator Kelly, who oversees the Grants for the Arts program. 


“Together with the San Francisco Arts Commission and the broader arts community, we are 


taking a new look at the City’s funding priorities to ensure equity.” 
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“I am grateful to the many organizations that took the time to apply and that are providing 


cultural resources in San Francisco,” said Grants for the Arts Director Matthew Goudeau. 


“We’re here to make sure they succeed.”  


 


“We are thankful to Mayor Breed for her leadership in modernizing arts funding and responding 


to the needs of the community,” said artist Debra Walker, who served as Chair of Mayor Breed’s 


arts transition working group. “These funds are critically important to the cultural fabric of our 


City.” 


 


In November 2018, San Francisco voters approved Proposition E, a 1.5% reallocation of the 


existing 8% hotel tax for arts and culture services that include arts grants, cultural equity 


endowment, cultural centers, cultural districts, and needs in the arts community. Established in 


1961 through a combination of City and State legislation, Grants for the Arts has distributed 


nearly $390 million to hundreds of nonprofit cultural organizations to promote San Francisco by 


supporting the arts. GFTA has evolved into a national model of arts funding. 


 


A complete list of the 220 organizations that received GFTA general operating support funding 


for Fiscal Year 2020 can be found here. 


 


### 


 


 



http://sfgfta.org/program-information/funding-allocations-2/





African Diaspora, the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, and the Tenderloin Museum. GFTA’s
total general operating support grant amount for Fiscal Year 2020 is $12.9 million, which is an
18% increase from last year. The grants will fund 16 new organizations and increase funding
for small- and medium-sized organizations by 28% over last year.
 
“These grants are a key step in implementing Proposition E’s promise of providing more
funding to community-based arts organizations,” said Mayor Breed. “As the former Executive
Director of the African American Art & Culture Complex, I saw the need for this type of
funding firsthand. I am excited that we’re able to support these organizations that bring so
much culture and vibrancy to our community.” 
 
As president of the Board of Supervisors, Mayor Breed helped spearhead Proposition E to
increase arts funding. During the mayoral transition, an arts working group recommended
reforms to Grants for the Arts to ensure more community-based funding.
 
“Under the leadership of Matthew Goudeau, Grants for the Arts is making significant
investments in arts groups that have the greatest needs and serve our City’s diverse
communities,” said City Administrator Kelly, who oversees the Grants for the Arts program.
“Together with the San Francisco Arts Commission and the broader arts community, we are
taking a new look at the City’s funding priorities to ensure equity.”
 
“I am grateful to the many organizations that took the time to apply and that are providing
cultural resources in San Francisco,” said Grants for the Arts Director Matthew Goudeau.
“We’re here to make sure they succeed.”
 
“We are thankful to Mayor Breed for her leadership in modernizing arts funding and
responding to the needs of the community,” said artist Debra Walker, who served as Chair of
Mayor Breed’s arts transition working group. “These funds are critically important to the
cultural fabric of our City.”
 
In November 2018, San Francisco voters approved Proposition E, a 1.5% reallocation of the
existing 8% hotel tax for arts and culture services that include arts grants, cultural equity
endowment, cultural centers, cultural districts, and needs in the arts community. Established in
1961 through a combination of City and State legislation, Grants for the Arts has distributed
nearly $390 million to hundreds of nonprofit cultural organizations to promote San Francisco
by supporting the arts. GFTA has evolved into a national model of arts funding.
 
A complete list of the 220 organizations that received GFTA general operating support
funding for Fiscal Year 2020 can be found here.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

WITHDRAWAL FROM TITLE X GRANT PROGRAM
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 8:42:58 AM
Attachments: 8.19.19 Title X Announcement.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 4:39 PM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
HEALTH WITHDRAWAL FROM TITLE X GRANT PROGRAM
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Monday, August 19, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC HEALTH WITHDRAWAL FROM TITLE X GRANT

PROGRAM
Proposed changes in the rules that govern Title X funding from the federal government would

prevent providers from discussing and providing patients with a full range of reproductive
health services

 
San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and Director of Health Dr. Grant Colfax
announced today that the San Francisco Department of Public Health is withdrawing from the
federal Title X Family Planning grant program. The action is in protest of the Federal
Administration’s changes to the rules that govern Title X funding, which would prevent
providers from providing complete and unbiased reproductive health information, and a full
range of services, to their patients.
 
The Health Department’s San Francisco Health Network receives Title X funding, and its
facilities provide pregnancy counseling and other reproductive health services, which would
be censored or prevented under the Federal Administration’s proposed new rules for Title X
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Monday, August 19, 2019 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEPARTMENT OF 


PUBLIC HEALTH WITHDRAWAL FROM TITLE X GRANT 


PROGRAM 
Proposed changes in the rules that govern Title X funding from the federal government would 


prevent providers from discussing and providing patients with a full range of reproductive health 


services  


 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and Director of Health Dr. Grant Colfax 


announced today that the San Francisco Department of Public Health is withdrawing from the 


federal Title X Family Planning grant program. The action is in protest of the Federal 


Administration’s changes to the rules that govern Title X funding, which would prevent 


providers from providing complete and unbiased reproductive health information, and a full 


range of services, to their patients.  


 


The Health Department’s San Francisco Health Network receives Title X funding, and its 


facilities provide pregnancy counseling and other reproductive health services, which would be 


censored or prevented under the Federal Administration’s proposed new rules for Title X 


funding.  


 


“This is about ensuring that all patients in San Francisco have access to the information they 


need to make decisions about their health,” said Mayor Breed. “We won’t stand by and let the 


federal government impose a gag rule that would restrict access to basic reproductive health 


services and prevent people from making informed choices about what is best for them.” 


 


The new Title X rules represent the Federal Administration’s attempt to interfere with the 


provider-patient relationship by determining how pregnancy, contraception, sexually transmitted 


diseases, and reproductive health are discussed, and limiting what information and services 


would be available to women and girls.  


 


“The proposed changes to Title X are an attack on reproductive health services and we will not 


participate,” said Dr. Colfax. “Our patients deserve the full spectrum of education, support, 


information and care available to them, and our commitment to them will not waiver. The Health 


Department will not reduce any staff or services as a result of withdrawing from the Title X 


program.” 


 


“By limiting federally-funded access to birth control and other reproductive health services, this 


heartless and unethical gag rule is designed to adversely impact the health of thousands of low-


income women,” said District 5 Supervisor Vallie Brown, who last month passed legislation to 
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prevent the City and County of San Francisco from official travel to, or business with, states that 


pass abortion bans. “Time and again, President Trump and his administration have acted with 


disdain and violence against women. San Francisco will not bow to this relentless assault on 


women and their access to basic healthcare, and I’m committed to doing everything in my power 


to work with the Department of Public Health to fully ensure that we protect the rights, 


freedoms, and bodies of all San Franciscans.” 


 


Other San Francisco providers, including Planned Parenthood and Women’s Community Clinic, 


a program of healthRIGHT 360, are also withdrawing from the Title X program.  
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funding.
 
“This is about ensuring that all patients in San Francisco have access to the information they
need to make decisions about their health,” said Mayor Breed. “We won’t stand by and let the
federal government impose a gag rule that would restrict access to basic reproductive health
services and prevent people from making informed choices about what is best for them.”
 
The new Title X rules represent the Federal Administration’s attempt to interfere with the
provider-patient relationship by determining how pregnancy, contraception, sexually
transmitted diseases, and reproductive health are discussed, and limiting what information and
services would be available to women and girls.
 
“The proposed changes to Title X are an attack on reproductive health services and we will not
participate,” said Dr. Colfax. “Our patients deserve the full spectrum of education, support,
information and care available to them, and our commitment to them will not waiver. The
Health Department will not reduce any staff or services as a result of withdrawing from the
Title X program.”
 
“By limiting federally-funded access to birth control and other reproductive health services,
this heartless and unethical gag rule is designed to adversely impact the health of thousands of
low-income women,” said District 5 Supervisor Vallie Brown, who last month passed
legislation to prevent the City and County of San Francisco from official travel to, or business
with, states that pass abortion bans. “Time and again, President Trump and his administration
have acted with disdain and violence against women. San Francisco will not bow to this
relentless assault on women and their access to basic healthcare, and I’m committed to doing
everything in my power to work with the Department of Public Health to fully ensure that we
protect the rights, freedoms, and bodies of all San Franciscans.”
 
Other San Francisco providers, including Planned Parenthood and Women’s Community
Clinic, a program of healthRIGHT 360, are also withdrawing from the Title X program.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: GW High School Murals Agenda Item and Technical Brief
Date: Monday, August 19, 2019 2:55:52 PM
Attachments: SFH memo to SFUSD - Options for Life of Washington Mural (Updated 7.16.19).pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: SooHoo, Candace (CPC) <candace.soohoo@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 2:02 PM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>; Silva, Christine (CPC) <christine.silva@sfgov.org>
Subject: Fwd: GW High School Murals Agenda Item and Technical Brief
 
Hi there -

This was sent to me, but I don't think I was meant to receive this.

From: Woody LaBounty <wlabounty@sfheritage.org>
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 1:55:09 PM
To: SooHoo, Candace (CPC) <candace.soohoo@sfgov.org>
Cc: jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com <jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com>; Mike Buhler
<Mbuhler@sfheritage.org>; aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com <aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com>;
dianematsuda@hotmail.com <dianematsuda@hotmail.com>; Black, Kate (CPC)
<kate.black@sfgov.org>; RSEJohns@yahoo.com <RSEJohns@yahoo.com>
Subject: GW High School Murals Agenda Item and Technical Brief
 

 

As the Commission is aware, Heritage commissioned the City Landmark nomination for George
Washington High School, co-authored by Donna Graves and Christopher VerPlanck, which
comprehensively documents the school’s public art and architecture, including Victor Arnautoff’s
“Life of Washington” (1936) mural. Heritage has closely following the public process concerning the
“Life of Washington” mural, having attended three of the four Reflection and Action Group meetings
convened by the school district in early 2019.
 
As part of the process, we have prepared a memo meant to provide a range of technical options for

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
mailto:wlabounty@sfheritage.org
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GEORGE WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL 


“LIFE OF WASHINGTON” MURAL 


TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS, BUILDING CONSENSUS, RESOURCES 


(Submitted to SFUSD on 4.17.19, updated 7.16.19) 
 


 
Over the past year, San Francisco Heritage (Heritage) has been researching examples of 
comparable mural and public art controversies across the country and solutions prescribed for 
addressing objectionable and offensive imagery. Heritage commissioned the City Landmark 
nomination for George Washington High School, co-authored by Donna Graves and Christopher 
VerPlanck, which comprehensively documents the school’s public art and architecture, including 
Victor Arnautoff’s “Life of Washington” (1936) mural. Heritage is closely following the public 
process concerning the “Life of Washington” mural, having attended three of the four Reflection 
and Action Group meetings convened by the school district in early 2019. Regardless of 
Arnautoff’s original intent, we recognize the offensive nature of the mural’s depictions and their 
impact on students, especially students of color. Our goal in compiling this memo is to provide a 
range of technical options for consideration by district officials in order to facilitate a 
constructive and unifying solution.  
 
George Washington High School is the latest in a series of controversies surrounding depictions 
of Native Americans, African Americans, and other historical events locally and nationally – 
frequently involving New Deal-era artworks. Although each case must be considered in its own 
context, taking into account the intent of the artist and how the imagery is experienced by 
contemporary viewers, there have been a range of creative approaches to remedying inaccurate, 
offensive, and/or stereotypical content in public art. All of the cases profiled below combine 
multiple responses to address the controversial historical depictions, including screening, 
interpretation, education, and/or new artwork to provide a contemporary perspective. Notably, 
we have not come across any cases where the “solution” called for whitewashing or destruction 
of the artwork.      


THE IMPORTANCE OF REVERSIBILITY 
One of the guiding principles of conservation of cultural heritage is the idea of reversibility, that 
all interventions with the object should be fully reversible and that the object should be able to 
be returned to the state in which it was prior to the conservator's intervention. “Reversibility” in 
preservation work maintains the option of being able to reestablish the previous condition by 
opting for “more harmless” solutions and avoiding irreversible interventions. This concept is also 
a central tenet of federal rehabilitation standards for historic buildings. With all intervention 
measures on a work of art, such as the Arnautoff frescoes, the materials that are introduced 
should be examined regarding their relative reversibility, including the feasibility of implementing 
the prescribed “antidote” to return the artwork to its original condition. As illustrated in the 
General Services Administration’s approach to the “Dangers of the Mail” mural in Washington, 
D.C., profiled below, reversibility is a key consideration in evaluating whether changes to a 
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historic resource result in an adverse effect, whether under Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act or CEQA.  


 


REFLECTION & ACTION GROUP RECOMMENDATION: 
PAINTING OVER 
To address concerns over offensive depictions in “The Life of Washington” mural, the majority 
recommendation of the Reflection and Action Group, dated February 28, 2019, simply states: 
“Paint white paint over all panels of the ‘Life of Washington’ mural located in lobby before the 
first day of 2019-2020 school year.” It should be emphasized that, over the course of its four 
meetings in early 2019, the Reflection and Action Group was not formally presented with a 
range of technical options for screening, recontextualizing, relocating, and/or removing the 
murals.  
 
As observed by professional art conservator Will Shank, who conducted a site visit to GWHS on 
March 7, 2019, “the surface of buon fresco painting is intrinsically porous, and it will absorb any 
liquid coating applied to it. (Frescoes are not traditionally varnished like canvas paintings.) There 
is no ‘reversible’ liquid material that can be applied over a fresco in order to obliterate it. 
Another paint layer will sink into the interstices of the carefully prepared surface and into the 
grooves that separate one giornata [amount that can be painted in a day while the plaster remains 
wet] from the ones around it. It cannot be reversed completely in the future.” In his view, 
“overpainting would be an act of vandalism.”1   


REMOVAL / RELOCATION 
Although it is theoretically possible to remove and relocate the Arnautoff mural panels, such 
techniques are very seldom used and would likely be prohibitively expensive. As explained by 
Will Shank, who currently resides in Barcelona and practices conservation throughout Europe:  
 


The [Arnautoff] paintings were created in the traditional buon fresco style of the Italian 
Renaissance, which was revived by Rivera and his contemporaries, and picked up as a 
difficult-to-handle medium by the WPA artists of the United States in the 1930s and 
1940s. This technique requires the artist or her/his assistants to apply a patch of wet 
plaster directly onto a solid subsurface, and to apply pigments suspended in water onto 
the plaster before it dries. The surface area that the artist can cover in one day is called 
a giornata, and the junctures between these areas of plaster can easily be detected 
decades later. The paint thus becomes part of the wall. It is not easy, but not 
impossible, to remove frescoes from the wall on which they were painted. Usually one 
of two techniques is used, and this happens only in dire circumstances which usually 
result from structural problems in the wall itself, or the threat of demolition to the 
building on which the fresco is painted. 
 
The two methods are called strappo and stacco. Both of them are violent techniques of 
either hammering away, or tearing away, the top layer of plaster from the rest of the 
wall behind it. Once the painted plaster is removed, another support must be identified 
to attach it to. 


                                                           
1 Shank, Will. “Conservation Observations Regarding Victor Arnautoff’s Life of Washington Frescoes,” March 
13, 2019.   
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According to the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), the 
“detachment and transfer are dangerous, drastic and irreversible operations that 
severely affect the physical composition, material structure, and aesthetic 
characteristics of wall paintings. These operations are, therefore, only justifiable in 
extreme cases when all options of in situ treatment are not viable.” In addition, both 
forms of detachment break the intrinsic link between wall paintings and architecture; 
causing irreversible physical damage to the texture, topography, and tone of the 
painting. They also leave a void in the stripped interior. 
 
Neither of these techniques is advisable in the case of the George Washington murals. 
The complex twelve-part mural is highly site-specific, and there is no justifiable reason 
to incur the enormous expense and extreme effort required to physically remove them 
from their original location. There is also the final matter of their ultimate destination, a 
question with no obvious answer.2 


Contact:  


Will Shank: willshank@earthlink.net or www.willshank.net 
 


SCREENING  
As stated in testimony by public historian Donna Graves at the March 6, 2018 School Board 
meeting, Heritage has long supported a solution that would “conceal the [offensive depictions] 
in a way that allows people to choose to view it, and to find interpretation that explains why it is 
hidden, offers a path forward that is consistent with an educational setting. This could take the 
form of a screen suspended on wires running from ceiling to floor that can be pulled aside — or 
vertical doors attached to the floor that can be swung open. Both of these preliminary ideas 
leave the rest of the mural visually accessible. They can also incorporate text that explains the 
objections to the image, the ways that Native Americans historically have been erased or 
misrepresented, and the fact that Native peoples still live in San Francisco.” The GWHS Alumni 
Association concurs with and expounds on Heritage’s statement, having proposed “a 
combination of solutions to address the concerns raised,” including: 
 


 Screen the two panels in question to prevent inadvertent viewing, a solution used in a 
similar situation in Washington, D.C. 


 Place interpretive panels to describe the murals' intent and how they have been 
experienced by Native American, African American, and other students of color, as has 
been done in a similar situation in New York. 


 Develop a site-specific curriculum on contemporary issues related to the Native 
American experience. 


 Create new murals in prominent locations with positive portrayals of Native Americans 
including San Francisco’s Ramaytush Yelamu Ohlone tribe. 


 
If the content of the frescoes is to be obscured from view, a physical means of covering them 
over must be devised. According to Will Shank, such a system could take the form of the Dewey 
Crumpler murals adjacent to the Arnautoff frescoes (pictured below); these appear to be painted 
wooden/Masonite panels set into frames and adhered to the wall. Other types of material could 


                                                           
2 Id. 
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be considered in order to cover—and protect—the frescoes, 
including lightweight panels like foamcore or honeycomb 
panels with cardboard or aluminum cladding. In either case, 
school district should hire a technician familiar with the 
installation of such materials, working under the guidance 
of a conservator, with the goal of covering the frescoes 
without (1) making holes in the paintings, or (2) adhering 
anything directly onto the painted surfaces. The least 
invasive, and most reversible, solution would be to devise a 
system of fabric coverings. These could hang like draperies, 
or be stretched and attached with a system of grommets or 
other devices. Such a system would similarly need to be 
carefully fabricated so as to not penetrate, or adhere to, the 
painted surface. As referenced above, the key aspect of an 
acceptable solution to the problem is reversibility, so that 
the frescoes can once again be exposed intact if and when 
their circumstances change in the future. A qualified local 


conservator can help devise such a system and to attach it professionally and safely. 


 
CASE STUDY: Christopher Columbus Murals at Notre Dame University 
(Removable Screening, Digital Imaging, Off-Site Interpretation)  


In an analogous controversy involving a dozen Christopher Columbus murals inside the main 
building at the University of Notre Dame, the administration recently decided on “a course that 
will preserve the murals, but will not display them regularly in their current location.” Specifically, 
the murals will be covered with a “woven material” that will allow them to be displayed on 
occasion. A permanent display of high-resolution images of them will be placed elsewhere on 
campus. Although a brochure explaining the events depicted in the murals has been available to 
passersby since the 1990s, the hallway is so highly trafficked that “it is not well suited for a 
thoughtful consideration of these paintings and the context of their composition,” wrote 
university president Rev. John I. Jenkins in a statement to the campus community on January 
20, 2019. 
 
Painted by Luigi Gregori from 1882-84 on walls in the ceremonial entrance, the murals “reflect 
the attitudes of the time and were intended as a didactic presentation, responding to cultural 
challenges for the school’s largely immigrant, Catholic population.” However, Rev. Jenkins 
explained, “many have come to see the murals as at best blind to the consequences of 
Columbus’s voyage for the indigenous peoples who inhabited this ‘new’ world and at worst 
demeaning toward them.” 
 
In response to the university’s decision, Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull, president of the American Indian 
College Fund, advocated for a broader discussion about the visibility and public perception of 
indigenous people – a focus of the Reclaiming Native Truth project established in 2016 by the 
First Nations Development Institute (discussed below at p.9).3 Although she agrees that the 
Notre Dame murals are offensive, removing them “gives people who committed the acts and 
continue to victimize people of color permission to be indignant, or to pretend that covering 
them up fixes it. There was a time when I would have said, ‘You know what, cover those up.’ But 
                                                           
3 “Observers to Notre Dame: Act Wisely with Columbus Murals,” Diverse Issues in Higher Education, February 
1, 2019. See https://diverseeducation.com/article/137698/  
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now I feel an institution ought to make a significant investment in the educational opportunity 
that those murals represent. What the Reclaiming Native Truth initiative learned was that if you 
help people see the truth, they change their minds about how to support indigenous rights and 
tribal sovereignty.” 
 
Dr. Crazy Bull urged Notre Dame to “step up with a much stronger educational program around 
what those murals represent. Why not have a lecture series and bring in people who can talk 
about those issues, including the doctrine of discovery? That raises the visibility. And work on 
curriculum with some area schools that brings it into K-12 education, which our initiative shows 
is a game-changer. Attitudes and oppressive policies still exist, and Notre Dame probably has 
issues to address around indigenous people and people of color, if they are honest with 
themselves. Link that together and address it.” 
 
Contacts: 


Reverend John Jenkins: president@nd.edu  


Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull (through Executive Assistant, Carrie Basgall): cbasgall@collegefund.org  


 
CASE STUDY: “Dangers of The Mail” Mural – Clinton Building, Washington 
(Removable Screening, Interpretive Program, Web Content, Tours) 
 


  


The “Dangers of the Mail” mural, by Frank A. Mechau, was installed in 1937 when the building 
was the headquarters for the U.S. Postal Service. The mural was controversial from the start 
because it displays nude women being attacked by Indians. In the late 1990s, Native American 
federal employees led calls to remove the mural due to the offensive depictions amid the 
backdrop of a public building.  
 
After extensive public consultation with parties expressing many concerns from a range of 
positions, the General Services Administration (GSA) temporarily screened the mural in place 
while developing a comprehensive interpretive program that includes all 22 New Deal murals in 
the building. The three-part program consists of wall-mounted panels adjacent to each of the 
murals, web content (including a short essay on “Controversy Then and Now”), and regular 
public tours (with 30 tours led in 2017 alone).   
 
As a permanent solution, GSA designed and installed a custom-designed curtain in front of the 
mural. The custom-made curtain is made of a “durable, high-quality, fluid-moving metal mesh 
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material designed to be opened and closed by visitors so that the mural could be viewed along 
with its pendent mural in the lobby and in the context of other murals as originally intended.”  
The curtain is mounted to the flat plaster wall by two custom-fabricated curved walls running the 
horizontal length of the mural and located above and below the mural frame. The curtain 
material provides the required opacity while still allowing airflow to the mural to avoid the 
creation of a micro-climate around the mural, which would be harmful to its long-term 
preservation.  
 
As part of the Section 106 process under the National Historic Preservation Act, the GSA 
concluded that “the undertaking will have no adverse effect on the character-defining features 
of the Clinton Building and the qualities that qualify it for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. The curtain and interpretive panels are fully reversible, are consistent with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, will leave all historic murals in their 
original locations, and will continue to allow increased public access and interpretive information 
for the building-wide mural program.”4 
 


Contacts: 


Drapery fabricator: Whiting and Davis  


GSA staff contact: Kristen Fusselle, kristen.fusselle@gsa.gov or 202/573-5626 


 


RECONTEXTUALIZATION 
 
CASE STUDY: Old New York Diorama – American Museum of Natural History, 
New York City (New Interpretive Signage Overlay) 
 


 
On the first floor of the American Museum of Natural History, a diorama created in 1939 depicts 
an imagined 17th-century meeting between Dutch settlers and the Lenape, an Indigenous tribe 
inhabiting New Amsterdam, now New York City. It was intended to show a diplomatic negotiation 
between the two groups, but the portrayal tells a different story. 
 


                                                           
4 Letter from Nancy Witherall, GSA Regional Historic Preservation Officer, to David Maloney, State Historic 
Preservation Officer for the District of Columbia, November 30, 2017. 
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The scene shows tribesmen wearing loincloths and their heads adorned with feathers. A few 
Lenape women can be seen in the background, undressed to the waist. They keep their heads 
down, dutiful. In front of a windmill are two fully clothed Dutchmen, one of them resting a 
firearm on his shoulder. Critics said that the diorama depicts cultural hierarchy, not a cultural 
exchange. The narrative is filled with historical inaccuracies and clichés of Native 
representation, according to Bradley Pecore, a visual historian of Menominee and Stockbridge 
Munsee descent who was hired by the museum to “help solve the diorama problem.” While the 
scene remains intact, 10 large labels now adorn the glass, summarizing various issues. They 
were carefully chosen after a research process that took most of 2018. The largest one, visible 
from a distance, invites visitors to “reconsider this scene.” 
 
Video: American Museum of Natural History – “Behind the Updates to Old New York Diorama”  


  
CASE STUDY: Palazzo degli Uffici Finanziari – Bozen-Bolzano, Italy (Projected 
Overlay Text, Explanatory Panels) 
 


A similar intervention was done in 2017 on the 
large bas-relief covering the Palazzo degli Uffici 
Finanziari in Bozen-Bolzano, Italy, which shows 
Benito Mussolini on horseback: a lit inscription 
is now projected onto the wall with a sentence 
by Hanna Arendt in German, Italian, and Ladin: 
“Nobody has the right to obey,” challenging the 
Fascist motto: “CREDERE, OBBEDIRE, 
COMBETERE” (Believe, obey, fight). A set of 
explanatory panels have been installed on the 
pavement in front of the building. Thus, the 
monument has been given a new meaning, 
opposite to the original one.   
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It should be noted that, as part of a class project, teachers 
and students at George Washington High School have 
created temporary signage in an effort to recontextualize 
and interpret Arnautoff’s “Life of Washington” mural and 
Dewey Crumpler’s “response murals.” Historical quotes and 
other contextual information are currently placed under 
multiple panels of both murals (at left). As part of some 
future solution, students could be similarly engaged in 
developing content for permanent signage explaining 
Arnautoff’s counternarrative, inaccurate and stereotypical 
depictions of Native Americans in the mural and across 
society, efforts at GWHS to remove the murals, etc.  


 
 


NEW ARTWORK 
Another common response to address controversial historical depictions is to commission new 
artwork “in response.” One need not look further than George Washington High School for an 
early example of this approach: In the 1960s African American students raised their voices to 
state that they found images in the Arnautoff mural demeaning and asked the School Board to 
erase them. The solution at that time was to commission a series of “response murals” that 
would specifically honor the contributions of African American and other marginalized 
ethnic/racial groups.  A series of paintings by young African American painter named Dewey 
Crumpler, titled “Multi-Ethnic Heritage: Black, Asian, Native/Latin American,” were installed in 
1974. Crumpler has gone on to become one of San Francisco’s prominent painters and 
muralists and teachers. 


 
CASE STUDY: Memorial Hall Mural – University of Kentucky (New Art, 
Contextual Signage) 
 


 
A 1934 mural by Ann Rice O’Hanlon in the lobby of Memorial Hall, depicting the history of 
Kentucky, provoked anger among African American and other students of color who find the 
images of slaves and Native Americans demeaning. In 2015, a group of black students told UK 
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President Eli Capilouto that the mural mirrored other problems with the campus’ racial climate. 
The university immediately covered the mural as an interim solution. A year later, the mural was 
uncovered with contextual signage added to describe the work and the concerns people raised 
about it.  
 
A task force formed by UK decided that art should beget more art that could put other 
perspectives in front of student eyes. The university considered several proposals from artists 
before selecting Karyn Olivier in 2018 and offering her a $30,000 commission. The mural 
controversy spurred the university to consider how to strengthen its ongoing efforts to ensure 
that all students feel a sense of belonging. Olivier’s work, titled “Witness,” gilded Memorial Hall’s 
domed ceiling with gold leaf and painted figures of people of color that Olivier based on images 
from the decades-old mural (below). Olivier surrounded the dome with portraits of people of 
color who played important roles in the state’s history, including Georgia Davis Powers, the first 
black person to serve in the Kentucky Senate. The dome is also inscribed with the 
following quote from Frederick Douglass: “There is not a man beneath the canopy of heaven, 
that does not know that slavery is wrong for him.” 
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CASE STUDY: “In Pursuit of Venus” by Lisa Reihana, New Zealand       
(New Art, Digital Panorama and Reanimation) 
 


  
 
In 2015, New Zealand indigenous artist Lisa Reihana created the powerful digital panorama, 
“In Pursuit of Venus,” which reanimates the story of Captain Cook and first contact. The 80-
foot-wide, 13-foot-tall “digital scroll” with a soundtrack—a full 64 minutes—re-interprets an 
1804 French wallpaper by Joseph Dufour, Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique (“savages,” 
above). With the original wallpaper displayed nearby, Reihana’s monumental, immersive 
artwork (below) places re-enactments by performers of Polynesian, Maori, and Aboriginal First 
Nations descent within a painted Tahitian landscape in which the historically accurate 
(geographical features and architecture) bumps up against the imaginary exotic (fantastical 
plant life). This epic work will be on display in San Francisco at the de Young Museum from 
August 10, 2019 thru January 5, 2020.   
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PROCESS AND RESOURCES FOR ACHIEVING CONSENSUS 
 
Whatever the proposed response to address the GWHS mural controversy, Heritage strongly 
recommends that SFUSD convene an additional, inclusive public process led by a 
professional mediator (or group of mediators) to build consensus around one or more of the 
above solutions. The process followed to resolve an eight-year dispute regarding whether to 
restore or paint over a mural on the exterior walls of the branch library in Bernal Heights 
provides a potential model. Traditionally a working-class neighborhood known for political 
activism and attention to community concerns, Bernal housed a diverse population of Latino, 
Filipino, and European heritage. As the neighborhood was growing rapidly upscale, the mural 
came to represent the culture and entitlement of existing residents to live on the hill. To 
others, the mural blighted a beautiful building.  
 
To resolve this seemingly intractable conflict, area officials convened a mediation led by Beth 
Roy, an experienced mediator and Bernal resident. The group, which reflected the wide range 
of ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds in the community, ultimately came to a strong 
consensus, resulting in the reinterpretation of the artwork to reflect changing times and to 
honor the full population of the neighborhood. The 2014 book, The Bernal Story: Mediating 
Class and Race in a Multicultural Community, describes in detail how the process was 
designed, who took part, how the group of twelve community representatives came to a 
consensus, and how that agreement was carried into the larger community and implemented.  
 
Another potential resource is the Reclaiming Native Truth initiative, a national effort launched 
in 2016 to “foster cultural, social, and policy change by empowering Native Americans to 
counter discrimination, invisibility, and the dominant narratives that limit Native opportunity, 
access to justice, health, and self-determination. Reclaiming Native Truth’s goal is to move 
hearts and minds toward greater respect, inclusion, and social justice for Native Americans.” 
The initiative began with more than a year of nationwide research into what different groups 
of Americans — across socio-economic, racial, geographic, gender, and generational cohorts 
— think (and don’t know) about Native peoples and Native issues. New research was also 
conducted concerning Native people’s perceptions of mascots and the impacts of negative 
depictions. From this research, Reclaiming Native Truth crafted a new narrative framework 
and strategy that focuses on changing the dominant narrative from one of deficit, invisibility, 
falsehoods, and stereotypes to one grounded in truth about the rich history of Native peoples 
and their current contributions, assets, and strength. With input from a large advisory group, 
the initiative has published several instructional guides that can be downloaded from its 
website, including Narrative Change Strategy, Changing the Narrative About Native 
Americans: A Guide for Allies, and most recently, Creating Visibility and Healthy Learning 
Environments for Native Americans in Higher Education.  
 
One of these advisors, Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull, president of the American Indian College Fund, 
referenced Reclaiming Native Truth in her comments on the mural controversy at Notre Dame 
(see above). She encouraged the university to “make a significant investment in the 
educational opportunity that those murals represent. What the Reclaiming Native Truth 
initiative learned was that if you help people see the truth, they change their minds about 
how to support indigenous rights and tribal sovereignty… Why not have a lecture series and 
bring in people who can talk about those issues, including the doctrine of discovery? That 
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raises the visibility. And work on curriculum with some area schools that brings it into K-12 
education, which our initiative shows is a game-changer.”   
 
Although Heritage has not contacted Reclaiming Native Truth or Dr. Crazy Bull, and we cannot 
speak to their reputation, they could be a valuable source of research, guidance, and 
credibility in support of the School Board’s ultimate course of action. 
 
Contacts: 


Beth Roy, conflict resolution specialist, www.bethroy.org, broy@igc.org, 415/518-8119 


Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull (through Executive Assistant, Carrie Basgall): cbasgall@collegefund.org 


Reclaiming Native Truth: Randy Blauvelt, APR, Senior Communications Officer: 
rblauvelt@firstnations.org, 303/774-7836 x213, 303/915-2579 (mobile), 
https://rnt.firstnations.org/ 







consideration by district officials in order to facilitate a constructive and unifying solution.  We hope
it will help inform the Commission’s discussion on Wednesday.
 
Thank you,
 
Woody LaBounty
 

Woody LaBounty
Vice President of Advocacy & Programs
————————————————————————————————

SAN FRANCISCO HERITAGE
HAAS-LILIENTHAL HOUSE
2007 FRANKLIN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
P: 415.441.3000  x 20
 
www.sfheritage.org

     wlabounty@sfheritage.org
 

 

http://www.sfheritage.org/
mailto:wlabounty@sfheritage.org


From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Categorical Exemptions
Date: Monday, August 19, 2019 1:32:08 PM
Attachments: 2017-013272ENV-CEQA Checklist and HRER pt 1 and 2 (ID 1124823).pdf

2019-005868ENV-CEQA Checklist and PTR Form (ID 1124816).pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Huggins, Monica (CPC) <monica.huggins@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 3:04 PM
To: CTYPLN - COMMISSION SECRETARY <CPC.COMMISSIONSECRETARY@sfgov.org>
Subject: Categorical Exemptions
 

Hello Josie,
 
Please forward the attached to the HPC Commissioners.
 
M-Files Link for 2019-005867ENV and 2019-002916ENV
2019-005867ENV-CEQA Checklist and PTR Form.pdf (Desktop, Web, Mobile)
 
2019-002916ENV-CEQA Checklist and PTR Form.pdf (Desktop, Web, Mobile)

 
Thank You,
 
Monica Huggins
Administrative Assistant
City and County of San Francisco
Environmental Planning
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94105
415-575-9128
Monica.Huggins@sfgov.org
 

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
m-files://show/A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/0-1124820?object=332643EE-1F9B-4895-82AE-AEC7838CE462
m-files://show/A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/0-1124820?object=332643EE-1F9B-4895-82AE-AEC7838CE462
https://citypln-m-extnl.sfgov.org/Default.aspx?#A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/object/332643EE-1F9B-4895-82AE-AEC7838CE462/latest
m-files://show/A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/0-1124820?object=332643EE-1F9B-4895-82AE-AEC7838CE462
m-files://show/A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/0-1124263?object=222E15FF-015E-4D4D-9945-B02C4C757CCE
m-files://show/A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/0-1124263?object=222E15FF-015E-4D4D-9945-B02C4C757CCE
https://citypln-m-extnl.sfgov.org/Default.aspx?#A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/object/222E15FF-015E-4D4D-9945-B02C4C757CCE/latest
m-files://show/A4A7DACD-B0DC-4322-BD29-F6F07103C6E0/0-1124263?object=222E15FF-015E-4D4D-9945-B02C4C757CCE
mailto:Monica.Huggins@sfgov.org



CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address


3074 Pacific Avenue


Block/Lot(s)


Project description for Planning Department approval.


Permit No.


Addition/ 


Alteration


Demolition (requires HRE for 


Category B Building)


New 


Construction


Interior and exterior modifications and additions to an existing single family home. Vertical addition of new third 


floor at front of building with new roof deck above. Proposed building would create an approximately 35 foot tall, 


5,416 square foot, single family home


Case No.


2017-013272ENV


0964008G


201710242068


STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS


The project has been determined to be categorically exempt under the California Environmental Quality 


Act (CEQA).


Class 1 - Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft.


Class 3 - New Construction. Up to three new single-family residences or six dwelling units in one 


building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions; change of use under 10,000 sq. ft. if principally 


permitted or with a CU.


Class 32 - In-Fill Development. New Construction of seven or more units or additions greater than 


10,000 sq. ft. and meets the conditions described below:


(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan 


policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations.


(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than 5 acres 


substantially surrounded by urban uses.


(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered rare or threatened species.


(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 


water quality.


(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.


FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING USE ONLY


Class ____







STEP 2: CEQA IMPACTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities, 


hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone? Does the 


project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g., backup diesel generators, 


heavy industry, diesel trucks, etc.)? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Air Pollution 


Exposure Zone)


Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing 


hazardous materials (based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy 


manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards or 


more of soil disturbance ‐ or a change of use from industrial to residential? 


if the applicant presents documentation of enrollment in the San Francisco Department of Public Health 


(DPH) Maher program, a DPH waiver from the Maher program, or other documentation from 


Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects would be less than significant (refer to 


EP_ArcMap > Maher layer).


Transportation: Does the project involve a child care facility or school with 30 or more students, or a 


location 1,500 sq. ft. or greater? Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian 


and/or bicycle safety (hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities?


Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two


(2) feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight (8) feet in a non -archeological sensitive


area? If yes, archeo review is requried (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 


Archeological Sensitive Area)


Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment


on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Topography). If yes, Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Slope = or > 25%: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion greater


than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more of


soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Topography) If box is


checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion


greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or  more 


of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) 


If box is checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage


expansion greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50  cubic 


yards or more of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is checked, a geotechnical report will likely be required and Environmental 


Planning must issue the exemption.


Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Laura Lynch







STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS - HISTORIC RESOURCE
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: (refer to Property Information Map)


Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5.


Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 4.


Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included.


2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building.


3. Window replacement that meets the Department’s Window Replacement Standards. Does not include


storefront window alterations.


4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelines for Adding Garages and Curb Cuts, and/or


replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines.


5. Deck, terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way.


6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public 


right-of-way.


7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning


Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows.


8. Addition(s) that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right -of-way for 150 feet in each


direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a


single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50% larger than that of the original


building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features.


Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding.


Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5.


Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS - ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Project involves a known historical resource (CEQA Category A) as determined by Step 3 and


conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4.


2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces.


3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not “in-kind” but are consistent with


existing historic character.


4. Façade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features.


5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character -defining


features.


6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building’s historic condition, such as historic


photographs, plans, physical evidence, or similar buildings.







7. Addition(s), including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right -of-way


and meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation .


8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic 


Properties (specify or add comments):


9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments):


(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator)


10. Reclassification of property status. (Requires approval by Senior Preservation 


Planner/Preservation


Reclassify to Category A


a. Per HRER or PTR dated


b. Other (specify):


(attach HRER or PTR)


Reclassify to Category C


08/08/2019


See HRER Part 1 and 2 dated 8/8/2019 for a description of individual historic 


resource status


Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked, a Preservation Planner MUST sign below.


Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the


Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6.


Comments (optional):


See Part 1 and 2 HRER dated 8/8/2019 for description of how work meets the Secretary Standards


Preservation Planner Signature: Justin Greving


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION


Project Approval Action: Signature:


If Discretionary Review before the Planning Commission is requested,


the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the  project.


Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 


31of the Administrative Code.


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be 


filed within 30 days of the project receiving the approval action.


Please note that other approval actions may be required for the project. Please contact the assigned planner for these approvals.


Justin Greving


08/14/2019


No further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA.


There are no unusual circumstances that would result in a reasonable possibility of a significant 


effect.


Building Permit







TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental


Quality Act (CEQA) exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the


Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change 


constitutes a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the 


proposed changes to the approved project would constitute a “substantial modification” and, therefore, be 


subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA.


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address (If different than front page) Block/Lot(s) (If different than 


front page)


Case No. Previous Building Permit No. New Building Permit No.


Plans Dated Previous Approval Action New Approval Action


3074 Pacific Avenue


2017-013272PRJ


Building Permit


0964/008G


201710242068


Modified Project Description:


DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Compared to the approved project, would the modified project:


Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code;


Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code


Sections 311 or 312;


Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)?


Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known


at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may


no longer qualify for the exemption?


If at least one of the above boxes is checked, further environmental review is required.


DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Planner Name:


The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes.


If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA, in accordance with prior project


approval and no additional environmental review is required. This determination shall be posted on the Planning Department 


website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice. In accordance 


with Chapter 31, Sec 31.08j of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of this determination can be filed within 10 


days of posting of this determination.


Date:
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Historic Resource Evaluation Response 
 
Date  August 8, 2019  
Case No.: 2017-013272ENV 
Project Address: 3074 Pacific Avenue 
Zoning: RH-1 (D) – Residential-House, One Family-Detached 
 40-X Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 0964/008G 
Date of Review: May, 2017 (Part 1) 
  
Staff Contact: Justin Greving (Preservation Planner) 
 (415) 575-9169 
 justin.greving@sfgov.org  


 


PART I: HISTORIC RESOURCE EVALUATION 
Buildings and Property Description 
The subject property at 3074 Pacific Avenue is located on a rectangular parcel on the north side of Pacific 
Avenue between Baker and Lyon streets in the Pacific Heights neighborhood. The property is located 
within a RH-1 (D) – Residential-House, One Family-Detached Zoning District and a 40-X Height and Bulk 
District. 
 
3074 Pacific Avenue was constructed in 1952, with additions in 1965 and 2011, and was designed by Joseph 
Esherick in the Second Bay Tradition architectural style. The building is setback from the street significantly 
and is detached from both side neighbors by driveways. At the front of the building is a low retaining wall 
and tall hedge that encloses a small front patio. The building is a two-story wood-frame building clad in 
wood shingles and capped with a flat roof and a generous open courtyard in the center. The front façade 
is divided into seven bays by vertical metal battens and features a rhythm of wood sash windows and two 
pairs of tall glazed doors on the ground floor. The upper level contains an irregular rhythm of fixed and 
double casement windows with two double casements flanking a fixed window on the left (west) 3 bays 
and a double casement and fixed window located between two solid bays. Capping the second story is a 
projecting eave that is supported by metal rafter tails that connect with the vertical metal battens. 
 
The east shingle-clad elevation runs along a driveway and contains a projecting cased chimney toward the 
street. At the ground floor behind the location of the chimney the elevation recedes behind the envelope of 
the second floor to create an overhanging eave.  Beneath the eave a pair of glazed doors provides access to 
the courtyard while further back is a garage door. Three metal sash windows are located on the second 
floor. 
 
The north and west elevations are also clad in wood shingles and contain a simple irregular rhythm of 
rectangular windows on both stories. 
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The open courtyard is generally finished in the same materials and finishes as the rest of the building but 
contains a double-height metal frame window wall on the north elevation that reveals an interior stair. 
 
Pre-Existing Historic Rating / Survey 
The subject property is not listed on any local, state or national registries, although it was surveyed in the 
1976 Architectural Quality Survey, with a rating of “2”. This suggests that the subject building is within the 
top ten percent of San Francisco’s building stock for architectural significance. The building is also located 
within the identified boundaries of the California Register-eligible Pacific Heights historic district. As the 
building is located within the boundaries of this eligible district, it is considered a “Category A” property 
(Properties Requiring Further Consultation and Review) for the purposes of the Department’s California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review procedures, however it has not previously been evaluated to 
determine if it would be considered a contributor to the historic district, or for individual eligibility. 
 
Neighborhood Context and Description 
 
3074 Pacific Street is located in San Francisco’s Pacific Heights neighborhood, an area roughly bounded by 
Green Street on the north, California Street on the south, Van Ness Avenue on the east, and Presidio Avenue 
and Lyon Street on the west. The area surrounding the subject property is exclusively residential and 
characterized by detached, two- to three-story single-family dwellings featuring front and side setbacks. 
Construction dates for buildings located on the subject block range from the early 1900s to the early 1950s, 
although most were built during the 1920s and early 1950s. The 3000 block of Pacific includes examples of 
buildings designed in a range of highly detailed Period Revival styles including Tudor, Mediterranean, 
Second Empire, combined with a number of buildings designed in simple Modern and Second Bay 
Tradition architectural styles.  
 
It should be noted that the immediate blocks surrounding the site have not been formally surveyed. 
 
The subject property is located within a California Register-eligible Pacific Heights historic district.  


The eligible Pacific Heights Historic District is exclusively residential and characterized by 
detached, two- to three-story single-family dwellings featuring front and side setbacks. The period 
of significance for the district is circa 1895 to 1930, although the vast majority of properties were 
constructed between 1905 and 1925. This is reflected in the architecture of the building stock, which 
includes a few scattered examples of late-Victorian (typically Queen Anne) architecture but is most 
frequently characterized by Shingle (or First Bay Tradition), Arts & Crafts, Classical Revival, 
Colonial Revival, Tudor Revival, French Provincial and Mediterranean Revival design influences. 
Although a variety of cladding materials and rooflines are present, the district exhibits a cohesive 
and consistent pattern of massing and setbacks, as well as an overall superior level of architectural 
detailing and materials. Collectively, the district also embraces one of the densest concentrations 
of residences designed by master architects in San Francisco. Many of these buildings, particularly 
those along the north side of Vallejo Street, are large, architect-designed residences featuring 
superior craftsmanship. 
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CEQA Historical Resource(s) Evaluation 
Step A: Significance 
Under CEQA section 21084.1, a property qualifies as a historic resource if it is “listed in, or determined to be eligible 
for listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources.”  The fact that a resource is not listed in, or determined 
to be eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources or not included in a local register of historical 
resources, shall not preclude a lead agency from determining whether the resource may qualify as a historical resource 
under CEQA. 
 


Individual Historic District/Context 
Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a 
California Register under one or more of the 
following Criteria: 
 
Criterion 1 - Event:  Yes  No 
Criterion 2 - Persons:  Yes  No 
Criterion 3 - Architecture:  Yes  No 
Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:  Yes  No 
Period of Significance:   1952-1965 
 


Property is eligible for inclusion in a California 
Register Historic District/Context under one or 
more of the following Criteria: 
 
Criterion 1 - Event:  Yes  No 
Criterion 2 - Persons:  Yes  No 
Criterion 3 - Architecture:  Yes  No 
Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:  Yes  No 
Period of Significance: 1895-1930 


 Contributor  Non-Contributor 
 


 


To assist in the evaluation of the properties associated with the proposed project, the Project Sponsor has 
submitted a consultant report: 


□ Tim Kelley Consulting, LLC, 3074 Pacific Avenue, San Francisco, CA, Historic Resource Evaluation – 
Part 1 (May, 2017, additional information submitted September 10, 2018) (HRE) 


Below is a brief description of the historical significance per the criteria for inclusion in the California 
Register for 3074 Pacific Avenue. This summary is based partially upon the HRE. Staff generally concur 
with the findings of this report with regard the lack of eligibility under Criterion 1 (Events) and 2 (People) 
but are not in concurrence with the finding with regard to Criterion 3 (Architecture). Preservation Staff find 
that 3074 Pacific Avenue retains sufficient integrity to communicate its significance as an example of a 
single-family home designed by master architect Joseph Esherick in the Second Bay Tradition architectural 
style. The period of significance for the building would be from 1952 to 1965, encompassing the original 
design, and later 1965 addition which was also designed by Joseph Esherick in harmony with the original 
building. With a construction date of 1952, the subject property was not built within the period of 
significance for the Pacific Heights historic district and as such is a non-contributor to the historic district. 
 
Criterion 1: Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the United States. 
To be eligible under the event Criterion, the building cannot merely be associated with historic events or 
trends but must have a specific association to be considered significant.  Staff finds that the subject building 
is not eligible for inclusion on the California Register individually or as a contributor to a potential historic 
district under Criterion 1.     
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Staff concurs with the HRE finding that the subject property does not appear eligible for listing in the 
California Register under Criterion 1, either individually or as a contributor to a historic district.  
With a construction date of 1952, 3074 Pacific represents a later phase of development of the Pacific Heights 
neighborhood. The primary catalyst for sustained development of Pacific Heights was the invention of the 
cable car, which revolutionized transportation by reducing travel times and making it much more feasible 
to develop the city’s hills. In 1877, the Clay Street Hill Railroad was extended west to Van Ness Avenue, 
bringing the eastern portion of Pacific Heights within easy commuting distance of downtown. Two years 
later, the California Street Cable Railroad extended its operations as far west as Presidio Avenue, and by 
1891 additional lines had been installed running out Jackson and Union streets, as well as along Pacific 
Avenue as far west as Fillmore Street. 
 
The evolution of Pacific Heights as a prestigious suburb during this period can be traced to a number of 
factors. One was the decline of the city’s first fashionable neighborhood, Rincon Hill, following 
construction of the Second Street Cut in 1869. A few years later, tree planting efforts along Van Ness 
Avenue—one of the city’s broadest thoroughfares—increased the attractiveness of that boulevard and a 
number of grand Victorian residences were built along or in close proximity to Van Ness Avenue. As more 
cable car lines were extended westward from Van Ness Avenue, the construction of large homes followed 
their routes. 
 
Generally speaking, the development pattern in Pacific Heights during the late-19th and early-20th centuries 
was characterized by the construction of large detached residences with ample front and side setbacks. 
Flats were a minority. Many of the largest homes were built on oversized lots with extensive side yards, or 
commanded prestigious corner locations. The block interiors were frequently built up with comparatively 
modest—though still substantial—two-story residences. Pacific Heights was not monolithic, however. 
Some areas followed a development pattern more closely attuned to the urban density seen elsewhere in 
the Western Addition, with streets lined with rows of dwellings and flats with little or no side setbacks. 
These included the area south from Jackson Street and west of Buchanan Street, as well as the northeastern 
portion of the neighborhood along Green Street between Octavia and Webster streets. The latter included 
distinct pockets of semi-identical flats, dwellings and rowhouses—a few of which survive, including 1950-
1960 Green Street and 2811-2819 Buchanan Street. 
 
By 1952 the neighborhood of Pacific Heights had been largely built out with just a few remaining pockets 
of parcels that had not yet been developed. As one single-family home constructed in an infill lot that was 
once the front yard for the adjacent house, the subject property does not rise to the level of significance 
such that it would be individually eligible for listing in the California Register under Criterion 1. 
Additionally, there is no evidence that any specific event took place at 3074 Pacific Avenue that it would 
be significant for its association with any historic moment or event in history. 
 
Therefore, 3074 Pacific, is not eligible under Criterion 1. 


Criterion 2:  Property is associated with the lives of persons important in our local, regional or national 
past. 
3074 Pacific Avenue was designed by Joseph Esherick for Maurice Eliaser Jr., a prominent cardiologist who 
was a professor at UCSF as well as a visiting physician at San Francisco General Hospital. Eliaser Jr. grew 
up in San Francisco and received his undergraduate degree from UC Berkeley and his doctorate in 
medicine from UCSF School of Medicine, where he would later teach.1 Eliaser Jr. was married to Marjorie 
                                                           
1 “Maurice Eliaser Jr., Noted Cardiologist” SF Gate, April 14, 2001. 
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Meyer in 1937 and the couple lived in the house together until Marjorie died of a sudden illness in 1970. 
Marjorie Meyer was the granddaughter of two prominent early San Francisco pioneers and held a number 
of distinguished positions including president of the USCF Doctors’ Wives Association and served on a 
number of different boards.2  Eliaser Jr. later remarried Ann Wertheim, also a prominent civic leader who 
served as the National Committeewoman representing California for the Democratic Party from 1965 to 
1968 as well as being appointed to the San Francisco Board of Permit Appeals in 1971.3 Eliaser Jr. owned 
3074 Pacific Avenue from the time of its construction in 1952 up until 1995 when it was sold to John and 
Sandra DeBlockey; it is likely Eliaser Jr. lived in the house with his first and second wife from the time it 
was built until when he sold it 43 years later. Although Maurice Eliaser Jr. was a prominent physician in 
the field of cardiology there is no indication that he would rise to the level of being a person of individual 
historic importance. Additionally, while both Ann and Marjorie had roles in prominent local and state 
organizations, there is no indication that either of them would rise to the level of being individuals of 
historic importance. Records show that none of the property owners or tenants of the building are 
important to the local, regional or national past.   
 
Therefore, 3074 Pacific, is not eligible under Criterion 2. 
 
Criterion 3: Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values. 
Planning Department staff find that the subject property is eligible for listing in the California Register as 
an excellent example of the Second Bay Tradition architectural style designed by master architect Joseph 
Esherick. Joseph Esherick was a key player in the Second and Third Bay Traditions in Northern California 
and his office was particularly influential in bridging the Second and Third Bay Traditions. The Bay 
Tradition styles (First, Second, and Third) are one of the few dominant regional styles to emerge from the 
San Francisco Bay Area. According to the San Francisco Modern Architecture and Landscape Design (1935-1970) 
Historic Context Statement:  
 


A unique regional Modern vernacular style developed in the San Francisco Bay Area in the late-
1930s. Now called the Second Bay Tradition, the emerging style fused the rustic, hand-crafted, 
woodsy-aesthetic of First Bay Tradition architects (Bernard Maybeck, Julia Morgan, Ernest 
Coxhead, et. al), with the sleek functional design and cubic, rectilinear forms associated with 
European Modernism. This union of the Arts and Crafts’ and International Style’s philosophies, 
materials, and volumes resulted in a simple, yet elegant regional Modern architectural style 
endemic to the Bay Area. The resultant buildings are characterized by wood cladding, large 
expanses of glass, overhanging eaves, and flat or low-pitched roof forms. They are generally more 
open and light-filled than buildings of the First Bay Tradition. Architects associated with the 
Second Bay Tradition designed buildings that were generally small in scale, that adapted to the 
landscape and climactic conditions, and that were often built of locally sourced redwood. The 
richness of stained redwood resulted in luminous, earthy dwellings in keeping with emerging 
indoor-outdoor lifestyles. The term Second Bay Tradition is used interchangeably with Bay Region 
Style, Second Bay Region Tradition, Bay Area Style, Bay Region Domestic, and Bay Region Modern. 
 


                                                           
2 “Marjorie M. Eliaser Rites Held,” The San Francisco Examiner, December 12, 1970, 22. 
3 Obituary for Anne Elasier, published in the San Francisco Chronicle November 2, 2018.  
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The Bay Tradition styles (First, Second, and Third) are the only dominant regional styles of 
architecture to emerge from the San Francisco Bay Area. Earlier dominant styles, such as Italianate 
or Classical Revival were generally a ‘dry interpretation of the latest national fashion.’4 Unlike 
earlier Victorian styles, which proscribed standardized ornament such as the use of incised 
brackets, dentils, spandrels, and cornice treatments, buildings designed in the Second Bay 
Tradition style do not have a standardized look. Rather, the style is characterized by an emphasis 
on volume over ornamentation and common denominators such as a woodsy aesthetic, small scale, 
and redwood cladding (often interior as well as exterior).5 There is a heavy emphasis on the use of 
natural building materials, however traditional materials such as brick, stone, stucco and plaster 
are occasionally incorporated and ‘manipulated as both texture and structure.’6 Second Bay 
Tradition buildings are often designed with a clear sensitivity to site and the natural environment. 
The style is noted for the close collaboration between architects and landscape architects. Although 
exteriors can appear plain, or even cheaply constructed, they were often highly complex; their 
outward simplicity “purposely played off against highly sophisticated spatial arrangements, 
surfaces, and details of design, and against a learned understanding of past historic architectural 
history.”7 The Second Bay Tradition is associated with custom architects, rather than builder tracts 
(with the notable exception of Joseph Eichler’s architect-designed residential developments). 
 
Although many of the style’s key practitioners were based in San Francisco, relatively few Second 
Bay Tradition buildings were constructed in the City, and the vast majority of these were 
residential. The style is more commonly found in suburban or semirural areas of the Bay Area. 
Nonetheless, San Francisco’s long, narrow lots and occasionally extreme topography challenged 
architects to adapt the style to a urban, hillside locales, resulting in impressive feats in engineering 
and design. Most of the City’s Second Bay Tradition buildings were constructed in already built-
out neighborhoods with established lot patterns.8 


 
The following is a brief biography of Joseph Esherick, one of the key architects of the Second Bay Tradition 
architectural style: 
 


Joseph Esherick moved to San Francisco in 1938, where he worked in the office of Gardner Dailey 
after a stint as a structural engineer for Walter Steilberg. Following his service as a lieutenant in the 
U.S. Navy during WWII, he opened his own architectural office in San Francisco in 1946. Influenced 
by Dailey and his contemporary, William Wurster, Esherick’s early designs, primarily residential, 
are a continuation of the Second Bay Tradition. Esherick and his firm were influential in the 
evolution of Bay Area Modernism, and served as a link between the Second and Third Bay 
Traditions. 
 


                                                           
4 Gebhard, 1976, as cited in Brown, Mary San Francisco Modern Architecture and Landscape Design (1935-1970) Historic 
Context Statement, San Francisco Planning Department, p. 179. 
5 Ibid, p. 180. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Brown, Mary, San Francisco Modern Architecture and Landscape Design (1935-1970) Historic Context Statement, San 
Francisco Planning Department, p. 179-180. 
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Esherick's firm added three partners – George Homsey (1952), Peter Dodge (1956) and Chuck Davis 
(1972), and the firm became Esherick, Homsey, Dodge, and Davis (EHDD). The firm increasingly 
designed large, nonresidential projects in the 1960s including important projects such as The 
Cannery (San Francisco, 1965-67) and Stevenson College at the University of California, Santa Cruz 
(1965-66), and, perhaps most importantly, model condominium houses for The Sea Ranch (1965-
67), a planned community on the Sonoma coast that focused on design in consideration of the 
natural elements of the site. After The Sea Ranch, Esherick’s work largely shifted to non-residential 
commissions. 
 
In addition to his work with the firm, Esherick taught at University of California, Berkeley (1952-
1985) and served as the Dean of the School of Architecture for the university from 1977-1981. He 
established an independent consulting firm in the early 1980s and served on the Professional 
Consulting Group for The Sea Ranch two decades after the community’s design. In 1989 he was 
awarded the AIA Gold Medal for lifetime achievement in architecture.9 


 
As a single-family home designed by Joseph Esherick in the Second Bay Tradition architectural style in 
1952, the subject property was constructed at the height of this style’s popularity by one of its most 
important contributors. 3074 Pacific features simple wood shingle-clad volumes accented with vertical 
metal battens that give the appearance of board and batten siding on the primary facade. The simple 
vernacular appearance of the building from the street is accented only by a prominent projecting eave that 
caps the second floor. Fenestration of the house is limited to simple rectangular fixed and casement 
windows set within the surrounding shingle cladding. While the primary façade gives the appearance of a 
simple squared volume, the building surrounds a courtyard space and features a prominent two-story 
glazed window wall that highlights the connection between interior and exterior spaces. The rectilinear 
volumes, choice of materials, and simple fenestration pattern, all point to the fact that 3074 Pacific is an 
exemplar of the Second Bay Tradition designed by one of its most important executors of the style. 
 
Therefore, the subject property is individually eligible for listing in the California Register under Criterion 
3.  
 
Criterion 4:  Property yields, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 
Based upon a review of information in the Departments records, the subject property is not significant 
under Criterion 4 since this significance criterion typically applies to rare construction types when 
involving the built environment. The subject building is not an example of a rare construction type. 
Assessment of archeological sensitivity is undertaken through the Department’s Preliminary Archeological 
Review process and is outside the scope of this review. 
 
Step B: Integrity 
To be a resource for the purposes of CEQA, a property must not only be shown to be significant under the California 
Register of Historical Resources criteria, but it also must have integrity.  Integrity is defined as “the authenticity of a 
property’s historic identity, evidenced by the survival of physical characteristics that existed during the property’s 
period of significance.”  Historic integrity enables a property to illustrate significant aspects of its past.  All seven 
qualities do not need to be present as long the overall sense of past time and place is evident. 
 
                                                           
9 Brown, p. 230. 
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The subject property has retained or lacks integrity from the period of significance noted in Step A: 


Location:  Retains  Lacks  Setting:  Retains  Lacks 
Association:  Retains  Lacks Feeling:  Retains  Lacks 
Design:   Retains  Lacks Materials:  Retains  Lacks 
Workmanship:  Retains  Lacks 


Although 3074 Pacific is an excellent example of the Second Bay Tradition architectural style designed by 
master architect Joseph Esherick, it has seen some alterations that have compromised its integrity in the 
form of additions and minor alterations. The building was originally constructed as a simple two-story 
volume in the front with a single-story rear portion that surrounded the courtyard to create a “C-shaped” 
plan that was open to the east. In 1965 Esherick was commissioned by the owners to design an L-shaped 
second story addition at the rear of the property above the garage that cantilevered over the eastern side of 
the property where the entrance to the courtyard is located. In 2011 a second story addition was constructed 
along the west elevation that connected the second story portion of the original 1952 construction with the 
1965 addition, while still retaining the courtyard in the center of the property. At some point in time the 
entrance to the courtyard was modified to incorporate a partial height framed glass wall. 
 
According to the HRE, these additions have cumulatively compromised the integrity of the property such 
that it would no longer convey its significance as a Second Bay Tradition home designed by Joseph 
Esherick. The HRE states that the access to the courtyard and the feeling of the courtyard has been 
compromised by the vertical additions and by the glass enclosure; furthermore, the rear vertical additions 
impacts the relationship of the building to its views of the courtyard.10   
 
The Modern Context Statement has provided detailed guidance regarding the integrity analysis for Second 
Bay Tradition buildings: 
 


A residential building that qualifies for individual listing on a local, state, and/or national register 
for its architectural significance would typically be an architect-designed full expression of the 
Second Bay Tradition style. In order to meet local and state registration requirements under 
Criterion 3 (Architecture) as an individual resource, a property would need to retain most of its 
character-defining features such that it has integrity of design, materials, and setting. 
 
In evaluating individual examples of Second Bay Tradition residential architecture, particular 
attention should be given to retention of the cladding materials, the entryway configuration, 
fenestration, and building form. A high importance is placed on the integrity of cladding, 
particularly if the building was originally clad in wood siding or shingles. Alterations that might 
exclude a property from listing include re-cladding in stucco. Cumulative impacts such as 
enclosing original balconies and the reconfiguration of the window openings may also exclude a 
property from listing. These thresholds for integrity should be applied to buildings originally 
designed in the Second Bay Tradition style, as well as to older buildings remodeled to the style 
(which occurred, though infrequently). It is not uncommon for buildings in San Francisco to take 
advantage of views by turning their backs to the street, meaning the primary entry is located at a 


                                                           
10 HRE, p. 26. 
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secondary facade. In certain cases, both the street-facing façade and the view façade can be 
considered primary facades.11 


 
With these specific integrity considerations for buildings designed in the Second Bay Tradition it is 
important to evaluate the alterations to 3074 Pacific as it relates to cladding materials, entryway 
configuration, fenestration, and building form. The original cladding materials of 3074 Pacific, which 
consist primarily of wood shingles remain intact on all elevations. The entryway configuration has been 
slightly modified through the installation of the framed glass wall, but the location and size of the entryway 
remains intact. Fenestration of the building, on primary elevations that are visible from the street, and on 
secondary elevations that are less visible, remain generally in the same size shape and material as they were 
constructed originally. While the original HRE states that the windows on the primary façade were 
originally custom wood windows designed by Joseph Esherick and have since been replaced with metal 
windows, a memo from Tim Kelley Consulting dated September 10, 2018 states the windows on the 
primary façade are in fact wood. Regardless of the material of the windows on the primary façade, they are 
generally in the same size, shape, configuration, and location as shown on the original plans.12 While 
additional windows have been added to secondary elevations, they are generally compatible with the size, 
shape, material and location of original windows and do not detract from the character of the property.  
 
The largest consideration to integrity is related to building form. The subject building was originally 
constructed as a simple two story front building with an adjoining “C ”shaped one story rear addition. The 
1965 vertical addition designed by Joseph Esherick that rose over the garage and cantilevered over the 
original entryway has taken on significance as it was designed by the original architect, is over 50 years 
old, and was designed in a similar style to harmonize with the original building. This leaves the remaining 
“L” shaped addition that was constructed in 2011 as the only real loss of integrity to the building’s form. 
Despite this 2011 addition, the courtyard remains intact and the addition is only visible from the secondary 
west elevation where the original second story volume at the front steps down slightly in height where it 
meets the addition.  
 
For the reasons stated above, it is the Department’s conclusion that the subject property retains all 7 aspects 
of integrity aside from design, which has been partially compromised by two alterations, the 2011 addition 
and by the installation of a glass framed wall at the entryway, both of which are barely visible from the 
public right of way. 
 
Step C: Character Defining Features 
If the subject property has been determined to have significance and retains integrity, please list the character-defining 
features of the building(s) and/or property.  A property must retain the essential physical features that enable it to 
convey its historic identity in order to avoid significant adverse impacts to the resource.  These essential features are 
those that define both why a property is significant and when it was significant, and without which a property can no 
longer be identified as being associated with its significance. 
 
The character-defining features of the subject property include the following: 


                                                           


11 Brown, p. 183. 


12 See P. 34 of the HRE for original drawings of the south façade.  
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Size, shape, and location of original two-story massing, one-story rear C-shaped section, and two-
story 1965 addition designed by Joseph Esherick, surrounding an open courtyard 
Original cladding materials that consist of wood shingles 
Decorative metal battens, projecting roof eave with metal brackets on primary façade  
Size, shape and location of original fenestration pattern on primary façade that consists of irregular 
rhythm of fixed and casement windows on the second floor, and ground floor glazed windows 
and doors 
Use of simply detailed fixed and casement windows on secondary elevations 
Double height glazed window system of courtyard-facing north elevation 
Size and shape of open courtyard accessed from the east elevation 


 
CEQA Historic Resource Determination 
 


 Historical Resource Present  
  Individually-eligible Resource 
  Contributor to an eligible Historic District 
  Non-contributor to an eligible Historic District 
 


 No Historical Resource Present 
 


PART I: PRINCIPAL PRESERVATION PLANNER REVIEW 
 
Signature:          Date:     
 Allison Vanderslice, Principal Preservation Planner 


 
 


PART II: PROJECT EVALUATION 
Proposed Project   Demolition   Alteration 
 
Per Drawings Dated: ___6/21/2019_______________________________ 
 
Project Description 
The proposed project includes a third-story vertical addition of 1,392 square feet located around the existing 
courtyard. There are no other proposed alterations to the primary or secondary elevations of the building. 
The existing fenestration pattern of the first and second floors and wood shingle cladding will remain 
intact.  
 


Project Evaluation 
If the property has been determined to be a historical resource in Part I, please check whether the proposed project 
would materially impair the resource and identify any modifications to the proposed project that may reduce or avoid 
impacts.   
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Subject Property/Historic Resource: 
  The project will not cause a significant adverse impact to the historic resource as proposed. 


  The project will cause a significant adverse impact to the historic resource as proposed.  


California Register-eligible Historic District or Context:  
  The project will not cause a significant adverse impact to a California Register-eligible historic 
district or context as proposed. 


  The project will cause a significant adverse impact to a California Register-eligible historic district 
or context as proposed.  


Project Impacts 
Planning Department staff find that the proposed vertical addition will not cause an impact to the historic 
resource. The project has been reviewed and determined to be in conformance with the Secretary of the 
Interiors’ Standards for Rehabilitation. 
 
Standard 1 
A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its distinctive 
materials, features, spaces and spatial relationships.  
The subject property will remain a single-family home. The vertical addition has been set back sufficiently 
from the primary façade and is situated in such a way that requires minimal change to the materials, 
features, spaces and spatial relationships that characterize 3074 Pacific Avenue.  
 
Standard 2  
The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration 
of features, spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.  
The proposed vertical addition will be located above the second floor and over the footprint of the existing 
building. The important spatial relationship of the courtyard will be maintained, and its footprint will not 
be altered. The existing building as it stands will see no modifications to the cladding material or 
fenestration pattern.  
 
Standard 3  
Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes that create a false sense of 
historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not be 
undertaken.  
The proposed addition will be one story with a flat roof with rectangular casement windows and will be 
finished in a treated vertical wood siding. The proposed addition will not appear to create a false sense of 
history as it will be sufficiently differentiated from the existing building. 
 
Standard 4  
Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved.  
The 1965 addition designed by Joseph Esherick will be retained and preserved as it has taken on 
significance.  
 
Standard 5  
Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize 
a property will be preserved.  
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The distinctive wood shingles that characterize the Second Bay Tradition architectural style will be retained 
on the existing building. Other details that are unique to the property such as the projecting eave and 
unique fenestration on the primary façade will not be removed. 
 
Standard 6  
Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires 
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, 
materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.  
The project as proposed does not incorporate removal of historic finishes. 
 
Standard 7  
Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that 
cause damage to historic materials will not be used.  
It is not anticipated that the proposed project will require use of any chemical or physical treatments that 
would damage historic materials. 
 
Standard 8  
Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation 
measures will be undertaken.  
Assessment of archeological sensitivity is undertaken through the Department’s Preliminary Archeological 
Review process and is outside the scope of this review.  
 
Standard 9  
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and 
spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be 
compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the 
property and its environment.  
The size, location, massing, and materials of the addition has been determined to be compatible with the 
character of the historic resource. The addition is set back from the primary façade by 15 feet so that the 
addition appears visually subordinate to the original structure. The massing of the third-floor addition is 
sensitive to the location of the courtyard and maintains the original footprint of the building. The material 
of the addition is proposed to be a vertical treated wood cladding with a fenestration pattern of rectangular 
wood windows. The addition as depicted in the renderings shows the proposed cladding material to be a 
differentiated material that is still compatible with the rough untreated appearance of wood shingles. The 
proposed fenestration pattern is similar in size and shape of the windows on the existing building and is 
therefore compatible with the character of the historic resource. A small metal eave is proposed to cap the 
third floor but this eave has been materially differentiated from the second floor eave.  
 
Standard 10  
New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the 
future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired. 
If the third-floor addition were to be removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 
property would be unimpaired. 


 


Therefore, planning department staff have determined that the proposed project is in conformance with 
the Secretary’s Standards and will not materially impair the identified historic resource. 
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3074 Pacific Avenue – View northeast of south elevation (primary façade) and west elevation.  
 


 
3074 Pacific Avenue – Cropped 1990s Sanborn map shows the footprint on the original 1952 building that 
consisted of a two-story front mass adjoined by a one-story rear section surrounding a courtyard. 
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3074 Pacific – Oblique aerial, view southwest showing location of “L” shaped second story addition 
designed by Joseph Esherick in 1965 (Pictometry). Footprint of the 1965 addition is highlighted in blue. 
 


  
3074 Pacific – Oblique aerial, view southwest showing location of 2011 second story addition. 
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MEMO 


September 10, 2018 


TO: Justin Greving, Senior Preservation Planner, Environmental Planning


FROM: Tim Kelley  


Response to Planning Department email August 1, 2018 re: 3074 Pacific Avenue HRE Part 1  


Thank you for your comments in the subject email containing the three questions/comments 


quoted below with our responses.


1. Window replacement – There is no indication in building permit record to substantiate 


replacement of the windows on the primary façade. The existing windows do not appear to 


detract from the character of the house even in they are replacement windows. Furthermore it 


is conceivable that the windows were constructed out of metal originally and the drawings 


were not updated. Does the photograph on p. 16 indicate that the windows were originally 


wood and have since been replaced? 


Missing permits are common and their absence does not affect integrity assessments. That 


said, we apologize for a mistake. It looks like we misidentified the existing windows as metal. 


They are actually wood.  


2. Alterations to secondary facades – The intent of this argument is to analyze facades that 


would be visible from the public right of way because they have prominent views from the rear 


of the building (IE the Kahn House by Neutra that is visible from the Embarcadero). Although I 


do agree that the integrity of the building has been affected by the 2011 addition, it would 


appear that the north courtyard-facing elevation is still intact. Is this not the case? 


This building’s primary relationship to the environment—the courtyard—has been 


systematically reduced by the 2011 addition of the western second story and the glazed 


entrance wall on the east, both of which are visible from the street. Regardless of the state of 


the north courtyard-facing façade, the courtyard itself is much more important as a character 


defining feature of both Esherick’s work and the Second Bay Tradition. Its integrity has been 


diminished seriously by encroachment on three sides. 


3. Comparison with like property types -  The argument that the subject property is not eligible 


for listing in the California Register would need to be further substantiated by comparison with 


like property types, either houses in San Francisco designed by Esherick, or houses in San 


Francisco designed in the Second Bay Tradition. Given the rarity of this property type in the 


City it would be helpful to understand if there are homes by Esherick that would be a better 


representation of his work. 
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There are several homes by Esherick listed in the Modern Architecture Context Statement and 


Marc Tribe’s Appropriate: the Houses of Joseph Esherick (William Stout Publishers, 2008) that 


are better representations of his work. Chief among them are the Goldman house at 3700 


Washington Street (1951), the house at 2960 Vallejo (referred to in the Context Statement as 


the Lillienthal House (1953) but as the Cohen House (1951) by Treib, and the house at 890 El 


Camino del Mar (1963). Photos of these examples are on the following pages. Interestingly, all 


these examples feature rear facades oriented to spectacular views. In comparison, 3074 


Pacific is a much more modest example of Esherick’s work, thus not individually significant as 


a representation of his work.  


If, hypothetically, the subject house were to be considered significant, we continue to believe it 


has lost integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling. In the absence of the 


spectacular sites of the examples cited above, this building’s primary relationship to the 


outdoor environment—the courtyard—has been systematically reduced by the 2011 addition of 


the second story to the west hyphen and the glazed entrance wall on the east. Regardless of 


the state of the north courtyard-facing façade, the courtyard itself is much more important as a 


character defining feature and its integrity has been diminished seriously. 
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Goldman House, 3700 Washington Street, 1951  
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Lilienthal Residence, 2960 Vallejo Street, 1953 (Cohen, 2960 Vallejo 1951 per Treib book) 
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890 Camino Del Mar, 1963 


 


 


 












CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address


4735 19TH ST


Block/Lot(s)


Project description for Planning Department approval.


Permit No.


Addition/ 


Alteration


Demolition (requires HRE for 


Category B Building)


New 


Construction


The project entails a horizontal and vertical addition to an existing two-story, 1,303-square-foot, single-family 


residence. The work includes interior reconfiguration and an addition of a third floor. The project would add 


1,026 square feet. With implementation of the project, the building would be a three-story, 2,329-square-foot, 


single-family residence.


Case No.


2019-005868ENV


2711037


 201904248867


STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS


The project has been determined to be categorically exempt under the California Environmental Quality 


Act (CEQA).


Class 1 - Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft.


Class 3 - New Construction. Up to three new single-family residences or six dwelling units in one 


building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions; change of use under 10,000 sq. ft. if principally 


permitted or with a CU.


Class 32 - In-Fill Development. New Construction of seven or more units or additions greater than 


10,000 sq. ft. and meets the conditions described below:


(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan 


policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations.


(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than 5 acres 


substantially surrounded by urban uses.


(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered rare or threatened species.


(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 


water quality.


(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.


FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING USE ONLY


Class ____







STEP 2: CEQA IMPACTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities, 


hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone? Does the 


project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g., backup diesel generators, 


heavy industry, diesel trucks, etc.)? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Air Pollution 


Exposure Zone)


Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing 


hazardous materials (based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy 


manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards or 


more of soil disturbance ‐ or a change of use from industrial to residential? 


if the applicant presents documentation of enrollment in the San Francisco Department of Public Health 


(DPH) Maher program, a DPH waiver from the Maher program, or other documentation from 


Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects would be less than significant (refer to 


EP_ArcMap > Maher layer).


Transportation: Does the project involve a child care facility or school with 30 or more students, or a 


location 1,500 sq. ft. or greater? Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian 


and/or bicycle safety (hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities?


Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two


(2) feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight (8) feet in a non -archeological sensitive


area? If yes, archeo review is requried (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 


Archeological Sensitive Area)


Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment


on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Topography). If yes, Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Slope = or > 25%: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion greater


than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more of


soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Topography) If box is


checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion


greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or  more 


of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) 


If box is checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage


expansion greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50  cubic 


yards or more of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is checked, a geotechnical report will likely be required and Environmental 


Planning must issue the exemption.


Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Don Lewis







STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS - HISTORIC RESOURCE
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: (refer to Property Information Map)


Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5.


Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 4.


Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included.


2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building.


3. Window replacement that meets the Department’s Window Replacement Standards. Does not include


storefront window alterations.


4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelines for Adding Garages and Curb Cuts, and/or


replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines.


5. Deck, terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way.


6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public 


right-of-way.


7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning


Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows.


8. Addition(s) that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right -of-way for 150 feet in each


direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a


single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50% larger than that of the original


building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features.


Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding.


Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5.


Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS - ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Project involves a known historical resource (CEQA Category A) as determined by Step 3 and


conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4.


2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces.


3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not “in-kind” but are consistent with


existing historic character.


4. Façade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features.


5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character -defining


features.


6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building’s historic condition, such as historic


photographs, plans, physical evidence, or similar buildings.







7. Addition(s), including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right -of-way


and meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation .


8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic 


Properties (specify or add comments):


9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments):


(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator)


10. Reclassification of property status. (Requires approval by Senior Preservation 


Planner/Preservation


Reclassify to Category A


a. Per HRER or PTR dated


b. Other (specify):


(attach HRER or PTR)


Reclassify to Category C


08/02/2019


Reclassify to Category C as per PTR form signed on 8/2/2019.


Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked, a Preservation Planner MUST sign below.


Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the


Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6.


Comments (optional):


Preservation Planner Signature: Charles Enchill


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION


Project Approval Action: Signature:


If Discretionary Review before the Planning Commission is requested,


the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the  project.


Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 


31of the Administrative Code.


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be 


filed within 30 days of the project receiving the approval action.


Please note that other approval actions may be required for the project. Please contact the assigned planner for these approvals.


Charles Enchill


08/15/2019


No further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA.


There are no unusual circumstances that would result in a reasonable possibility of a significant 


effect.


Building Permit







TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental


Quality Act (CEQA) exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the


Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change 


constitutes a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the 


proposed changes to the approved project would constitute a “substantial modification” and, therefore, be 


subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA.


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address (If different than front page) Block/Lot(s) (If different than 


front page)


Case No. Previous Building Permit No. New Building Permit No.


Plans Dated Previous Approval Action New Approval Action


4735 19TH ST


2019-005868PRJ


Building Permit


2711/037


 201904248867


Modified Project Description:


DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Compared to the approved project, would the modified project:


Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code;


Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code


Sections 311 or 312;


Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)?


Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known


at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may


no longer qualify for the exemption?


If at least one of the above boxes is checked, further environmental review is required.


DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Planner Name:


The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes.


If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA, in accordance with prior project


approval and no additional environmental review is required. This determination shall be posted on the Planning Department 


website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice. In accordance 


with Chapter 31, Sec 31.08j of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of this determination can be filed within 10 


days of posting of this determination.


Date:







Preservation Team Meeting Date: Date of Form Completion 7/31/2019


PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW FORM


  PROJECT ISSUES:


 Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource? 


 If so, are the proposed changes a significant impact?


 Additional Notes:  


Submitted: Supplemental Application prepared by Architect Andrea Fleischman (dated 
February 2019). 


  PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW:


   Category:  A  B  C


Individual Historic District/Context


Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a 
California Register under one or more of the 
following Criteria: 


Property is in an eligible California Register 
Historic District/Context under one or more of 
the following Criteria: 


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Period of Significance: Period of Significance: 


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


n/a


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


n/a


Contributor Non-Contributor


  PROJECT INFORMATION:


Planner: Address:


Charles Enchill 4735 19th Street


Block/Lot: Cross Streets:


2711/037 Yukon and Mono Streets


CEQA Category: Art. 10/11: BPA/Case No.:


B n/a 2019-005868ENV


  PURPOSE OF REVIEW:   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:


CEQA Article 10/11 Preliminary/PIC Alteration Demo/New Construction


DATE OF PLANS UNDER REVIEW: n/a







   Complies with the Secretary’s Standards/Art 10/Art 11:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the individual historic resource:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the historic district:


   Requires Design Revisions:


   Defer to Residential Design Team:


Yes No N/A


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


PRESERVATION TEAM COMMENTS:


        According to the Supplemental Application prepared by Architect Andrea Fleischman 
(dated February 2019), and information in the Planning Department files, the subject 
property at 4735 19th Street contains a one-story over garage and entry, wood-framed, 
residential building with stucco exterior. The building is located in Castro/Upper Market 
neighborhood and was constructed in 1947 (Building Permit) in the Minimal Traditional 
style. No architect is listed and the home was constructed by Modern Home Builders. It 
abuts buildings at both sides. The right half of the building is slightly recessed. Two corbels 
frame the asymmetrical gated entry to the right as well as the vehicular garage entrance to 
the left. A double-casement wood window with two lites over one is found above the entry 
and the same pattern window is grouped in three above the garage. Two yellow-tinted 
lites are contained in a paneled wood garage door. The main floor projects slightly above 
the garage and entry. The front roof line consists of a hip and valley roof.  The earliest 
owner and occupants were Isabell and Erwin Beyer who resided at the property from 
construction until 2002. Erwin worked as a sheet metal worker and Isabell's occupation is 
unknown. Permitted exterior alterations visible from 19th Street include: replacement of 
front wood windows with aluminum (1964), re-roofing (2000), and replacement of front 
aluminum windows with wood (2007). Unpermitted alterations appear to include removal 
of decorative roof finials circa 2016. 
        Department preservation staff have determined that 4735 19th Street does not 
appear to be eligible for listing in the California Register. No known historic events have 
occurred at the subject property that have made a significant contribution to the local, 
regional, state, or national levels (Criterion 1). None of the owners or occupants of the 
subject property are known to be important to history (Criterion 2). No architect is listed on 
the original permit and the building was constructed by Modern Home Builders. While in 
good condition, the building does not embody distinctive and significant characteristics of 
a master, type, style or period nor does it possess high artistic value (Criterion 3). 
        Based upon a review of information in the Department's records, the subject building 
is not significant under Criterion 4 since this significance criterion typically applies to rare 
construction types when involving the built environment. The subject building is not an 
example of a rare construction type. Assessment of archaeological sensitivity is undertaken 
through the Department’s Preliminary Archaeological Review process and is outside the 
scope of this review. 
     


  Signature of a Senior Preservation Planner / Preservation Coordinator: Date:


Allison K. Vanderslice Digitally signed by Allison K. Vanderslice 
Date: 2019.08.02 15:50:01 -07'00'







Preservation Team Review Form 4735 19th Street 
Continuation Sheet 


Page 3 of 3 
 


The subject property is not located within the boundaries of any identified historic district. The building 
is among a row of four buildings with substantially similar massing and same construction year, which 
may have all been developed by Modern Home Builders. The most evident style appears to contain 
simplified Art Deco features found left of the subject building (4729 19th Street). Nonetheless, this row 
of four lacks architectural cohesion overall.  
 
Therefore, the Planning Department Preservation staff has determined the subject building is not 
eligible for listing in the California Register, either individually or as part of a district contributor. 


 


 
View south of 4735 19th Street (Google Street View).  


 
 


 







From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES $10 MILLION IN STIPENDS FOR SAN

FRANCISCO EDUCATORS
Date: Monday, August 19, 2019 1:30:11 PM
Attachments: 8.19.19 Educator Stipends.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 8:40 AM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES $10 MILLION IN STIPENDS
FOR SAN FRANCISCO EDUCATORS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Monday, August 19, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES $10 MILLION IN

STIPENDS FOR SAN FRANCISCO EDUCATORS
The City budget for Fiscal Years 2019-20 and 2020-21 includes funding to support and retain

educators at high-potential schools
 

San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed, in partnership with the San Francisco
Unified School District (SFUSD), today announced a $10 million stipend pilot program to
support and retain educators who work at the City’s high-potential schools. These stipends
will provide additional financial support to educators who work in SFUSD schools that serve
underserved communities and experience significant teacher turnover. Nearly all of
San Francisco’s high-potential schools are in the Bayview, Mission and southeastern
neighborhoods.
 
Education research has consistently demonstrated that successful student achievement is
determined by teaching quality. However, many urban schools serving low-income and
students of color find it difficult to recruit and retain experienced educators. At high-potential
schools, one-third of teachers are first or second year teachers, and educator turnover is 27%,
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Monday, August 19, 2019 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES $10 MILLION IN 


STIPENDS FOR SAN FRANCISCO EDUCATORS 
The City budget for Fiscal Years 2019-20 and 2020-21 includes funding to support and retain 


educators at high-potential schools 


 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed, in partnership with the San Francisco Unified 


School District (SFUSD), today announced a $10 million stipend pilot program to support and 


retain educators who work at the City’s high-potential schools. These stipends will provide 


additional financial support to educators who work in SFUSD schools that serve underserved 


communities and experience significant teacher turnover. Nearly all of San Francisco’s high-


potential schools are in the Bayview, Mission and southeastern neighborhoods. 


 


Education research has consistently demonstrated that successful student achievement is 


determined by teaching quality. However, many urban schools serving low-income and students 


of color find it difficult to recruit and retain experienced educators. At high-potential schools, 


one-third of teachers are first or second year teachers, and educator turnover is 27%, compared to 


district-wide turnover of 21%. This pilot program seeks to improve student outcomes by 


addressing the recruitment and retention issue that currently exists at high-potential schools. 


 


“Students in San Francisco deserve a high-quality education, regardless of where they live or go 


to school. These stipends are one way to help make sure that qualified educators can keep 


working in our City and that our students are well-served,” said Mayor Breed. “San Francisco is 


an expensive place to live and we hope that these stipends will help our educators afford the cost 


of living so that they can be part of the community in which they work.” 


 


The City budget for Fiscal Years 2019-20 and 2020-21 includes $10 million over two years to 


provide stipends to over 1,000 educators at high-potential schools and is in addition to an 


existing SFUSD stipend program. Teachers at high-potential schools currently receive $2,000 on 


top of their base salary. Starting this year, educators will receive $3,000 per year for a total 


stipend of $5,000. In FY 2020-21, educators will receive an additional $2,500, bringing the total 


stipend amount to $7,500 per year. 


 


“We appreciate the Mayor and City partnering with SFUSD to support our mission of each and 


every student thriving in the 21st century,” said Superintendent Vincent Matthews. “Recruiting, 


retaining and supporting teachers in our high potential schools is a top priority.” 


 


In 2008, San Francisco voters passed a bond measure, known as Quality Teacher and Education 


Act (QTEA), to fund increased teacher compensation along with professional development and 
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accountability programs. Since then, SFUSD has offered a $2,000 annual stipend to teachers at 


high-potential schools through the QTEA Initiative.  


 


### 







compared to district-wide turnover of 21%. This pilot program seeks to improve student
outcomes by addressing the recruitment and retention issue that currently exists at high-
potential schools.
 
“Students in San Francisco deserve a high-quality education, regardless of where they live or
go to school. These stipends are one way to help make sure that qualified educators can keep
working in our City and that our students are well-served,” said Mayor Breed. “San Francisco
is an expensive place to live and we hope that these stipends will help our educators afford the
cost of living so that they can be part of the community in which they work.”
 
The City budget for Fiscal Years 2019-20 and 2020-21 includes $10 million over two years to
provide stipends to over 1,000 educators at high-potential schools and is in addition to an
existing SFUSD stipend program. Teachers at high-potential schools currently receive $2,000
on top of their base salary. Starting this year, educators will receive $3,000 per year for a total
stipend of $5,000. In FY 2020-21, educators will receive an additional $2,500, bringing the
total stipend amount to $7,500 per year.
 
“We appreciate the Mayor and City partnering with SFUSD to support our mission of each
and every student thriving in the 21st century,” said Superintendent Vincent Matthews.
“Recruiting, retaining and supporting teachers in our high potential schools is a top priority.”
 
In 2008, San Francisco voters passed a bond measure, known as Quality Teacher and
Education Act (QTEA), to fund increased teacher compensation along with professional
development and accountability programs. Since then, SFUSD has offered a $2,000 annual
stipend to teachers at high-potential schools through the QTEA Initiative.
 

###
 
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED, SUPERVISOR CATHERINE STEFANI AND CITY OFFICIALS

HIGHLIGHT PEDESTRIAN, TRAFFIC SAFETY FOR FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
Date: Friday, August 16, 2019 11:45:17 AM
Attachments: 8.16.19 Pedestrian and Traffic Safety.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 11:30 AM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED, SUPERVISOR CATHERINE STEFANI AND
CITY OFFICIALS HIGHLIGHT PEDESTRIAN, TRAFFIC SAFETY FOR FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Friday, August 16, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED, SUPERVISOR CATHERINE

STEFANI AND CITY OFFICIALS HIGHLIGHT PEDESTRIAN,
TRAFFIC SAFETY FOR FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL

Increased traffic enforcement, street safety improvements will make streets and sidewalks
safer for pedestrians and bicyclists

 

San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed joined Supervisor Catherine Stefani,
San Francisco Police Chief William Scott, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA) Interim Director Tom Maguire, and community advocates today to remind
San Franciscans about the importance of pedestrian and traffic safety, especially with school
starting on Monday, August 19. Also joining the announcement were students who have
advocated for pedestrian and traffic safety improvements after one of their teammates passed
away after being hit by a vehicle.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Friday, August 16, 2019 
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 
MAYOR LONDON BREED, SUPERVISOR CATHERINE 


STEFANI AND CITY OFFICIALS HIGHLIGHT PEDESTRIAN, 
TRAFFIC SAFETY FOR FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL 


Increased traffic enforcement, street safety improvements will make streets and sidewalks safer 
for pedestrians and bicyclists 


 
San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed joined Supervisor Catherine Stefani, 
San Francisco Police Chief William Scott, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency 
(SFMTA) Interim Director Tom Maguire, and community advocates today to remind 
San Franciscans about the importance of pedestrian and traffic safety, especially with school 
starting on Monday, August 19. Also joining the announcement were students who have 
advocated for pedestrian and traffic safety improvements after one of their teammates passed 
away after being hit by a vehicle.  
 
This year, SFMTA is providing crossing guards at 106 schools in the City. The Crossing Guard 
Program has hired 15 new guards, for a total of 190 Crossing Guards, who cover 154 
intersections throughout the City. Additionally, the Safe Routes to School Program will expand 
from 30 elementary schools to 103 K-12 public schools. The Safe Routes to School program 
partners with local community centers, City departments, and pedestrian safety non-profits and 
programs to help make walking and bicycling to school safer and more accessible for children, 
including those with disabilities, and to increase the number of children who choose to walk, 
bicycle, take public transit, or ride in parental carpools.  
 
“We want to make sure that our streets and sidewalks are safe for everyone in our City—whether 
you’re walking, biking, taking public transit, or in a car,” said Mayor Breed. “We have several 
ongoing initiatives to ensure year-round safety for pedestrians and bicyclists, and a few extra 
measures in place to make sure students can get to and from school safely once classes start on 
Monday.”   
 
Mayor Breed reaffirmed the City’s commitment to making San Francisco’s streets safe for 
everyone, and discussed ongoing efforts to enhance street safety so that children and youth can 
get to and from school safely. The City has designed streets to reduce traffic speeds and increase 
visibility of pedestrians and bicyclists, and is building more protected bike lanes. During the first 
week of school, the San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) will provide enhanced traffic 
control and enforcement near at least 20 schools located on or near high-traffic corridors. 
 
“With my own kids starting high school and fifth grade this month, I’m especially focused on the 
safety of our daily commutes,” said Supervisor Stefani. “After hearing countless stories of hit-
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and-runs and pedestrians or bicyclists being injured—or even killed—while trying to get to 
school or work, I applaud Mayor Breed’s attention to pedestrian and traffic safety. I look forward 
to continuing to work with the Mayor and my colleagues on the Board of Supervisors to make 
our streets and sidewalks safe for all.” 
 
“Everyone has a role to play in keeping our streets safe,” said SFPD Chief William Scott. “For 
drivers, it is as simple as slowing down, avoiding distractions, watching for pedestrians and 
obeying the 15 mile-per-hour limit in school zones. Bicyclists, skateboarders, people using 
scooters and pedestrians must also follow our City’s traffic laws. By doing so, we can help 
ensure the well-being and safety of everyone on our streets.” 
 
“We are working diligently with the school communities to deliver safer streets to our youngest 
pedestrians,” said Tom Maguire, Interim SFMTA Director of Transportation. “From designing 
and engineering safer streets to deploying more crossing guards at key intersections this year, we 
are excited to support families actively choosing sustainable modes of transportation to get to 
and from school safely.” 
 
In May, Mayor Breed committed to adding 20 miles of new protected bike lanes over the next 
two years, and increasing traffic citations for blocking bike lanes by 10%. She advocated for a 
quick-build policy, which allows the City to make street safety improvements on high-injury 
corridors that need to be fixed immediately. SFMTA adopted the quick-build policy in June and 
is currently using the policy to implement safety projects. 
 
In addition to street design improvements to increase safety for bicyclists and pedestrians, the 
City will continue efforts to increase traffic enforcement. In March, Mayor Breed instructed the 
SFPD to increase enforcement of dangerous driving most likely to result in collisions and to 
issue at least half of traffic citations to the five most common causes of collisions and injuries: 
speeding, violating pedestrian right-of-way in a crosswalk, running red lights, running stop signs, 
and failing to yield while turning. 
 


### 







This year, SFMTA is providing crossing guards at 106 schools in the City. The Crossing
Guard Program has hired 15 new guards, for a total of 190 Crossing Guards, who cover 154
intersections throughout the City. Additionally, the Safe Routes to School Program will
expand from 30 elementary schools to 103 K-12 public schools. The Safe Routes to School
program partners with local community centers, City departments, and pedestrian safety non-
profits and programs to help make walking and bicycling to school safer and more accessible
for children, including those with disabilities, and to increase the number of children who
choose to walk, bicycle, take public transit, or ride in parental carpools.

 

“We want to make sure that our streets and sidewalks are safe for everyone in our City—
whether you’re walking, biking, taking public transit, or in a car,” said Mayor Breed. “We
have several ongoing initiatives to ensure year-round safety for pedestrians and bicyclists, and
a few extra measures in place to make sure students can get to and from school safely once
classes start on Monday.”

 

Mayor Breed reaffirmed the City’s commitment to making San Francisco’s streets safe for
everyone, and discussed ongoing efforts to enhance street safety so that children and youth can
get to and from school safely. The City has designed streets to reduce traffic speeds and
increase visibility of pedestrians and bicyclists, and is building more protected bike lanes.
During the first week of school, the San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) will provide
enhanced traffic control and enforcement near at least 20 schools located on or near high-
traffic corridors.

 

“With my own kids starting high school and fifth grade this month, I’m especially focused on
the safety of our daily commutes,” said Supervisor Stefani. “After hearing countless stories of
hit-and-runs and pedestrians or bicyclists being injured—or even killed—while trying to get to
school or work, I applaud Mayor Breed’s attention to pedestrian and traffic safety. I look
forward to continuing to work with the Mayor and my colleagues on the Board of Supervisors
to make our streets and sidewalks safe for all.”

 

“Everyone has a role to play in keeping our streets safe,” said SFPD Chief William Scott. “For
drivers, it is as simple as slowing down, avoiding distractions, watching for pedestrians and
obeying the 15 mile-per-hour limit in school zones. Bicyclists, skateboarders, people using
scooters and pedestrians must also follow our City’s traffic laws. By doing so, we can help
ensure the well-being and safety of everyone on our streets.”

 

“We are working diligently with the school communities to deliver safer streets to our
youngest pedestrians,” said Tom Maguire, Interim SFMTA Director of Transportation. “From
designing and engineering safer streets to deploying more crossing guards at key intersections
this year, we are excited to support families actively choosing sustainable modes of
transportation to get to and from school safely.”



 

In May, Mayor Breed committed to adding 20 miles of new protected bike lanes over the next
two years, and increasing traffic citations for blocking bike lanes by 10%. She advocated for a
quick-build policy, which allows the City to make street safety improvements on high-injury
corridors that need to be fixed immediately. SFMTA adopted the quick-build policy in June
and is currently using the policy to implement safety projects.

 

In addition to street design improvements to increase safety for bicyclists and pedestrians, the
City will continue efforts to increase traffic enforcement. In March, Mayor Breed instructed
the SFPD to increase enforcement of dangerous driving most likely to result in collisions and
to issue at least half of traffic citations to the five most common causes of collisions and
injuries: speeding, violating pedestrian right-of-way in a crosswalk, running red lights, running
stop signs, and failing to yield while turning.

 
###



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: CTYPLN - CP TEAM (TAC - Preservation); Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Can you forward to both the HPC, but also the Preservation Staff
Date: Friday, August 16, 2019 11:08:42 AM

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Aaron Hyland <aaron@placemakingsf.com> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 6:27 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>
Subject: Can you forward to both the HPC, but also the Preservation Staff
 

 

 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/medas-four-pronged-approach-cultural-placekeeping-low-income-
feng
 
Thanks. 
 
--
Aaron Jon Hyland, FAIA
Architecture, Preservation and Place
PlaceMaking San Francisco
415-218-8238
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Aug 21 meeting George Washington high school
Date: Friday, August 16, 2019 11:06:49 AM
Attachments: SFH memo to SFUSD - Options for Life of Washington Mural (Updated 7.16.19).pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Jonathan Pearlman <jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 11:06 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>
Subject: FW: Aug 21 meeting George Washington high school
 

 

Hi Jonas,
 
Please forward to HPC members.
 
Jonathan Pearlman

ELEVATIONarchitects
1159 Green Street, Suite 4
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
(v) 415.537.1125 x101
(c) 415.225.3973
 
 

From: Mike Buhler <MBuhler@sfheritage.org>
Date: Friday, August 16, 2019 at 10:24 AM
To: Richard Rothman <rrothma@pacbell.net>, Jonathan Pearlman
<jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com>
Cc: Jane Tobin <janetobin@gmail.com>, Woody LaBounty <wlabounty@sfheritage.org>,
Lope Yap Jr <lyjr94121@sfgwhsalumni.org>
Subject: RE: Aug 21 meeting George Washington high school
 
Good morning, Richard and Jonathan.  Unfortunately, I’m not able to attend HPC on 8/21 but Woody
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mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
mailto:MBuhler@sfheritage.org
mailto:rrothma@pacbell.net
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:janetobin@gmail.com
mailto:wlabounty@sfheritage.org
mailto:lyjr94121@sfgwhsalumni.org
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GEORGE WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL 


“LIFE OF WASHINGTON” MURAL 


TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS, BUILDING CONSENSUS, RESOURCES 


(Submitted to SFUSD on 4.17.19, updated 7.16.19) 
 


 
Over the past year, San Francisco Heritage (Heritage) has been researching examples of 
comparable mural and public art controversies across the country and solutions prescribed for 
addressing objectionable and offensive imagery. Heritage commissioned the City Landmark 
nomination for George Washington High School, co-authored by Donna Graves and Christopher 
VerPlanck, which comprehensively documents the school’s public art and architecture, including 
Victor Arnautoff’s “Life of Washington” (1936) mural. Heritage is closely following the public 
process concerning the “Life of Washington” mural, having attended three of the four Reflection 
and Action Group meetings convened by the school district in early 2019. Regardless of 
Arnautoff’s original intent, we recognize the offensive nature of the mural’s depictions and their 
impact on students, especially students of color. Our goal in compiling this memo is to provide a 
range of technical options for consideration by district officials in order to facilitate a 
constructive and unifying solution.  
 
George Washington High School is the latest in a series of controversies surrounding depictions 
of Native Americans, African Americans, and other historical events locally and nationally – 
frequently involving New Deal-era artworks. Although each case must be considered in its own 
context, taking into account the intent of the artist and how the imagery is experienced by 
contemporary viewers, there have been a range of creative approaches to remedying inaccurate, 
offensive, and/or stereotypical content in public art. All of the cases profiled below combine 
multiple responses to address the controversial historical depictions, including screening, 
interpretation, education, and/or new artwork to provide a contemporary perspective. Notably, 
we have not come across any cases where the “solution” called for whitewashing or destruction 
of the artwork.      


THE IMPORTANCE OF REVERSIBILITY 
One of the guiding principles of conservation of cultural heritage is the idea of reversibility, that 
all interventions with the object should be fully reversible and that the object should be able to 
be returned to the state in which it was prior to the conservator's intervention. “Reversibility” in 
preservation work maintains the option of being able to reestablish the previous condition by 
opting for “more harmless” solutions and avoiding irreversible interventions. This concept is also 
a central tenet of federal rehabilitation standards for historic buildings. With all intervention 
measures on a work of art, such as the Arnautoff frescoes, the materials that are introduced 
should be examined regarding their relative reversibility, including the feasibility of implementing 
the prescribed “antidote” to return the artwork to its original condition. As illustrated in the 
General Services Administration’s approach to the “Dangers of the Mail” mural in Washington, 
D.C., profiled below, reversibility is a key consideration in evaluating whether changes to a 
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historic resource result in an adverse effect, whether under Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act or CEQA.  


 


REFLECTION & ACTION GROUP RECOMMENDATION: 
PAINTING OVER 
To address concerns over offensive depictions in “The Life of Washington” mural, the majority 
recommendation of the Reflection and Action Group, dated February 28, 2019, simply states: 
“Paint white paint over all panels of the ‘Life of Washington’ mural located in lobby before the 
first day of 2019-2020 school year.” It should be emphasized that, over the course of its four 
meetings in early 2019, the Reflection and Action Group was not formally presented with a 
range of technical options for screening, recontextualizing, relocating, and/or removing the 
murals.  
 
As observed by professional art conservator Will Shank, who conducted a site visit to GWHS on 
March 7, 2019, “the surface of buon fresco painting is intrinsically porous, and it will absorb any 
liquid coating applied to it. (Frescoes are not traditionally varnished like canvas paintings.) There 
is no ‘reversible’ liquid material that can be applied over a fresco in order to obliterate it. 
Another paint layer will sink into the interstices of the carefully prepared surface and into the 
grooves that separate one giornata [amount that can be painted in a day while the plaster remains 
wet] from the ones around it. It cannot be reversed completely in the future.” In his view, 
“overpainting would be an act of vandalism.”1   


REMOVAL / RELOCATION 
Although it is theoretically possible to remove and relocate the Arnautoff mural panels, such 
techniques are very seldom used and would likely be prohibitively expensive. As explained by 
Will Shank, who currently resides in Barcelona and practices conservation throughout Europe:  
 


The [Arnautoff] paintings were created in the traditional buon fresco style of the Italian 
Renaissance, which was revived by Rivera and his contemporaries, and picked up as a 
difficult-to-handle medium by the WPA artists of the United States in the 1930s and 
1940s. This technique requires the artist or her/his assistants to apply a patch of wet 
plaster directly onto a solid subsurface, and to apply pigments suspended in water onto 
the plaster before it dries. The surface area that the artist can cover in one day is called 
a giornata, and the junctures between these areas of plaster can easily be detected 
decades later. The paint thus becomes part of the wall. It is not easy, but not 
impossible, to remove frescoes from the wall on which they were painted. Usually one 
of two techniques is used, and this happens only in dire circumstances which usually 
result from structural problems in the wall itself, or the threat of demolition to the 
building on which the fresco is painted. 
 
The two methods are called strappo and stacco. Both of them are violent techniques of 
either hammering away, or tearing away, the top layer of plaster from the rest of the 
wall behind it. Once the painted plaster is removed, another support must be identified 
to attach it to. 


                                                           
1 Shank, Will. “Conservation Observations Regarding Victor Arnautoff’s Life of Washington Frescoes,” March 
13, 2019.   
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According to the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), the 
“detachment and transfer are dangerous, drastic and irreversible operations that 
severely affect the physical composition, material structure, and aesthetic 
characteristics of wall paintings. These operations are, therefore, only justifiable in 
extreme cases when all options of in situ treatment are not viable.” In addition, both 
forms of detachment break the intrinsic link between wall paintings and architecture; 
causing irreversible physical damage to the texture, topography, and tone of the 
painting. They also leave a void in the stripped interior. 
 
Neither of these techniques is advisable in the case of the George Washington murals. 
The complex twelve-part mural is highly site-specific, and there is no justifiable reason 
to incur the enormous expense and extreme effort required to physically remove them 
from their original location. There is also the final matter of their ultimate destination, a 
question with no obvious answer.2 


Contact:  


Will Shank: willshank@earthlink.net or www.willshank.net 
 


SCREENING  
As stated in testimony by public historian Donna Graves at the March 6, 2018 School Board 
meeting, Heritage has long supported a solution that would “conceal the [offensive depictions] 
in a way that allows people to choose to view it, and to find interpretation that explains why it is 
hidden, offers a path forward that is consistent with an educational setting. This could take the 
form of a screen suspended on wires running from ceiling to floor that can be pulled aside — or 
vertical doors attached to the floor that can be swung open. Both of these preliminary ideas 
leave the rest of the mural visually accessible. They can also incorporate text that explains the 
objections to the image, the ways that Native Americans historically have been erased or 
misrepresented, and the fact that Native peoples still live in San Francisco.” The GWHS Alumni 
Association concurs with and expounds on Heritage’s statement, having proposed “a 
combination of solutions to address the concerns raised,” including: 
 


 Screen the two panels in question to prevent inadvertent viewing, a solution used in a 
similar situation in Washington, D.C. 


 Place interpretive panels to describe the murals' intent and how they have been 
experienced by Native American, African American, and other students of color, as has 
been done in a similar situation in New York. 


 Develop a site-specific curriculum on contemporary issues related to the Native 
American experience. 


 Create new murals in prominent locations with positive portrayals of Native Americans 
including San Francisco’s Ramaytush Yelamu Ohlone tribe. 


 
If the content of the frescoes is to be obscured from view, a physical means of covering them 
over must be devised. According to Will Shank, such a system could take the form of the Dewey 
Crumpler murals adjacent to the Arnautoff frescoes (pictured below); these appear to be painted 
wooden/Masonite panels set into frames and adhered to the wall. Other types of material could 


                                                           
2 Id. 
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be considered in order to cover—and protect—the frescoes, 
including lightweight panels like foamcore or honeycomb 
panels with cardboard or aluminum cladding. In either case, 
school district should hire a technician familiar with the 
installation of such materials, working under the guidance 
of a conservator, with the goal of covering the frescoes 
without (1) making holes in the paintings, or (2) adhering 
anything directly onto the painted surfaces. The least 
invasive, and most reversible, solution would be to devise a 
system of fabric coverings. These could hang like draperies, 
or be stretched and attached with a system of grommets or 
other devices. Such a system would similarly need to be 
carefully fabricated so as to not penetrate, or adhere to, the 
painted surface. As referenced above, the key aspect of an 
acceptable solution to the problem is reversibility, so that 
the frescoes can once again be exposed intact if and when 
their circumstances change in the future. A qualified local 


conservator can help devise such a system and to attach it professionally and safely. 


 
CASE STUDY: Christopher Columbus Murals at Notre Dame University 
(Removable Screening, Digital Imaging, Off-Site Interpretation)  


In an analogous controversy involving a dozen Christopher Columbus murals inside the main 
building at the University of Notre Dame, the administration recently decided on “a course that 
will preserve the murals, but will not display them regularly in their current location.” Specifically, 
the murals will be covered with a “woven material” that will allow them to be displayed on 
occasion. A permanent display of high-resolution images of them will be placed elsewhere on 
campus. Although a brochure explaining the events depicted in the murals has been available to 
passersby since the 1990s, the hallway is so highly trafficked that “it is not well suited for a 
thoughtful consideration of these paintings and the context of their composition,” wrote 
university president Rev. John I. Jenkins in a statement to the campus community on January 
20, 2019. 
 
Painted by Luigi Gregori from 1882-84 on walls in the ceremonial entrance, the murals “reflect 
the attitudes of the time and were intended as a didactic presentation, responding to cultural 
challenges for the school’s largely immigrant, Catholic population.” However, Rev. Jenkins 
explained, “many have come to see the murals as at best blind to the consequences of 
Columbus’s voyage for the indigenous peoples who inhabited this ‘new’ world and at worst 
demeaning toward them.” 
 
In response to the university’s decision, Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull, president of the American Indian 
College Fund, advocated for a broader discussion about the visibility and public perception of 
indigenous people – a focus of the Reclaiming Native Truth project established in 2016 by the 
First Nations Development Institute (discussed below at p.9).3 Although she agrees that the 
Notre Dame murals are offensive, removing them “gives people who committed the acts and 
continue to victimize people of color permission to be indignant, or to pretend that covering 
them up fixes it. There was a time when I would have said, ‘You know what, cover those up.’ But 
                                                           
3 “Observers to Notre Dame: Act Wisely with Columbus Murals,” Diverse Issues in Higher Education, February 
1, 2019. See https://diverseeducation.com/article/137698/  
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now I feel an institution ought to make a significant investment in the educational opportunity 
that those murals represent. What the Reclaiming Native Truth initiative learned was that if you 
help people see the truth, they change their minds about how to support indigenous rights and 
tribal sovereignty.” 
 
Dr. Crazy Bull urged Notre Dame to “step up with a much stronger educational program around 
what those murals represent. Why not have a lecture series and bring in people who can talk 
about those issues, including the doctrine of discovery? That raises the visibility. And work on 
curriculum with some area schools that brings it into K-12 education, which our initiative shows 
is a game-changer. Attitudes and oppressive policies still exist, and Notre Dame probably has 
issues to address around indigenous people and people of color, if they are honest with 
themselves. Link that together and address it.” 
 
Contacts: 


Reverend John Jenkins: president@nd.edu  


Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull (through Executive Assistant, Carrie Basgall): cbasgall@collegefund.org  


 
CASE STUDY: “Dangers of The Mail” Mural – Clinton Building, Washington 
(Removable Screening, Interpretive Program, Web Content, Tours) 
 


  


The “Dangers of the Mail” mural, by Frank A. Mechau, was installed in 1937 when the building 
was the headquarters for the U.S. Postal Service. The mural was controversial from the start 
because it displays nude women being attacked by Indians. In the late 1990s, Native American 
federal employees led calls to remove the mural due to the offensive depictions amid the 
backdrop of a public building.  
 
After extensive public consultation with parties expressing many concerns from a range of 
positions, the General Services Administration (GSA) temporarily screened the mural in place 
while developing a comprehensive interpretive program that includes all 22 New Deal murals in 
the building. The three-part program consists of wall-mounted panels adjacent to each of the 
murals, web content (including a short essay on “Controversy Then and Now”), and regular 
public tours (with 30 tours led in 2017 alone).   
 
As a permanent solution, GSA designed and installed a custom-designed curtain in front of the 
mural. The custom-made curtain is made of a “durable, high-quality, fluid-moving metal mesh 
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material designed to be opened and closed by visitors so that the mural could be viewed along 
with its pendent mural in the lobby and in the context of other murals as originally intended.”  
The curtain is mounted to the flat plaster wall by two custom-fabricated curved walls running the 
horizontal length of the mural and located above and below the mural frame. The curtain 
material provides the required opacity while still allowing airflow to the mural to avoid the 
creation of a micro-climate around the mural, which would be harmful to its long-term 
preservation.  
 
As part of the Section 106 process under the National Historic Preservation Act, the GSA 
concluded that “the undertaking will have no adverse effect on the character-defining features 
of the Clinton Building and the qualities that qualify it for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. The curtain and interpretive panels are fully reversible, are consistent with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, will leave all historic murals in their 
original locations, and will continue to allow increased public access and interpretive information 
for the building-wide mural program.”4 
 


Contacts: 


Drapery fabricator: Whiting and Davis  


GSA staff contact: Kristen Fusselle, kristen.fusselle@gsa.gov or 202/573-5626 


 


RECONTEXTUALIZATION 
 
CASE STUDY: Old New York Diorama – American Museum of Natural History, 
New York City (New Interpretive Signage Overlay) 
 


 
On the first floor of the American Museum of Natural History, a diorama created in 1939 depicts 
an imagined 17th-century meeting between Dutch settlers and the Lenape, an Indigenous tribe 
inhabiting New Amsterdam, now New York City. It was intended to show a diplomatic negotiation 
between the two groups, but the portrayal tells a different story. 
 


                                                           
4 Letter from Nancy Witherall, GSA Regional Historic Preservation Officer, to David Maloney, State Historic 
Preservation Officer for the District of Columbia, November 30, 2017. 
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The scene shows tribesmen wearing loincloths and their heads adorned with feathers. A few 
Lenape women can be seen in the background, undressed to the waist. They keep their heads 
down, dutiful. In front of a windmill are two fully clothed Dutchmen, one of them resting a 
firearm on his shoulder. Critics said that the diorama depicts cultural hierarchy, not a cultural 
exchange. The narrative is filled with historical inaccuracies and clichés of Native 
representation, according to Bradley Pecore, a visual historian of Menominee and Stockbridge 
Munsee descent who was hired by the museum to “help solve the diorama problem.” While the 
scene remains intact, 10 large labels now adorn the glass, summarizing various issues. They 
were carefully chosen after a research process that took most of 2018. The largest one, visible 
from a distance, invites visitors to “reconsider this scene.” 
 
Video: American Museum of Natural History – “Behind the Updates to Old New York Diorama”  


  
CASE STUDY: Palazzo degli Uffici Finanziari – Bozen-Bolzano, Italy (Projected 
Overlay Text, Explanatory Panels) 
 


A similar intervention was done in 2017 on the 
large bas-relief covering the Palazzo degli Uffici 
Finanziari in Bozen-Bolzano, Italy, which shows 
Benito Mussolini on horseback: a lit inscription 
is now projected onto the wall with a sentence 
by Hanna Arendt in German, Italian, and Ladin: 
“Nobody has the right to obey,” challenging the 
Fascist motto: “CREDERE, OBBEDIRE, 
COMBETERE” (Believe, obey, fight). A set of 
explanatory panels have been installed on the 
pavement in front of the building. Thus, the 
monument has been given a new meaning, 
opposite to the original one.   
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It should be noted that, as part of a class project, teachers 
and students at George Washington High School have 
created temporary signage in an effort to recontextualize 
and interpret Arnautoff’s “Life of Washington” mural and 
Dewey Crumpler’s “response murals.” Historical quotes and 
other contextual information are currently placed under 
multiple panels of both murals (at left). As part of some 
future solution, students could be similarly engaged in 
developing content for permanent signage explaining 
Arnautoff’s counternarrative, inaccurate and stereotypical 
depictions of Native Americans in the mural and across 
society, efforts at GWHS to remove the murals, etc.  


 
 


NEW ARTWORK 
Another common response to address controversial historical depictions is to commission new 
artwork “in response.” One need not look further than George Washington High School for an 
early example of this approach: In the 1960s African American students raised their voices to 
state that they found images in the Arnautoff mural demeaning and asked the School Board to 
erase them. The solution at that time was to commission a series of “response murals” that 
would specifically honor the contributions of African American and other marginalized 
ethnic/racial groups.  A series of paintings by young African American painter named Dewey 
Crumpler, titled “Multi-Ethnic Heritage: Black, Asian, Native/Latin American,” were installed in 
1974. Crumpler has gone on to become one of San Francisco’s prominent painters and 
muralists and teachers. 


 
CASE STUDY: Memorial Hall Mural – University of Kentucky (New Art, 
Contextual Signage) 
 


 
A 1934 mural by Ann Rice O’Hanlon in the lobby of Memorial Hall, depicting the history of 
Kentucky, provoked anger among African American and other students of color who find the 
images of slaves and Native Americans demeaning. In 2015, a group of black students told UK 
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President Eli Capilouto that the mural mirrored other problems with the campus’ racial climate. 
The university immediately covered the mural as an interim solution. A year later, the mural was 
uncovered with contextual signage added to describe the work and the concerns people raised 
about it.  
 
A task force formed by UK decided that art should beget more art that could put other 
perspectives in front of student eyes. The university considered several proposals from artists 
before selecting Karyn Olivier in 2018 and offering her a $30,000 commission. The mural 
controversy spurred the university to consider how to strengthen its ongoing efforts to ensure 
that all students feel a sense of belonging. Olivier’s work, titled “Witness,” gilded Memorial Hall’s 
domed ceiling with gold leaf and painted figures of people of color that Olivier based on images 
from the decades-old mural (below). Olivier surrounded the dome with portraits of people of 
color who played important roles in the state’s history, including Georgia Davis Powers, the first 
black person to serve in the Kentucky Senate. The dome is also inscribed with the 
following quote from Frederick Douglass: “There is not a man beneath the canopy of heaven, 
that does not know that slavery is wrong for him.” 
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CASE STUDY: “In Pursuit of Venus” by Lisa Reihana, New Zealand       
(New Art, Digital Panorama and Reanimation) 
 


  
 
In 2015, New Zealand indigenous artist Lisa Reihana created the powerful digital panorama, 
“In Pursuit of Venus,” which reanimates the story of Captain Cook and first contact. The 80-
foot-wide, 13-foot-tall “digital scroll” with a soundtrack—a full 64 minutes—re-interprets an 
1804 French wallpaper by Joseph Dufour, Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique (“savages,” 
above). With the original wallpaper displayed nearby, Reihana’s monumental, immersive 
artwork (below) places re-enactments by performers of Polynesian, Maori, and Aboriginal First 
Nations descent within a painted Tahitian landscape in which the historically accurate 
(geographical features and architecture) bumps up against the imaginary exotic (fantastical 
plant life). This epic work will be on display in San Francisco at the de Young Museum from 
August 10, 2019 thru January 5, 2020.   
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PROCESS AND RESOURCES FOR ACHIEVING CONSENSUS 
 
Whatever the proposed response to address the GWHS mural controversy, Heritage strongly 
recommends that SFUSD convene an additional, inclusive public process led by a 
professional mediator (or group of mediators) to build consensus around one or more of the 
above solutions. The process followed to resolve an eight-year dispute regarding whether to 
restore or paint over a mural on the exterior walls of the branch library in Bernal Heights 
provides a potential model. Traditionally a working-class neighborhood known for political 
activism and attention to community concerns, Bernal housed a diverse population of Latino, 
Filipino, and European heritage. As the neighborhood was growing rapidly upscale, the mural 
came to represent the culture and entitlement of existing residents to live on the hill. To 
others, the mural blighted a beautiful building.  
 
To resolve this seemingly intractable conflict, area officials convened a mediation led by Beth 
Roy, an experienced mediator and Bernal resident. The group, which reflected the wide range 
of ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds in the community, ultimately came to a strong 
consensus, resulting in the reinterpretation of the artwork to reflect changing times and to 
honor the full population of the neighborhood. The 2014 book, The Bernal Story: Mediating 
Class and Race in a Multicultural Community, describes in detail how the process was 
designed, who took part, how the group of twelve community representatives came to a 
consensus, and how that agreement was carried into the larger community and implemented.  
 
Another potential resource is the Reclaiming Native Truth initiative, a national effort launched 
in 2016 to “foster cultural, social, and policy change by empowering Native Americans to 
counter discrimination, invisibility, and the dominant narratives that limit Native opportunity, 
access to justice, health, and self-determination. Reclaiming Native Truth’s goal is to move 
hearts and minds toward greater respect, inclusion, and social justice for Native Americans.” 
The initiative began with more than a year of nationwide research into what different groups 
of Americans — across socio-economic, racial, geographic, gender, and generational cohorts 
— think (and don’t know) about Native peoples and Native issues. New research was also 
conducted concerning Native people’s perceptions of mascots and the impacts of negative 
depictions. From this research, Reclaiming Native Truth crafted a new narrative framework 
and strategy that focuses on changing the dominant narrative from one of deficit, invisibility, 
falsehoods, and stereotypes to one grounded in truth about the rich history of Native peoples 
and their current contributions, assets, and strength. With input from a large advisory group, 
the initiative has published several instructional guides that can be downloaded from its 
website, including Narrative Change Strategy, Changing the Narrative About Native 
Americans: A Guide for Allies, and most recently, Creating Visibility and Healthy Learning 
Environments for Native Americans in Higher Education.  
 
One of these advisors, Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull, president of the American Indian College Fund, 
referenced Reclaiming Native Truth in her comments on the mural controversy at Notre Dame 
(see above). She encouraged the university to “make a significant investment in the 
educational opportunity that those murals represent. What the Reclaiming Native Truth 
initiative learned was that if you help people see the truth, they change their minds about 
how to support indigenous rights and tribal sovereignty… Why not have a lecture series and 
bring in people who can talk about those issues, including the doctrine of discovery? That 
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raises the visibility. And work on curriculum with some area schools that brings it into K-12 
education, which our initiative shows is a game-changer.”   
 
Although Heritage has not contacted Reclaiming Native Truth or Dr. Crazy Bull, and we cannot 
speak to their reputation, they could be a valuable source of research, guidance, and 
credibility in support of the School Board’s ultimate course of action. 
 
Contacts: 


Beth Roy, conflict resolution specialist, www.bethroy.org, broy@igc.org, 415/518-8119 


Dr. Cheryl Crazy Bull (through Executive Assistant, Carrie Basgall): cbasgall@collegefund.org 


Reclaiming Native Truth: Randy Blauvelt, APR, Senior Communications Officer: 
rblauvelt@firstnations.org, 303/774-7836 x213, 303/915-2579 (mobile), 
https://rnt.firstnations.org/ 







LaBounty (Heritage’s new VP of Advocacy & Programs!) will be there to represent Heritage. We will
submit Heritage’s complete memo on potential alternatives (attached here) to the HPC in advance
to help inform their discussion. 
 
It would be most helpful if Dawn Kamalanathan (or someone from the school district) could attend
to present the timeline for the CEQA process needed to implement the school board’s decision,
including information on how and when the HPC could best provide input during that process.
 
Thanks, Mike
 
 
 

From: Richard Rothman [mailto:rrothma@pacbell.net] 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 8:48 AM
To: Jonathan Pearlman <jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com>
Cc: Mike Buhler <MBuhler@sfheritage.org>; Jane Tobin <janetobin@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Aug 21 meeting George Washington high school
 
HI Jonathan,
Thanks for the email.I will  be at the meeting. Attached is the latest newsletter from
SF Heritage which has a report Mike Buhler wrote about alternatives to covering up
for a murals you might want to ask him to come to the meeting and make a
presentation on the different alternatives he studied in writing this report.
 
Also on another subject you might want to ask for a hearing on the Mothers Building. 
Since the project receive funding to do the assessment study from the Historic
Preservation Fund and funding from Supervisor Tang to take care of the short in
intermediate needs of the building nothing has been done since since then to move
the process along. You might want ask Rec and Park in the Zoo what their plans are
for the building and how they plan to raise the funds to restore the building. Maybe if
we shine some light on the issue people will start working towards opening the
building.
 
Thanks
 
Richard Rothman   
415 35-7629
On Thursday, August 15, 2019, 05:56:49 PM PDT, Jonathan Pearlman
<jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 

Hi Richard,

 

I asked that we put it on the agenda for the HPC to have public comment on the topic. We received many
emails from around the country asking that the HPC “do something” about the destruction of the murals.

mailto:rrothma@pacbell.net
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:MBuhler@sfheritage.org
mailto:janetobin@gmail.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com


Sadly, the bureaucratic structure of the City does not allow us to have any influence over the School
Board and its domain. We had recommended a number of school buildings be landmarked including GW
High, but the School Board has no interest and thinks it will create problems for them when they want to
do any work on the buildings (rightly so!). I suggested we write a letter under Aaron Hyland’s signature,
that expresses our opinion (our unmitigated outrage, if you ask me) and at least puts us on record.

 

I assume you will be there? See you then.

 

Jonathan

 

Jonathan Pearlman

ELEVATIONarchitects

1159 Green Street, Suite 4

San Francisco, CA 94109

 

(v) 415.537.1125 x101

(c) 415.225.3973

 

 

From: Richard Rothman <rrothma@pacbell.net>
Date: Thursday, August 15, 2019 at 4:28 PM
To: "jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com" <jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com>
Subject: Aug 21 meeting George Washington high school

 

Hi Jonathan,

I was just looking at the agenda for next Wednesday's meeting and I see the
commission will be talking about a murals at George Washington high school.There's
no staff person listed I was wondering if the commission just wondering update on
with the school board voted on.Is there another agenda that the commission wants to
talk about.

 

mailto:rrothma@pacbell.net
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com


Thanks

Richard Rothman

415 350-7629.

 

ps i was the one who been who has been coming to the meetings to talk about the
Mothers Building.

 

 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: CTYPLN - COMMISSION SECRETARY; CTYPLN - CP TEAM (TAC - Preservation); RUIZ-ESQUIDE, ANDREA (CAT);

WONG, VICTORIA (CAT)
Subject: HPC Calendars for August 21, 2019
Date: Thursday, August 15, 2019 3:29:52 PM
Attachments: 20190821_hpc.docx

20190821_hpc.pdf
HPC Advance - 20190821.xlsx
HPC Hearing Results 2019.docx

Commissioners,
Attached are your Calendars for August 21, 2019.
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:CPC.COMMISSIONSECRETARY@sfgov.org
mailto:CPC.TAC-Perservation-Team@sfgov.org
mailto:Andrea.Ruiz-Esquide@sfcityatty.org
mailto:Victoria.Wong@sfcityatty.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
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Commission Chambers, Room 400

City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place

San Francisco, CA 94102-4689





Wednesday, August 21, 2019

12:30 p.m.

Regular Meeting



Commissioners:

Aaron Hyland, President 

Diane Matsuda, Vice President

Kate Black, Richard S.E. Johns, 

Jonathan Pearlman



Commission Secretary:

Jonas P. Ionin









Hearing Materials are available at:

Website: http://www.sfplanning.org

Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor, Suite 400





Commission Hearing Broadcasts:

Live stream: http://www.sfgovtv.org









Disability accommodations available upon request to:

 commissions.secretary@sfgov.org or (415) 558-6309 at least 48 hours in advance.
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For more information on your rights under the Sunshine Ordinance (Chapter 67 of the San Francisco Administrative Code) or to report a violation of the ordinance, contact the Sunshine Ordinance Task Force at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 409; phone (415) 554-7724; fax (415) 554-7854; or e-mail at sotf@sfgov.org. Copies of the Sunshine Ordinance can be obtained from the Clerk of the Sunshine Task Force, the San Francisco Library and on the City’s website at www.sfbos.org/sunshine.

 

Privacy Policy

Personal information that is provided in communications to the Planning Department is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. 



Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Planning Department and its commissions. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Department regarding projects or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Department does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Department and its commissions may appear on the Department’s website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

 

San Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance

Individuals and entities that influence or attempt to influence local legislative or administrative action may be required by the San Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance [SF Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code Section 21.00-2.160] to register and report lobbying activity.  For more information about the Lobbyist Ordinance, please contact the San Francisco Ethics Commission at 25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 220, San Francisco, CA 94102; phone (415) 252-3100; fax (415) 252-3112; and online http://www.sfgov.org/ethics.

 

Accessible Meeting Information

Commission hearings are held in Room 400 at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place in San Francisco. City Hall is open to the public Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and is accessible to persons using wheelchairs and other assistive mobility devices. Ramps are available at the Grove, Van Ness and McAllister entrances. A wheelchair lift is available at the Polk Street entrance.  



Transit: The nearest accessible BART station is Civic Center. Accessible MUNI Metro lines are the F, J, K, L, M, N, T (exit at Civic Center or Van Ness stations). MUNI bus routes also serving the area are the 5, 6, 9, 19, 21, 47, 49, 71, and 71L. For more information regarding MUNI accessible services, call (415) 701-4485 or call 311.



Parking: Accessible parking is available at the Civic Center Underground Parking Garage (McAllister and Polk), and at the Performing Arts Parking Garage (Grove and Franklin). Accessible curbside parking spaces are located all around City Hall. 



Disability Accommodations: To request assistive listening devices, sign language interpreters, readers, large print agendas or other accommodations, please contact the Commission Secretary at (415) 558-6309, or commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing.



Language Assistance: To request an interpreter for a specific item during the hearing, please contact the Commission Secretary at (415) 558-6309, or commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing.



Allergies: In order to assist the City in accommodating persons with severe allergies, environmental illness, multiple chemical sensitivity or related disabilities, please refrain from wearing scented products (e.g. perfume and scented lotions) to Commission hearings.



SPANISH:  Agenda para la Comisión de Preservación de Edificios y Lugares Históricos (Historic Preservation Commission).  Si desea asistir a la audiencia, y quisiera obtener información en Español o solicitar un aparato para asistencia auditiva, llame al 415-558-6309. Por favor llame por lo menos 48 horas de anticipación a la audiencia.

CHINESE: 歷史保護委員會議程。聽證會上如需要語言協助或要求輔助設備，請致電415-558-6309。請在聽證會舉行之前的至少48個小時提出要求。

TAGALOG: Adyenda ng Komisyon para sa Pangangalaga ng Kasaysayan (Historic Preservation Commission Agenda). Para sa tulong sa lengguwahe o para humiling ng Pantulong na Kagamitan para sa Pagdinig (headset), mangyari lamang na tumawag sa 415-558-6309. Mangyaring tumawag nang maaga (kung maaari ay 48 oras) bago sa araw ng Pagdinig. 

RUSSIAN: Повестка дня Комиссии по защите памятников истории. За помощью переводчика или за вспомогательным слуховым устройством на время слушаний обращайтесь по номеру 415-558-6309. Запросы должны делаться минимум за 48 часов до начала слушания.



ROLL CALL:		

	President:	Aaron Hyland

	Vice President:	Diane Matsuda

		Commissioners:                	Kate Black, Richard S.E. Johns, Jonathan Pearlman



A.	GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT



At this time, members of the public may address the Commission on items of interest to the public that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Commission except agenda items. With respect to agenda items, your opportunity to address the Commission will be afforded when the item is reached in the meeting.  Each member of the public may address the Commission for up to three minutes.



The Brown Act forbids a commission from taking action or discussing any item not appearing on the posted agenda, including those items raised at public comment.  In response to public comment, the commission is limited to: 



(1)  responding to statements made or questions posed by members of the public; or

(2)  requesting staff to report back on a matter at a subsequent meeting; or 

(3)  directing staff to place the item on a future agenda.  (Government Code Section 54954.2(a))



B.	DEPARTMENT MATTERS



1.	Director’s Announcements	

	

2.	Review of Past Events at the Planning Commission, Staff Report and Announcements



C.	COMMISSION MATTERS 



3.	President’s Report and Announcements

	

4.	Consideration of Adoption:

· Draft Minutes for ARC June 19, 2019

· Draft Minutes for HPC August 7, 2019



Adoption of Commission Minutes – Charter Section 4.104 requires all commissioners to vote yes or no on all matters unless that commissioner is excused by a vote of the Commission.  Commissioners may not be automatically excluded from a vote on the minutes because they did not attend the meeting.



5.	Commission Comments & Questions

· Disclosures.

· Inquiries/Announcements.  Without discussion, at this time Commissioners may make announcements or inquiries of staff regarding various matters of interest to the Commissioner(s).

· Future Meetings/Agendas.  At this time, the Commission may discuss and take action to set the date of a Special Meeting and/or determine those items that could be placed on the agenda of the next meeting and other future meetings of the Historic Preservation Commission.



D.	CONSENT CALENDAR



All matters listed hereunder constitute a Consent Calendar, are considered to be routine by the Historic Preservation Commission, and may be acted upon by a single roll call vote of the Commission.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a member of the Commission, the public, or staff so requests, in which event the matter shall be removed from the Consent Calendar and considered as a separate item at this or a future hearing.



6.	2019-000539PTA	(J. VIMR: (415) 575-9109)

1000 MARKET STREET – located on the north side of Market Street at its intersection with Golden Gate Avenue, Taylor Street, and 6th Street,  Lot 001 in Assessor’s Block 0350 (District 6) – Request for a Permit to Alter to retain/repair (as needed) the full length of the Market Street historic cornice return and remove all but the front portion of the Golden Gate Avenue cornice return. The subject property is a Category I (Significant) building individually designated under Article 11 of the Planning Code and is located within a C-3-G (Downtown-General) Zoning District, the Market Street Special Sign District, and 120-X Height and Bulk District. 

Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions



E .	REGULAR CALENDAR  

	

7. GEORGE WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL MURALS – Review and Comment on the “Life of Washington” mural painted by Victor Arnautoff in 1935 as part of the Works Progress Administration. The Historic Preservation Commission added the Institution to the Landmark Designation Work Program on August 17, 2016 and initiated Landmark Designation on October 18, 2017.



8.	2014.0012E                           	(C. OLEA, Public Works: (415) 437-7050)

BETTER MARKET STREET PROJECT – Better Market Street is an interagency project led by San Francisco Public Works in coordination with project partners, including the San Francisco Planning Department (Planning Department), San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), San Francisco Arts Commission, and the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA). The proposed project will redesign and provide a program of transportation and streetscape improvements to a 2.2 mile stretch of Market Street between Steuart Street and Octavia Boulevard. This Informational Presentation will provide an update on the project’s conceptual design elements, including sidewalk paving, trees, and Path of Gold decorative bases. The project team seeks comments on the proposed design concepts.

Preliminary Recommendation:  Review and Comment







9a.	2019-014684LBR	(S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625)

300 PAGE STREET – located on the north side of Page Street between Laguna and Buchanan streets in the Western Addition neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 0840, Lot 002 (District 5). Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission approval of a Legacy Business Registry application. San Francisco Zen Center is a residential and training center for the study of Zen Buddhism that has served San Francisco for 57 years. The Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, community-serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the City intends that the Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. The subject business is located within a RTO (Residential Transit Oriented) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District.

Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval



9b.	2019-014685LBR	(S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625)

2092 3RD STREET – located on the west side of 3rd Street between 18th and Mariposa streets in the Potrero Hill neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 3995, Lot 007 (District 10). Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission approval of a Legacy Business Registry application. Moshi Moshi is a restaurant and bar specializing in Japanese cuisine that has served San Francisco for 33 years. The Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, community-serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the City intends that the Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. The subject business is located within a UMU (Urban Mixed Use) Zoning District and 68-X Height and Bulk District.

Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval



9c.	2019-014683LBR	(S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625)

474 VALENCIA STREET – located on the west side of Valencia Street between 15th and 16th streets in the Mission neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 3555, Lot 063 (District 8). Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission approval of a Legacy Business Registry application. La Raza Centro Legal is a not-for-profit, community-serving legal organization that has served San Francisco for 45 years. The Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, community-serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the City intends that the Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. The subject business is located within the Valencia Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and 55-X Height and Bulk District.

Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval



9e.	2019-014681LBR	(S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625)

1452 VALENCIA STREET – located on the west side of Valencia Street between 25th and 26th streets in the Mission neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 6531, Lot 010 (District 8). Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission approval of a Legacy Business Registry application. EHS Pilates is a Pilates studio that has served San Francisco for 27 years. The Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, community-serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the City intends that the Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. The subject business is located within the Valencia Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and 55-X Height and Bulk District.

Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval



10.	2018-007244COA	(N. KWIATKOWSKA: (415) 575-9185)

3347 21ST STREET – located on the south side between Valencia and Guerrero streets; Lot 094 in Assessor’s Block 3617 (District 8) – Request for a Certificate of Appropriateness to replace existing fence at front of the property, which was constructed without benefit of a building permit and Certificate of Appropriateness. The subject property, constructed circa 1865, is a contributor to the Article 10 Liberty-Hill Landmark District and is located within a RH-3 (Residential, House, Three-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. 

Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Modifications 



11.	2015-009783PTA	(J. VIMR: (415) 575-9109)

220-222 BATTERY STREET – located on the east side of Battery Street between Halleck Alley and California Street, Lot 013 in Assessor’s Block 0237 (District 3) – Request for a Permit to Alter to construct a four-story vertical addition with roof deck atop the existing building. The addition would provide four new residential units with the use of the existing building remaining unchanged. With the proposed addition, the building’s overall height would be approximately 68 feet, 7 inches. The subject property is a Category V (Unrated) building located within the Article 11 Front-California Conservation District, the C-3-O (Downtown-Office) Zoning District, and 300-S Height and Bulk District. 

Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions



ADJOURNMENT




Historic Preservation Liaison

Jeff Joslin

jeff.joslin@sfgov.org

(415) 575-9117



Hearing Procedures

The Historic Preservation Commission holds public hearings on the first and third Wednesday, of most months. The full hearing schedule for the calendar year and the Commission Rules & Regulations may be found online at: www.sfplanning.org. 



Public Comments: Persons attending a hearing may comment on any scheduled item. 

· When speaking before the Commission in City Hall, Room 400, please note the timer indicating how much time remains.  Speakers will hear two alarms.  The first soft sound indicates the speaker has 30 seconds remaining.  The second louder sound indicates that the speaker’s opportunity to address the Commission has ended.



Sound-Producing Devices Prohibited: The ringing of and use of mobile phones and other sound-producing electronic devices are prohibited at this meeting. Please be advised that the Chair may order the removal of any person(s) responsible for the ringing or use of a mobile phone, pager, or other similar sound-producing electronic devices (67A.1 Sunshine Ordinance: Prohibiting the use of cell phones, pagers and similar sound-producing electronic devices at and during public meetings).



For most cases that are considered by the Historic Preservation Commission, after being introduced by the Commission Secretary, shall be considered by the Commission in the following order:



1. Presentation by Staff;

2. Presentation by the Project Sponsor’s Team (which includes: the sponsor, representative, legal counsel, architect, engineer, expeditor and/or any other advisor) for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

3. Public testimony from supporters of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

4. Presentation by Organized Opposition recognized by the Commission President through written request prior to the hearing for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

5. Public testimony from opponents of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

6. Staff follow-up and/or conclusions;

7. Public comment portion of the hearing shall be closed and deliberation amongst the Commissioners shall be opened by the Chair;

8. A motion to approve; approve with conditions; approve with amendments and/or modifications; disapprove; or continue to another hearing date, if seconded, shall be voted on by the Commission.



Every Official Act taken by the Commission must be adopted by a majority vote of all members of the Commission, a minimum of four (4) votes.  A failed motion results in the disapproval of the requested action, unless a subsequent motion is adopted. Any Procedural Matter, such as a continuance, may be adopted by a majority vote of members present, as long as the members present constitute a quorum (four (4) members of the Commission).



Hearing Materials

Each item on the Agenda may include the following documents:

· Planning Department Case Executive Summary

· Planning Department Case Report

· Draft Motion or Resolution with Findings and/or Conditions

· Public Correspondence



Materials submitted to the Historic Preservation Commission prior to a scheduled hearing will become part of the public record only when the materials are also provided to the Commission Secretary and/or Project Planner.  Correspondence may be emailed directly to the Commission Secretary at: commissions.secretary@sfgov.org.  



Persons unable to attend a hearing may submit written comments regarding a scheduled item to: Historic Preservation Commission, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA  94103-2414.  Written comments received by the close of the business day prior to the hearing will be brought to the attention of the Historic Preservation Commission and made part of the official record.  



Advance Submissions: To allow Commissioners the opportunity to review material in advance of a hearing, materials must be received by the Planning Department reception eight (8) days prior to the scheduled public hearing.  All submission packages must be delivered to1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, by 5:00 p.m. and should include fifteen (15) copies.



Day-of Submissions: Material related to a calendared item may be distributed at the hearing. Please provide ten (10) copies for distribution. 



Appeals

The following is a summary of appeal rights associated with the various actions that may be taken at a Historic Preservation Commission hearing.



		Case Type

		Case Suffix

		Appeal Period*

		Appeal Body



		Certificate of Appropriateness

		COA (A)

		30 calendar days

		Board of Appeals**



		CEQA Determination - EIR

		ENV (E)

		30 calendar days

		Board of Supervisors



		Permit to Alter/Demolish

		PTA (H)

		30 calendar days

		Board of Appeals**







**An appeal of a Certificate of Appropriateness or Permit to Alter/Demolish may be made to the Board of Supervisors if the project requires Board of Supervisors approval or if the project is associated with a Conditional Use Authorization appeal.  An appeal of an Office Allocation may be made to the Board of Supervisors if the project requires a Conditional Use Authorization.



For more information regarding the Board of Appeals process, please contact the Board of Appeals at (415) 575-6880.  For more information regarding the Board of Supervisors process, please contact the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-5184 or board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org. 



Challenges

Pursuant to Government Code Section 65009, if you challenge, in court, the approval of (1) a Certificate of Appropriateness, (2) a Permit to Alter, (3) a Landmark or Historic District designation, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing described in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered to the Historic Preservation Commission, at, or prior to, the public hearing.
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Know Your Rights Under the Sunshine Ordinance 
Government's duty is to serve the public, reaching its decisions in full view of the public. Commissions, boards, councils and other agencies of the 
City and County exist to conduct the people's business. This ordinance assures that deliberations are conducted before the people and that City 
operations are open to the people's review.  
 
For more information on your rights under the Sunshine Ordinance (Chapter 67 of the San Francisco Administrative Code) or to report a violation of 
the ordinance, contact the Sunshine Ordinance Task Force at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 409; phone (415) 554-7724; fax (415) 
554-7854; or e-mail at sotf@sfgov.org. Copies of the Sunshine Ordinance can be obtained from the Clerk of the Sunshine Task Force, the San 
Francisco Library and on the City’s website at www.sfbos.org/sunshine. 
  
Privacy Policy 
Personal information that is provided in communications to the Planning Department is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act 
and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted.  
 
Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Planning Department and its 
commissions. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Department regarding projects or hearings will be made 
available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Department does not redact any information from these submissions. This 
means that personal information including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit 
to the Department and its commissions may appear on the Department’s website or in other public documents that members of the public may 
inspect or copy. 
  
San Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance 
Individuals and entities that influence or attempt to influence local legislative or administrative action may be required by the San Francisco Lobbyist 
Ordinance [SF Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code Section 21.00-2.160] to register and report lobbying activity.  For more information about 
the Lobbyist Ordinance, please contact the San Francisco Ethics Commission at 25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 220, San Francisco, CA 94102; phone (415) 
252-3100; fax (415) 252-3112; and online http://www.sfgov.org/ethics. 
  
Accessible Meeting Information 
Commission hearings are held in Room 400 at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place in San Francisco. City Hall is open to the public Monday 
through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and is accessible to persons using wheelchairs and other assistive mobility devices. Ramps are available at 
the Grove, Van Ness and McAllister entrances. A wheelchair lift is available at the Polk Street entrance.   
 
Transit: The nearest accessible BART station is Civic Center. Accessible MUNI Metro lines are the F, J, K, L, M, N, T (exit at Civic Center or Van Ness 
stations). MUNI bus routes also serving the area are the 5, 6, 9, 19, 21, 47, 49, 71, and 71L. For more information regarding MUNI accessible services, 
call (415) 701-4485 or call 311. 
 
Parking: Accessible parking is available at the Civic Center Underground Parking Garage (McAllister and Polk), and at the Performing Arts Parking 
Garage (Grove and Franklin). Accessible curbside parking spaces are located all around City Hall.  
 
Disability Accommodations: To request assistive listening devices, sign language interpreters, readers, large print agendas or other accommodations, 
please contact the Commission Secretary at (415) 558-6309, or commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing. 
 
Language Assistance: To request an interpreter for a specific item during the hearing, please contact the Commission Secretary at (415) 558-6309, or 
commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing. 
 
Allergies: In order to assist the City in accommodating persons with severe allergies, environmental illness, multiple chemical sensitivity or related 
disabilities, please refrain from wearing scented products (e.g. perfume and scented lotions) to Commission hearings. 
 
SPANISH:  Agenda para la Comisión de Preservación de Edificios y Lugares Históricos (Historic Preservation Commission).  Si desea asistir a la 
audiencia, y quisiera obtener información en Español o solicitar un aparato para asistencia auditiva, llame al 415-558-6309. Por favor llame por lo 
menos 48 horas de anticipación a la audiencia. 


CHINESE: 歷史保護委員會議程。聽證會上如需要語言協助或要求輔助設備，請致電415-558-6309。請在聽證會舉行之前的至少


48個小時提出要求。 


TAGALOG: Adyenda ng Komisyon para sa Pangangalaga ng Kasaysayan (Historic Preservation Commission Agenda). Para sa tulong sa lengguwahe o 
para humiling ng Pantulong na Kagamitan para sa Pagdinig (headset), mangyari lamang na tumawag sa 415-558-6309. Mangyaring tumawag nang 
maaga (kung maaari ay 48 oras) bago sa araw ng Pagdinig.  


RUSSIAN: Повестка дня Комиссии по защите памятников истории. За помощью переводчика или за вспомогательным 
слуховым устройством на время слушаний обращайтесь по номеру 415-558-6309. Запросы должны делаться минимум 
за 48 часов до начала слушания.



mailto:sotf@sfgov.org

http://www.sfbos.org/sunshine

http://www.sfgov.org/ethics

mailto:commissions.secretary@fgov.org

mailto:commissions.secretary@fgov.org
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ROLL CALL:   
 President: Aaron Hyland 
 Vice President: Diane Matsuda 


  Commissioners:                 Kate Black, Richard S.E. Johns, Jonathan Pearlman 
 
A. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT 
 


At this time, members of the public may address the Commission on items of interest to the public 
that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Commission except agenda items. With 
respect to agenda items, your opportunity to address the Commission will be afforded when the 
item is reached in the meeting.  Each member of the public may address the Commission for up to 
three minutes. 
 
The Brown Act forbids a commission from taking action or discussing any item not appearing on 
the posted agenda, including those items raised at public comment.  In response to public 
comment, the commission is limited to:  
 
(1)  responding to statements made or questions posed by members of the public; or 
(2)  requesting staff to report back on a matter at a subsequent meeting; or  
(3)  directing staff to place the item on a future agenda.  (Government Code Section 54954.2(a)) 


 
B. DEPARTMENT MATTERS 


 
1. Director’s Announcements  
  
2. Review of Past Events at the Planning Commission, Staff Report and Announcements 


 
C. COMMISSION MATTERS  
 


3. President’s Report and Announcements 
  
4. Consideration of Adoption: 


• Draft Minutes for ARC June 19, 2019 
• Draft Minutes for HPC August 7, 2019 


 
Adoption of Commission Minutes – Charter Section 4.104 requires all commissioners to 
vote yes or no on all matters unless that commissioner is excused by a vote of the 
Commission.  Commissioners may not be automatically excluded from a vote on the 
minutes because they did not attend the meeting. 
 


5. Commission Comments & Questions 
• Disclosures. 
• Inquiries/Announcements.  Without discussion, at this time Commissioners may 


make announcements or inquiries of staff regarding various matters of interest to 
the Commissioner(s). 



http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/20190619_arc_min.pdf

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/20190807_hpc_min.pdf
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• Future Meetings/Agendas.  At this time, the Commission may discuss and take 
action to set the date of a Special Meeting and/or determine those items that 
could be placed on the agenda of the next meeting and other future meetings of 
the Historic Preservation Commission. 


 
D. CONSENT CALENDAR 
 


All matters listed hereunder constitute a Consent Calendar, are considered to be routine by the 
Historic Preservation Commission, and may be acted upon by a single roll call vote of the 
Commission.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a member of the 
Commission, the public, or staff so requests, in which event the matter shall be removed from the 
Consent Calendar and considered as a separate item at this or a future hearing. 
 
6. 2019-000539PTA (J. VIMR: (415) 575-9109) 


1000 MARKET STREET – located on the north side of Market Street at its intersection with 
Golden Gate Avenue, Taylor Street, and 6th Street,  Lot 001 in Assessor’s Block 0350 (District 
6) – Request for a Permit to Alter to retain/repair (as needed) the full length of the Market 
Street historic cornice return and remove all but the front portion of the Golden Gate 
Avenue cornice return. The subject property is a Category I (Significant) building 
individually designated under Article 11 of the Planning Code and is located within a C-3-G 
(Downtown-General) Zoning District, the Market Street Special Sign District, and 120-X 
Height and Bulk District.  
Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions 


 
E . REGULAR CALENDAR   
  


7. GEORGE WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL MURALS – Review and Comment on the “Life of 
Washington” mural painted by Victor Arnautoff in 1935 as part of the Works Progress 
Administration. The Historic Preservation Commission added the Institution to the 
Landmark Designation Work Program on August 17, 2016 and initiated Landmark 
Designation on October 18, 2017. 
 


8. 2014.0012E                            (C. OLEA, Public Works: (415) 437-7050) 
BETTER MARKET STREET PROJECT – Better Market Street is an interagency project led by 
San Francisco Public Works in coordination with project partners, including the San 
Francisco Planning Department (Planning Department), San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), San 
Francisco Arts Commission, and the San Francisco County Transportation Authority 
(SFCTA). The proposed project will redesign and provide a program of transportation and 
streetscape improvements to a 2.2 mile stretch of Market Street between Steuart Street 
and Octavia Boulevard. This Informational Presentation will provide an update on the 
project’s conceptual design elements, including sidewalk paving, trees, and Path of Gold 
decorative bases. The project team seeks comments on the proposed design concepts. 
Preliminary Recommendation:  Review and Comment 
 
 
 



http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/2019-000539PTA_1000%20Market.pdf

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/George%20Washington%20HS.pdf
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9a. 2019-014684LBR (S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625) 
300 PAGE STREET – located on the north side of Page Street between Laguna and 
Buchanan streets in the Western Addition neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 0840, Lot 002 
(District 5). Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business 
Commission approval of a Legacy Business Registry application. San Francisco Zen Center 
is a residential and training center for the study of Zen Buddhism that has served San 
Francisco for 57 years. The Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, community-
serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the City intends 
that the Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy 
Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. The subject business is 
located within a RTO (Residential Transit Oriented) Zoning District and 40-X Height and 
Bulk District. 
Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval 


 
9b. 2019-014685LBR (S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625) 


2092 3RD STREET – located on the west side of 3rd Street between 18th and Mariposa streets 
in the Potrero Hill neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 3995, Lot 007 (District 10). Consideration 
of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission approval of a 
Legacy Business Registry application. Moshi Moshi is a restaurant and bar specializing in 
Japanese cuisine that has served San Francisco for 33 years. The Legacy Business Registry 
recognizes longstanding, community-serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets 
to the City. In addition, the City intends that the Registry be a tool for providing 
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their 
continued viability and success. The subject business is located within a UMU (Urban Mixed 
Use) Zoning District and 68-X Height and Bulk District. 
Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval 


 
9c. 2019-014683LBR (S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625) 


474 VALENCIA STREET – located on the west side of Valencia Street between 15th and 16th 
streets in the Mission neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 3555, Lot 063 (District 8). 
Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission 
approval of a Legacy Business Registry application. La Raza Centro Legal is a not-for-profit, 
community-serving legal organization that has served San Francisco for 45 years. The 
Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, community-serving businesses that are 
valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the City intends that the Registry be a tool 
for providing educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage 
their continued viability and success. The subject business is located within the Valencia 
Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and 55-X Height and Bulk 
District. 
Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval 
 


9e. 2019-014681LBR (S. CALTAGIRONE: (415) 558-6625) 
1452 VALENCIA STREET – located on the west side of Valencia Street between 25th and 26th 
streets in the Mission neighborhood. Assessor’s Block 6531, Lot 010 (District 8). 
Consideration of adoption of a resolution recommending Small Business Commission 
approval of a Legacy Business Registry application. EHS Pilates is a Pilates studio that has 
served San Francisco for 27 years. The Legacy Business Registry recognizes longstanding, 



http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/LBR%20Packet_0821.pdf

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/LBR%20Packet_0821.pdf

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/LBR%20Packet_0821.pdf

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/LBR%20Packet_0821.pdf
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community-serving businesses that are valuable cultural assets to the City. In addition, the 
City intends that the Registry be a tool for providing educational and promotional 
assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success. The 
subject business is located within the Valencia Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial 
Transit) Zoning District and 55-X Height and Bulk District. 
Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Recommendation for Approval 


 
10. 2018-007244COA (N. KWIATKOWSKA: (415) 575-9185) 


3347 21ST STREET – located on the south side between Valencia and Guerrero streets; Lot 
094 in Assessor’s Block 3617 (District 8) – Request for a Certificate of Appropriateness to 
replace existing fence at front of the property, which was constructed without benefit of a 
building permit and Certificate of Appropriateness. The subject property, constructed circa 
1865, is a contributor to the Article 10 Liberty-Hill Landmark District and is located within a 
RH-3 (Residential, House, Three-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District.  
Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Modifications  


 
11. 2015-009783PTA (J. VIMR: (415) 575-9109) 


220-222 BATTERY STREET – located on the east side of Battery Street between Halleck Alley 
and California Street, Lot 013 in Assessor’s Block 0237 (District 3) – Request for a Permit to 
Alter to construct a four-story vertical addition with roof deck atop the existing building. 
The addition would provide four new residential units with the use of the existing building 
remaining unchanged. With the proposed addition, the building’s overall height would be 
approximately 68 feet, 7 inches. The subject property is a Category V (Unrated) building 
located within the Article 11 Front-California Conservation District, the C-3-O (Downtown-
Office) Zoning District, and 300-S Height and Bulk District.  
Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions 


 
ADJOURNMENT 
  



http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/2018-007244COA.pdf

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/2015-009783PTA_220%20Battery.pdf
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Historic Preservation Liaison 
Jeff Joslin 
jeff.joslin@sfgov.org 
(415) 575-9117 
 
Hearing Procedures 
The Historic Preservation Commission holds public hearings on the first and third Wednesday, of most months. The full hearing 
schedule for the calendar year and the Commission Rules & Regulations may be found online at: www.sfplanning.org.  
 
Public Comments: Persons attending a hearing may comment on any scheduled item.  
 When speaking before the Commission in City Hall, Room 400, please note the timer indicating how much time remains.  


Speakers will hear two alarms.  The first soft sound indicates the speaker has 30 seconds remaining.  The second louder 
sound indicates that the speaker’s opportunity to address the Commission has ended. 


 
Sound-Producing Devices Prohibited: The ringing of and use of mobile phones and other sound-producing electronic devices are 
prohibited at this meeting. Please be advised that the Chair may order the removal of any person(s) responsible for the ringing or 
use of a mobile phone, pager, or other similar sound-producing electronic devices (67A.1 Sunshine Ordinance: Prohibiting the use 
of cell phones, pagers and similar sound-producing electronic devices at and during public meetings). 
 
For most cases that are considered by the Historic Preservation Commission, after being introduced by the Commission 
Secretary, shall be considered by the Commission in the following order: 
 


1. Presentation by Staff; 
2. Presentation by the Project Sponsor’s Team (which includes: the sponsor, representative, legal counsel, architect, 


engineer, expeditor and/or any other advisor) for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
3. Public testimony from supporters of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
4. Presentation by Organized Opposition recognized by the Commission President through written request prior to the 


hearing for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
5. Public testimony from opponents of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
6. Staff follow-up and/or conclusions; 
7. Public comment portion of the hearing shall be closed and deliberation amongst the Commissioners shall be opened 


by the Chair; 
8. A motion to approve; approve with conditions; approve with amendments and/or modifications; disapprove; or 


continue to another hearing date, if seconded, shall be voted on by the Commission. 
 
Every Official Act taken by the Commission must be adopted by a majority vote of all members of the Commission, a minimum of 
four (4) votes.  A failed motion results in the disapproval of the requested action, unless a subsequent motion is adopted. Any 
Procedural Matter, such as a continuance, may be adopted by a majority vote of members present, as long as the members 
present constitute a quorum (four (4) members of the Commission). 
 
Hearing Materials 
Each item on the Agenda may include the following documents: 


• Planning Department Case Executive Summary 
• Planning Department Case Report 
• Draft Motion or Resolution with Findings and/or Conditions 
• Public Correspondence 


 
Materials submitted to the Historic Preservation Commission prior to a scheduled hearing will become part of the public record 
only when the materials are also provided to the Commission Secretary and/or Project Planner.  Correspondence may be emailed 
directly to the Commission Secretary at: commissions.secretary@sfgov.org.   
 
Persons unable to attend a hearing may submit written comments regarding a scheduled item to: Historic Preservation 
Commission, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA  94103-2414.  Written comments received by the close of the 
business day prior to the hearing will be brought to the attention of the Historic Preservation Commission and made part of the 
official record.   
 



mailto:jeff.joslin@sfgov.org

http://www.sfplanning.org/

mailto:commissions.secretary@sfgov.org
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Advance Submissions: To allow Commissioners the opportunity to review material in advance of a hearing, materials must be 
received by the Planning Department reception eight (8) days prior to the scheduled public hearing.  All submission packages 
must be delivered to1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, by 5:00 p.m. and should include fifteen (15) copies. 
 
Day-of Submissions: Material related to a calendared item may be distributed at the hearing. Please provide ten (10) copies for 
distribution.  
 
Appeals 
The following is a summary of appeal rights associated with the various actions that may be taken at a Historic Preservation 
Commission hearing. 
 


Case Type Case Suffix Appeal Period* Appeal Body 
Certificate of Appropriateness COA (A) 30 calendar days Board of Appeals** 
CEQA Determination - EIR ENV (E) 30 calendar days Board of Supervisors 
Permit to Alter/Demolish PTA (H) 30 calendar days Board of Appeals** 


 
**An appeal of a Certificate of Appropriateness or Permit to Alter/Demolish may be made to the Board of Supervisors if the project 
requires Board of Supervisors approval or if the project is associated with a Conditional Use Authorization appeal.  An appeal of an 
Office Allocation may be made to the Board of Supervisors if the project requires a Conditional Use Authorization. 
 
For more information regarding the Board of Appeals process, please contact the Board of Appeals at (415) 575-6880.  For more 
information regarding the Board of Supervisors process, please contact the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-5184 or 
board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org.  
 
Challenges 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 65009, if you challenge, in court, the approval of (1) a Certificate of Appropriateness, (2) a 
Permit to Alter, (3) a Landmark or Historic District designation, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone 
else raised at the public hearing described in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered to the Historic Preservation 
Commission, at, or prior to, the public hearing. 
 
 
 



mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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		B. DEPARTMENT MATTERS




Advance

				To:		Historic Preservation Commission

				From:		Jonas P. Ionin, Director of Commission Affairs

				Re:		Advance Calendar

						All items and dates are tentative and subject to change.



				August 7, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

		2015-000940ENV		the Hub 										Cleeman

						DEIR 

		2018-013212COA		78 Carmelita Street				CONSENT						Ferguson

						COA

		2018-015774COA		581 Waller St										Ferguson

						COA

		2019-001734PTA		149 9th Street 										Giacomucci

						elevator penthouse

				August 21, 2019 - ARC						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

				August 21, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

		2015-009783PTA 		220 Battery Street 										Vimr

						four-story vertical addition atop the existing building

		2019-000539PTA 		1000 Market Street 										Vimr

						alterations to the historic building cornice 

		2018-007244COA		3347 21st Street 										Kwiatkowska

						Certificate of Appropriateness

				GWHS Murals										Staff

						Informational

				LBR Hold										Caltagirone



				LBR Hold										Caltagirone



				LBR Hold										Caltagirone



				LBR Hold										Caltagirone



				September 4, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner





				September 18, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

				Civic Center Public Realm Plan										Perry

						Informational

		2018-008528COA 		3733-3735 20th Street										Giacomucci

						COA for a garage addition in the front setback.

		2018-009078COA		2622 Jackson Street										Ferguson

						façade restoration, retaining wall repair, and window replacement

				UCSF Research Building at SF General Hospital										Vanderslice

						Review and Comment

				October 2, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

		2019-001666SRV		Ocean Avenue Historic Resources Survey										Smith

						Adoption

		2015-014170COA		804-806 22nd Street										Giacomucci

						COA for vertical addn in the Dogpatch Landmark District

		2019-005831MLS		2168 Market Street										Taylor

						Mills Act 

		2019-006323MLS		2251 Webster Street  										Taylor

						Mills Act 

		2019-006384MLS		1401 Howard Street  										Taylor

						Mills Act 

		2019-006322MLS		64 Potomac Street  										Taylor

						Mills Act 

		2019-006455MLS		2731-35 Folsom Street  										Taylor

						Mills Act 

		2018-017028PCA 		Controls on Residential Demolition, Merger, Conversion, and Alterations 										Butkus

						Informational

				October 16, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner





				November 6, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

				November 20, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

				December 4, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

				December 18, 2019						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner
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Action Items

		HPC Action Items								 

		Date		Item						CONT.		NOTES		HEARING DATE

		3/7/12		Priorities on Landmark Designation Work Program										TBD

						Pending completion of Preserve America Grant Tasks

		3/21/12		Discussion of incentives and preservation tools for historic cultural uses/resources										TBD

						Follow-up based on 12/5/12 Hearing

		6/20/12		HPC Review and Comment of CEQA Ducuments										TBD

						Pending request with Environmental Planning

		12/19/12		Condition of Mothers Building										TBD

						With RecPark and Arts Commission Representatives

		2/6/13		Update on monastery materials to return back to Santa Maria de 'Ovila Monastery in Spain										TBD

						Request by Commissioner Martinez

		2/6/13		Status update on Settlement Agreement re: mitigation monitoring and enforcement										TBD

						Request by President Damkroger & Commissioner Martinez

		2/6/13		Status of Golden Gate Park Landmark Designation, including Stow Lake Boat House										TBD

						Request by President Damkroger

		3/6/13		Update on Preservation Website										5/15/13

						Request by Commissioner Wolfram

		10/2/13		Inventory of Interpretive displays associated with EIRs										TBD

						Request by Commissioner Johns

		5/15/13		2nd Update on Preservation Website										TBD

						Request by Commissioner Wolfram

		10/2/13		Inventory of Interpretive displays associated with EIRs										TBD

						Request by Commissioner Johns

		2/5/14		Discuss HPC promotion and involvement in 20% Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credit Program										TBD

						Request by Vice President Wolfram, with representatives from OHP

		2/19/14		Update on Draft Preservation Element										TBD

						Request by Commissioner Matsuda, President Hasz 

		2/19/14		Discuss local application of Secretary of the Interior's Standards										TBD

						Request by Commissioner Pearlman

		2/19/14		Status of Golden Gate Park Landmark Designation, including Stow Lake Boat House										TBD

						Request by Commissioner Matsuda
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HPC Hearing Results 2019

To:	Staff

From:	Jonas P. Ionin, Director of Commission Affairs

Re:	Historic Preservation Commission Hearing Results

	

NEXT RESOLUTION No:  1079

NEXT MOTION No:  0386

NEXT COMMENT LETTER:  0089

M = Motion; R = Resolution; L = HPC Comment Letter

August 7, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC July 17, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+5 -0



		M-0383

		2018-13212COA

		78 Carmelita Street

		Ferguson

		Approved

		+5 -0



		

		2015-000940ENV

		The Hub Plan, 30 Van Ness Avenue Project, 98 Franklin Street Project, and Hub Housing Sustainability District

		Cleemann

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		M-0384

		2018-015774COA

		581 Waller Street

		Ferguson

		Approved with Conditions

		+5 -0



		M-0385

		2019-001734PTA

		149 9th Street

		Giacomucci

		Approved with Conditions

		+5 -0







July 17, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC June 19, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted 

		+5 -0



		M-0378

		2016-006157COA

		Fulton Street, Adjacent to the Asian Art Museum

		Flynn

		Approved

		+5 -0



		M-0379

		2018-013697COA

		3500 Jackson Street

		Ferguson

		Approved with Conditions

		+5 -0



		

		2018-013697VAR

		3500 Jackson Street

		Ferguson

		ZA Closed the PH and intends to Grant

		



		M-0380

		2017-013745COA

		443 Folsom Street

		Kwiatkowska

		Approved with Conditions as Amended

		+5 -0



		M-0381

		2019-005599COA

		970 Tennessee Street

		Vimr

		Approved with Conditions

		+5 -0



		M-0382

		2019-002884PTA

		220 Post Street

		Vimr

		Approved with Conditions

		+5 -0



		

		2019-002774DES

		770 Woolsey Street

		Taylor

		After a motion to not add to the Work Program failed +3 -1 (Hyland recused); no alternate motion was made; Disapproved

		



		R-1063

		2019-013281LBR

		1320 Egbert Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1064

		2019-013282LBR

		370 Hayes Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1065

		2019-013283LBR

		5150 Geary Boulevard

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1066

		2019-013674LBR

		3982 24th Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1067

		2019-013289LBR

		2031 Bush Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+4 -0 (Matsuda recused



		R-1068

		2019-013291LBR

		309 Sutter Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1069

		2019-013678LBR

		1899 Irving Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1070

		2019-013310LBR

		1832 Buchanan Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+4 -0 (Matsuda recused



		R-1071

		2019-013312LBR

		1684 Post Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+4 -0 (Matsuda recused



		R-1072

		2019-013680LBR

		601 Union Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1073

		2019-013681LBR

		444 Battery Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1074

		2018-016406LBR

		1965 Al Scoma Way

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1075

		2019-013682LBR

		1950 Innes Avenue #2

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1076

		2019-013291LBR

		1790 Sutter Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+4 -0 (Matsuda recused



		R-1077

		2019-012703CRV

		2168 Market Street

		Cisneros

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		R-1078

		2019-012704CRV

		Glen Park Bart Station (2901 Diamond Street)

		Greving

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0



		

		2015-000940CWPENV

		Market Octavia Plan Amendment

		Cleeman

		Reviewed and Commented

		







June 19, 2019 ARC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2012.1384ENV

		645 Harrison Street

		Greving

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		

		2019-000539PRJ

		1000 Market Street

		Kirby

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		

		2018-00767PTA

		865 Market Street

		Vimr

		Reviewed and Commented

		







June 19, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for ARC May 1, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC May 15, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0



		

		2019-002774DES

		770 Woolsey Street

		Taylor

		Continued to July 17, 2019

		+5 -0 (Hyland recused)



		R-1057

		2019-012009LBR

		305 Divisadero Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0



		R-1058

		2019-011977LBR

		3625 Balboa Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0



		R-1059

		2019-011979LBR

		50 West Portal Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0



		R-1060

		2019-011976LBR

		499 Alabama Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0



		R-1061

		2019-011974LBR

		1705 Mariposa Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0



		R-1062

		2019-012004LBR

		815 Burnett Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0



		M-0377

		2018-009197COA

		1470-1474 McAllister Street

		Ferguson

		Approved with Conditions as amended to include:

1. Cornice wrapped around to the end of the building;

2. Steps to remain as is; and

3. Continue working with Staff to move the fence further back from the property line.

		+5 -0 (Johns absent)



		

		2019-006264DES

		1315 Waller Street

		McMillen

		Adopted a Motion directing Staff to add the subject property and surrounding three properties to the Landmarks Work Program.

		+5 -0 (Johns absent)







May 15, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for ARC April 3, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC May 1, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		

		

		Future Meetings

		Ionin

		Canceled June 5, 2019 and July 3, 2019 hearings

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		

		

		Certified Local Government Program (Clg) Annual Report

		Frye

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		M-0375

		2016-014964COA

		Civic Center Commons Exploratorium Temporary Art Project at SFPL

		Flynn

		Approved

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1053

		2019-006245LBR

		1552 Haight Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1054

		2019-006247LBR

		4200 18th Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1055

		2019-006250LBR

		1100 Cesar Chavez Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1056

		2019-006426PCA

		Mills Act Amendment

		Taylor

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		

		2015-007181OTH

		Landmark Designation and Cultural Heritage Work Program Quarterly Reports

		Taylor; Caltagirone

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		M-0376

		2019-006507CRV

		Administrative Certificate of Appropriateness and Minor Permits to Alter Delegation

		LaValley

		Approved Delegation Amendments

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)







May 1, 2019 ARC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2018-013697COA

		3500 Jackson Street

		Ferguson

		Reviewed and Commented

		







May 1, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC April 17, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		R-1046

		2019-005451PCA

		Establishing the Castro Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Cultural District Ordinance

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval as amended to include recommendations for:

1. Adding the HPC as a technical advisor (pg. 14); and

2. Including an asterisk, for a community-based effort that the selected organization would facilitate (pg. 15).

		+7 -0



		R-1047

		2019-00004943LBR

		354 11th Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Wolfram absent)



		R-1048

		2019-00004982LBR

		1490 Howard Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Wolfram absent)



		R-1049

		2019-00004945LBR

		1263 Leavenworth Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Wolfram absent)



		R-1050

		2019-00004947LBR

		1367 Valencia Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Wolfram absent)



		R-1051

		2019-00004948LBR

		1935 Ocean Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Wolfram absent)



		R-1052

		2019-00004952LBR

		1698 Post Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0 (Matsuda recused; Wolfram absent)







April 17, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for ARC March 6, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Pearlman absent)



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC April 3, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Pearlman absent)



		

		2017-004557ENV

		550 O’Farrell Street

		Greving

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		

		2019-000895ENV

		1610 Geary Blvd

		Taylor

		None - Informational

		







April 3, 2019 ARC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2016-014964CWP

		Civic Center Commons Exploratorium Temporary Art Project At SFPL

		Flynn

		Reviewed and Commented

		







April 3, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC March 20, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Hyland absent)



		M-0373

		2018-014839COA

		1 Bush Street

		Vimr

		Approved

		+6 -0 (Hyland absent)



		R-1041

		2018 -016401CRV

		Accessory Dwelling Unit Architectural Review Standards

		Flores

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Hyland absent)



		R-1042

		2018-017223DES

		2851-2861 24th Street

		Smith

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval with modifications:

1. Replacing the term “sign” with “mural frame and canvas” +6 -0; and

2. Removing section 3(A) from the proposed ordinance, regarding landmarking the interior volume +5 -1 (Matsuda against).

		



		R-1043

		2017-012291DES

		2031 Bush Street

		Smith

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0 (Matsuda recused; Hyland absent)



		M-0374

		2018-016789COA

		900 North Point Street

		Salgado

		Approved with Conditions

		+5 -0 (Wolfram recused; Hyland absent)



		R-1044

		2019-002877LBR

		200 Capp Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Hyland absent)



		R-1045

		2019-004051LBR

		290 De Haro Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Hyland absent)







March 20, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for March 6, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		M-0371

		2018-016242COA

		1088 Sansome Street

		Vimr

		Approved

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		

		2014.0012E

		Better Market Street

		Thomas

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		R-1035

		2016-007303PCA

		5 Third Street (Hearst Building)

		Adina

		Adopted a Resolution Recommending Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		M-0372

		2016-007303PTA

		5 Third Street

		Salgado

		Approved with Conditions as amended to include:

1. An interpretive program; and

2. In the event the penthouse part of the project is reduced in scope, that the review be delegated to staff.

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1036

		2019-002369LBR

		1747 Buchanan Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+5 -0 (Matsuda recused; Johns absent)



		R-1037

		2019-002396LBR

		330 Ellis Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1038

		2019-002399LBR

		5124 Geary Boulevard

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1039

		2019-002404LBR

		1101 Ocean Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)



		R-1040

		2019-002485LBR

		1400 Judah Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johns absent)







March 6, 2019 ARC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2015-009783PTA

		220 Battery Street

		Salgado

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		

		2018-009197COA

		1470-1474 McAllister Street

		Ferguson

		Reviewed and Commented

		







March 6, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for ARC Hearing on February 6, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC Hearing on February 20, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		M-0367

		2018-000619COA

		50-52 Fair Oaks Street

		Salgado

		Approved

		+5 -0 (Pearlman recused; Johnck absent)



		

		2018-000619VAR

		50-52 Fair Oaks Street

		Salgado

		Assistant ZA closed the PH and indicated an intent to Grant

		



		M-0368

		2017-003843COA

		809 Montgomery Street

		Salgado

		Approved with Conditions as amended to require the hip skylights and to continue working with Staff.

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		M-0369

		2018-003593COA

		906 Broadway

		Vimr

		Approved with Conditions

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		M-0370

		2015-016326COA

		Seawall Lots 323 and 324

		Vimr

		Adopted Findings as amended by Staff and read into the record.

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		R-1032

		2018-016401PCA

		Accessory Dwelling Units in New Construction

		Flores

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		

		2018-016401CRV

		Accessory Dwelling Unit Architectural Review Standards

		Flores

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		R-1033

		2019-001834LBR

		333 Turk Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		R-1034

		2019-001835LBR

		2506 Fillmore Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)







February 20, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for ARC January 16, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC January 16, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		

		

		Draft Minutes for January 24, 2019 – Joint with CPC

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC February 6, 2019

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		

		2018-003593COA

		906 Broadway

		Vimr

		Continued to March 6, 2019

		



		R-1027

		2019-001299LBR

		3639 18th STREET

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		R-1028

		2019-001334LBR

		2210 Fillmore Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		R-1029

		2019-001335LBR

		3725 Balboa Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		R-1030

		2019-001336LBR

		3225 22nd Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		R-1031

		2019-001337LBR

		1950 Innes Avenue, #3

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Johnck absent)



		

		2016-013156SRV

		Citywide Cultural Resources Survey

		LaValley

		Reviewed and Commented

		







February 6, 2019 ARC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2018-016789COA

		900 North Point Street

		Salgado

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		

		2018-014839COA

		1 Bush Street

		Vimr

		Reviewed and Commented

		







February 6, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for ARC December 19, 2018

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		2018-003593COA

		906 Broadway

		Vimr

		Continued to February 20, 2019

		



		R-1019

		2018-015471CRV

		FY 2019-2021 Proposed Department Budget and Work Program

		Landis

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1020

		2018-016400PCA

		Arts Activities and Nighttime Entertainment Uses in Historic Buildings

		Sanchez

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval with Modifications as amended by Staff

		+7 -0



		R-1021

		2018-008948DES

		906 Broadway

		Smith

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1022

		2017-012291DES

		2031 Bush Street

		Smith

		Initiated

		+6 -0 (Matsuda Recused)



		R-1023

		2019-000639LBR

		369 West Portal Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1024

		2019-000701LBR

		5641 Geary Boulevard

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1025

		2019-000703LBR

		1461 Grant Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1026

		2019-000705LBR

		1300 Stockton Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		

		2016-003351CWP

		Racial & Social Equity Plan

		Flores

		None - Informational

		



		

		2015-007181OTH

		Landmark Designation and Cultural Heritage Work Program Quarterly Report

		Smith, Caltagirone

		Reviewed and Commented

		







January 16, 2019 ARC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2018-002022COA

		SFDPW Replacement of Path of Gold Light Standards

		Cisneros

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		

		2014.0012E

		Better Market Street

		McMillen

		Reviewed and Commented

		







January 16, 2019 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for HPC December 19, 2018

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		

		Election of Officers

		Ionin

		Hyland – President

Matsuda – Vice 

		+7 -0



		M-0365

		2017-003989COA

		1231 Fulton Street

		Salgado

		Approved with Conditions

		+7 -0



		

		2018-015471CRV

		FY 2019-2021 Proposed Department Budget and Work Program

		Landis

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		M-0366

		2017-008875COA

		920 North Point Street

		Salgado

		Approved with Conditions

		+6 -0 (Wolfram Recused)



		R-1015

		2018-017223DES

		2851-2861 24th Street

		Smith

		Initiated

		+7 -0



		R-1016

		2019-000267LBR

		56 Gold Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1017

		2019-000269LBR

		521 Clement Street

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1018

		2019-000316LBR

		2050 McKinnon Avenue

		Caltagirone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		

		2018-002650OTH

		Legacy Business Registry Semi-Annual Report

		Caltagirone

		Reviewed and Commented
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: CPC-Commissions Secretary
To: Taylor, Michelle (CPC)
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission - 770 Woolsey
Date: Thursday, August 15, 2019 12:05:20 PM

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Dore Stein <tangentsradio@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 9:34 AM
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR) <mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org>; Ronen, Hillary
<hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>; aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com; dianematsuda@hotmail.com; Black, Kate
(CPC) <kate.black@sfgov.org>; ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com; andrew@tefarch.com; Frye,
Tim (CPC) <tim.frye@sfgov.org>; CPC-Commissions Secretary <commissions.secretary@sfgov.org>;
RUIZ-ESQUIDE, ANDREA (CAT) <Andrea.Ruiz-Esquide@sfcityatty.org>; Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
<jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>
Subject: Fwd: San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission - 770 Woolsey
 

 

To Whom It May Concern,
 
I am adding you to the list of people I believe will be interested in the below letter originally sent to
Comissioner Pearlman, Commissioner Johns and a few others. I have not heard back from anyone.
 
kind regards,
 
Dore Steinberg
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dore Stein <tangentsradio@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Aug 5, 2019 at 8:34 PM
Subject: Re: San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission - 770 Woolsey
To: <jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com>
Cc: <RSEJohns@yahoo.com>, <Amy.beinart@sfgov.org>, <Jkdineen@sfchronicle.com>,
<getbackjoejoe@gmail.com>, <Friendsof770@gmail.com>

mailto:commissions.secretary@sfgov.org
mailto:Michelle.Taylor@sfgov.org
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
mailto:tangentsradio@gmail.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:RSEJohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Amy.beinart@sfgov.org
mailto:Jkdineen@sfchronicle.com
mailto:getbackjoejoe@gmail.com
mailto:Friendsof770@gmail.com


 
Dear Commissioner Pearlman,
 
My name is Dore Steinberg. I am a long time resident at 301 Gambier St, located a short walk from
770 Woolsey. My home is in the heart of University Mound, the Portola District. I showed up at the
July 17 City Hall hearing to speak on behalf of the community sponsored Landmark Designation
application (2019-002774DES).
 
I was stunned by what I witnessed. It did not appear fair or independent.
 
It may be perfectly legal for one side to personally lobby the mayor’s office, and you and
Commissioner Johns directly. But it is a bad look. It reeks of an uneven playing field. How would you
react if during pre-trial only one party had access to the judge?
 
In my view, both you and Commissioner Johns had your minds made up before the hearing began.
Your presentation was filled with the property owners’ talking points which I was familiar with
having attended their community meeting at the Imperial Garden restaurant on April 3. At the City
Hall hearing there were falsehoods expressed with no opportunity for correction. When a person
from the 770 Woolsey group quietly positioned herself at the mic, your “no no no no I’m not asking
you to speak, it’s my turn” was not consistent with the deportment of a commissioner.
 
I was also taken aback by your opening comment which directly responded to my remark about “The
Garden District”. Your comparison to “The Garden State” was irrelevant and frankly, shameful.
 
Me: “…the Portola district, which was once known as 'San Francisco’s Garden', in 2016 was officially
named 'The Garden District' thanks to Supervisor Campos. For the title, “The Garden District” not to
sound hollow, the city must follow-through and help restore the University Mound Greenhouses, the
last of the 21 greenhouses that used to be scattered throughout the Portola.”
 
Commissioner Pearlman: “One of the last speakers made the comment about they don’t want the
Garden District to sound hollow. I just wanted to mention that I grew up in New Jersey which is called
the Garden State and most people wouldn’t say “wow you’re from that Garden State.”
 
I believe you overstepped the purview of the hearing by offering McLaren Park as a potential site for
urban farming. The reason for the hearing was to determine if 770 Woolsey is worth considering for
Landmark Designation. For many in the  Bay Area that plot of land is the final sacred connection to a
vital part of San Francisco history. What if the city wanted to designate the house Jerry Garcia grew
up in at 87 Harrington St. in the Excelsior as a historic landmark? What if that house was owned by a
developer who wanted to turn it into a luxury condo? Would you suggest designating a different
house? Of course not.
 
Your presentation seemed overly concerned with the owners getting value for their purchase. The
matter at hand was the merits of whether 770 Woolsey should be considered for Landmark
Designation. You made yourself sound like a spokesperson for the developers.
 



In my view this hearing was a procedural travesty with a rigged outcome.
 
Sincerely,
 
Dore Steinberg
415 584-4367

--

============================================================================

www.tangents.com (includes links to Tangents playlists)

Tangents Sat nights 8p-mid KALW (91.7, SF; webcast + archived on KALW ; 
Also airs on Multicult.fm Monday nights 10p-2a (Berlin time) and Lisbon's CBFWebRadio.com.
 
Oct 2019 Tangents Greece Music Tour Sold Out; 2020 Greece Music Tour: October 2-19
 
Email tangentsgreecetour@gmail.com for info.
 
Transglobal panel member

em: tangentsradio@gmail.com; (415) 841-4134 (Studio: Sat. 8-mid)

Music announcements posted at Tangents Radio page on Facebook and @Tangents Radio on Twitter
(must request to follow)

Dore Stein/Tangents Radio
301 Gambier St.
San Francisco CA  94134-1341 USA

http://www.tangents.com/
http://kalw.org/local-music-player#stream/0
http://multicult.fm/
http://cbfwebradio.com/
http://www.tangents.com/overview.html
mailto:tangentsgreecetour@gmail.com
http://www.transglobalwmc.com/
mailto:tangentsradio@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tangents-RadioTurkey-and-Morocco-Music-Tours/356405503028
https://twitter.com/tangentsradio


From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Notice of Hearing on Appeal on Preliminary Negative Declaration for 2417 Green Street
Date: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 12:40:24 PM
Attachments: 2017-002545ENV-2417 Green Street-Notice of Hearing.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Huggins, Monica (CPC) <monica.huggins@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 12:24 PM
To: CTYPLN - COMMISSION SECRETARY <CPC.COMMISSIONSECRETARY@sfgov.org>
Cc: Poling, Jeanie (CPC) <jeanie.poling@sfgov.org>
Subject: Notice of Hearing on Appeal on Preliminary Negative Declaration for 2417 Green Street
 

Hello,
 
Please forward the attached Notice of Hearing on Appeal on Preliminary
Negative Declaration for 2417 Green Street to the CPC Commissioners and
HPC Commissioners.
 
Thank You,
 
Monica Huggins
Administrative Assistant
City and County of San Francisco
Environmental Planning
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94105
415-575-9128
Monica.Huggins@sfgov.org
 

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:dennis.richards@sfgov.org
mailto:Frank.Fung@sfgov.org
mailto:Milicent.Johnson@sfgov.org
mailto:Joel.Koppel@sfgov.org
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mailto:richhillissf@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
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mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
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mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
mailto:Monica.Huggins@sfgov.org
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NOTICE OF HEARING ON APPEAL


OF PRELIMINARY NEGATIVE DECLARATION


August 14, 2019


To interested parties:


You are hereby notified of a hearing to be held by the San Francisco Planning Commission on an


appeal concerning the environmental review of the following project:


File No. 2017-002545ENV: 2417 Green Street —The project site is on the south side of Green Street


on the block bound by Green, Pierce, Scott, and Vallejo streets in the Pacific Heights


neighborhood. The 2,500-square-foot project site contains a vacant four-story single-family


residential building constructed circa 1905. The property at its Green Street frontage slopes with


an elevation of approximately 150 feet along the western (up slope) side to 145 feet along eastern


(down-slope) side. The project would lower building floor plates by approximately 2 feet,


construct one- and three-story horizontal rear additions, and construct third and fourth floor


vertical additions above a portion of the existing building. The floor area would increase from


approximately 4,118 square feet to approximately 5,115 square feet. Aone-bedroom accessory


dwelling unit measuring approximately 1,023 square feet would be added on the first floor. The


project also proposes a partial excavation of the rear yard for a sunken terrace, facade alterations,


interior modifications, and expansion of the existing basement level garage to accommodate one


additional vehicle, for a total of two vehicle parking spaces. The project site is located in the RH-1


(Residential-House, One Family) Use District and the 40-X Height and Bulk-District.


An initial evaluation conducted by the San Francisco Planning Department determined that the


proposed project could not have a significant effect on the environment that could not be


mitigated to aless-than-significant level, and that no environmental impact report is required.


Accordingly, a preliminary mitigated negative declaration has been prepared.


This determination by the planning department has been appealed to the San Francisco Planning


Commission, which will hold a public hearing on this appeal and other matters in Room 400, City


Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, on Thursday, August 22, 2019. At this time, the item will be


proposed for continuance to Thursday, September 19, 2019 at 12:00 p.m. or later. For a more


specific time, please call (415) 558-6422 for a recorded message the week of the hearing.


If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact me at Teanie.Poli~@sfgov.org or


415 575-9072.


Sincerely,


v
Jeanie Poking
Senior Environmental Planner


1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479


Reception:
415.558.6378


Fax:
415.558.6409


Planning
Information:
415.558.6377


www.sfpianning.org







From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON SAN FRANCISCO’S LAWSUIT TO STOP TRUMP

ADMINISTRATION’S ATTEMPT TO RESTRICT ACCESS TO FEDERAL AID FOR IMMIGRANTS
Date: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 12:15:11 PM
Attachments: 08.13.19 Public Charge Lawsuit.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 12:06 PM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON SAN FRANCISCO’S LAWSUIT TO STOP
TRUMP ADMINISTRATION’S ATTEMPT TO RESTRICT ACCESS TO FEDERAL AID FOR IMMIGRANTS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 13, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
                                                                       
                                                           

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ON SAN FRANCISCO’S LAWSUIT

TO STOP TRUMP ADMINISTRATION’S ATTEMPT TO
RESTRICT ACCESS TO FEDERAL AID FOR IMMIGRANTS

 
San Francisco – Earlier today, City Attorney Dennis Herrera announced that San Francisco
and Santa Clara Counties are filling a lawsuit to stop the Trump administration from moving
forward with a change to the so-called “public charge” rule, which would deny access to
residency to immigrants if they receive federal assistance through various programs.
 
“This lawsuit is about protecting our residents and standing up against a policy that will have
devastating effects on the well-being of many San Franciscans. We will continue to fight
against any and all efforts to divide us, because by targeting our diverse communities, the
federal administration is attacking a fundamental aspect of who we are as a city.
 
This is bad policy that will lead to more homelessness and children going hungry. It is
specifically designed to harm immigrants, who pay billions of dollars in taxes, in order to push

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:dennis.richards@sfgov.org
mailto:Frank.Fung@sfgov.org
mailto:Milicent.Johnson@sfgov.org
mailto:Joel.Koppel@sfgov.org
mailto:kathrin.moore@sfgov.org
mailto:Myrna.Melgar@sfgov.org
mailto:richhillissf@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
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mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/



OFFICE OF THE MAYOR  LONDON N.  BREED  
   SAN FRANCISCO  MAYORAA  


      
 
 


 


1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, August 13, 2019 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
       


      


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ON SAN FRANCISCO’S LAWSUIT 


TO STOP TRUMP ADMINISTRATION’S ATTEMPT TO 


RESTRICT ACCESS TO FEDERAL AID FOR IMMIGRANTS 
 


San Francisco – Earlier today, City Attorney Dennis Herrera announced that San Francisco and 


Santa Clara Counties are filling a lawsuit to stop the Trump administration from moving forward 


with a change to the so-called “public charge” rule, which would deny access to residency to 


immigrants if they receive federal assistance through various programs. 


 


“This lawsuit is about protecting our residents and standing up against a policy that will have 


devastating effects on the well-being of many San Franciscans. We will continue to fight against 


any and all efforts to divide us, because by targeting our diverse communities, the federal 


administration is attacking a fundamental aspect of who we are as a city. 


 


This is bad policy that will lead to more homelessness and children going hungry. It is 


specifically designed to harm immigrants, who pay billions of dollars in taxes, in order to push a 


political agenda of divisiveness and intolerance. It is inhumane, and we are taking action to stop 


it.” 


 


### 


 







a political agenda of divisiveness and intolerance. It is inhumane, and we are taking action to
stop it.”

 
###

 
 
 



From: CPC-Commissions Secretary
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Categorical Exemptions
Date: Monday, August 12, 2019 3:21:29 PM
Attachments: 2018-017007ENV-CEQA Checklist and PTR Form (ID 1123138).pdf

2019-003992ENV-CatEx and PTR Form (ID 1123137).pdf
2018-001139ENV-CEQA Checklist and PTR Form (ID 1122054).pdf
2018-008277ENV-CEQA Checklist and PTR Form (ID 1123252).pdf
2018-014114ENV-CatEx and PTR Form (ID 1113377).pdf
2018-015239ENV-CEQA Checklist and PTR Form (ID 1118267).pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Huggins, Monica (CPC) <monica.huggins@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 2:08 PM
To: CPC-Commissions Secretary <commissions.secretary@sfgov.org>
Subject: Categorical Exemptions
 

Hello Josie,
 
Please forward the attached Categorical Exemptions to HPC Commissioners.
 
Thank You,
 
Monica Huggins
Administrative Assistant
City and County of San Francisco
Environmental Planning
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94105
415-575-9128
Monica.Huggins@sfgov.org
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Preservation Team Meeting Date: Date of Form Completion 7/19/2019


PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW FORM


  PROJECT ISSUES:


 Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource? 


 If so, are the proposed changes a significant impact?


 Additional Notes:  


Submitted: Supplemental Application for Historic Resource Determination prepared by 
Hari Sripadanna (dated 1/14/2019) 


  PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW:


   Category:  A  B  C


Individual Historic District/Context


Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a 
California Register under one or more of the 
following Criteria: 


Property is in an eligible California Register 
Historic District/Context under one or more of 
the following Criteria: 


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Period of Significance: Period of Significance: 


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


n/a


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


n/a


Contributor Non-Contributor


  PROJECT INFORMATION:


Planner: Address:


Justin A Greving 342 Miramar Avenue


Block/Lot: Cross Streets:


3197/014 Southwood Drive and Ocean Avenue


CEQA Category: Art. 10/11: BPA/Case No.:


B n/a 2018-017007ENV


  PURPOSE OF REVIEW:   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:


CEQA Article 10/11 Preliminary/PIC Alteration Demo/New Construction


DATE OF PLANS UNDER REVIEW:







   Complies with the Secretary’s Standards/Art 10/Art 11:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the individual historic resource:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the historic district:


   Requires Design Revisions:


   Defer to Residential Design Team:


Yes No N/A


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


PRESERVATION TEAM COMMENTS:


       According the Supplemental Information Form prepared by Hari Sripadanna (dated 
1/14/19) and information in the planning department files, the subject property at 342 
Miramar contains a single-story wood-frame front gable residential building constructed in 
1917. The building is a simple Bungalow designed by Charles Strothoff for the Nelson 
Brothers in the Westwood Park neighborhood. The original owner was a pharmacist Louis 
Boehme who worked at Wakelee’s Pharmacy. Permitted alterations include reroofing 
(1991), and stair repair (1992). 
       342 Miramar does not appear to be eligible for listing in the California Register under 
Criterion 1. As a simple single-family residence constructed in the Westwood Park 
neighborhood, the subject property does not stand out individually within development 
of the neighborhood. None of the owners or occupants have been identified as having 
made lasting contributions to local, state, or national history or cultural heritage (Criterion 
2). The subject property exhibits limited elements of the bungalow/craftsman style, 
including wood shingles and rough textured stucco and a covered entry porch with 
decorative rafter tails but is not a fully executed version of the craftsman or bungalow 
style. The building is not architecturally distinct such that it would qualify individually for 
listing under Criterion 3. Based upon a review of information in the Departments records, 
the subject building is not significant under Criterion 4 since this significance criterion 
typically applies to rare construction types when involving the built environment. 
Assessment of archeological sensitivity is undertaken through the Department’s 
Preliminary Archeological Review process and is outside the scope of this review. 
       The subject property is not located within the boundaries of any identified historic 
district or adjacent to any known historic resources. Westwood Park is composed of homes 
with similar massing, materials and construction dates such that it has the potential for 
district eligibility. However, the modest details of most homes within Westwood Park are 
not as architecturally distinct as some of the other residence park developments in the 
vicinity (see HRER for 2017-014346ENV). In comparison with the other California Register-
eligible residence parks, such as Saint Francis Wood and Ingleside Terraces, Westwood 
Park does not rise to the level architecturally of these more noteworthy examples of 
residence park development tracts. Furthermore, Westwood Highlands represents a better 
example of a residence park development with designs by Strothoff. 
       Therefore, Planning Department Preservation staff has determined the subject 
property is not eligible for listing in the California Register, either individually or as a 
district contributor.


  Signature of a Senior Preservation Planner / Preservation Coordinator: Date:


Allison K. Vanderslice Digitally signed by Allison K. Vanderslice 
Date: 2019.07.26 14:27:15 -07'00'







 


342 Miramar – View east of north (left) elevation and west (right) elevation. 







HISTORICAL LIST 
UPDATED 7/30/2019 
(Do not send EIRs unless specified by 
Contact person – SF PUBLIC LIBRARY 
SHOULD RECEIVE 3 COPIES) 


    


Gerald D. Adams 
San Francisco Towers 
1661 Pine Street, #1028 
San Francisco, CA  94109 


 


Nancy Shanahan 
Telegraph Hill Dwellers 
470 Columbus Avenue, #211 
San Francisco, CA  94133 


 


Mary Miles 
Coalition for Adequate Review 
364 Page Street, #36 
San Francisco, CA  94102 


Lucinda Woodward 
State Office of Historic Preservation 
Local Government Unit  
1725 – 23rd Street, Suite 100 
Sacramento, CA  95816 


 
Sue Hestor 
870 Market Street, #1128 
San Francisco, CA  94102 


 


   The Art Deco Society of California 
   525 Bellevue Ave, Suite 311 
   Oakland, CA  94610 


 


Karin Flood 
Union Square Busi. Improvement Dist. (BID) 
323 Geary Street, Suite 203 
San Francisco, CA  94102 


 
Courtney Damkroger 
2626 Hyde Street 
San Francisco, CA  94109 


 
Courtney S. Clarkson  
3109 Sacramento Street 
San Francisco, CA  94115 


Eugene T. Flannery 
Environmental Compliance Manager 
Mayor’s Office of Housing and Comm. Dev. 
One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor 
San Francisco, CA  94103 


 


Matthew Davis 
San Francisco Documents Librarian 
Government Information Center 
SF Public Library 
INTEROFFICE #41 


 


Aaron Jon Hyland 
Commission President 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 


    Richard S.E. Johns  
    174 9th Avenue 
    San Francisco, CA  94118 


 


 
Hisashi Sugaya 
900 Bush Street, #419 
San Francisco, CA  94109 


 
Ellen Joslin Johnck, RPA 
101 Lombard Street, #217E 
San Francisco, CA  94103 


   Kevin Johnston 
   2288 Buena Vista Avenue 
   Livermore, CA  94550 
 


 
Andrew Wolfram 
1420 Sutter Street, 2nd  Floor 
San Francisco, CA  94109 


 


Anthony Veer Kamp 
National Trust for Historic Preservation 
25 Taylor  Street 
San Francisco, CA  94102 


   Diane Matsuda 
   John Burton Foundation  
   235 Montgomery Street, Suite 1142 
   San Francisco, CA  94104 


 


 


 Kate Black, Commissioner 
SEAT 6 Real Estate Professional 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 


 


Ms. Gigi Platt 
362 Ewing Terrace 
San Francisco, CA 94118 
 








CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address


26 HODGES ALY


Block/Lot(s)


Project description for Planning Department approval.


Permit No.


Addition/ 


Alteration


Demolition (requires HRE for 


Category B Building)


New 


Construction


At front horizontal addition, add 72 sq ft closet to 3rd floor master suite.


Case No.


2019-003992ENV


0134012


STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS


The project has been determined to be categorically exempt under the California Environmental Quality 


Act (CEQA).


Class 1 - Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft.


Class 3 - New Construction. Up to three new single-family residences or six dwelling units in one 


building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions; change of use under 10,000 sq. ft. if principally 


permitted or with a CU.


Class 32 - In-Fill Development. New Construction of seven or more units or additions greater than 


10,000 sq. ft. and meets the conditions described below:


(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan 


policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations.


(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than 5 acres 


substantially surrounded by urban uses.


(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered rare or threatened species.


(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 


water quality.


(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.


FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING USE ONLY


Class ____







STEP 2: CEQA IMPACTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities, 


hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone? Does the 


project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g., backup diesel generators, 


heavy industry, diesel trucks, etc.)? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Air Pollution 


Exposure Zone)


Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing 


hazardous materials (based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy 


manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards or 


more of soil disturbance ‐ or a change of use from industrial to residential? 


if the applicant presents documentation of enrollment in the San Francisco Department of Public Health 


(DPH) Maher program, a DPH waiver from the Maher program, or other documentation from 


Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects would be less than significant (refer to 


EP_ArcMap > Maher layer).


Transportation: Does the project involve a child care facility or school with 30 or more students, or a 


location 1,500 sq. ft. or greater? Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian 


and/or bicycle safety (hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities?


Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two


(2) feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight (8) feet in a non -archeological sensitive


area? If yes, archeo review is requried (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 


Archeological Sensitive Area)


Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment


on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Topography). If yes, Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Slope = or > 25%: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion greater


than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more of


soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Topography) If box is


checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion


greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or  more 


of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) 


If box is checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage


expansion greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50  cubic 


yards or more of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is checked, a geotechnical report will likely be required and Environmental 


Planning must issue the exemption.


Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Don Lewis







STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS - HISTORIC RESOURCE
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: (refer to Property Information Map)


Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5.


Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 4.


Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included.


2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building.


3. Window replacement that meets the Department’s Window Replacement Standards. Does not include


storefront window alterations.


4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelines for Adding Garages and Curb Cuts, and/or


replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines.


5. Deck, terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way.


6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public 


right-of-way.


7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning


Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows.


8. Addition(s) that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right -of-way for 150 feet in each


direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a


single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50% larger than that of the original


building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features.


Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding.


Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5.


Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS - ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Project involves a known historical resource (CEQA Category A) as determined by Step 3 and


conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4.


2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces.


3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not “in-kind” but are consistent with


existing historic character.


4. Façade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features.


5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character -defining


features.


6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building’s historic condition, such as historic


photographs, plans, physical evidence, or similar buildings.







7. Addition(s), including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right -of-way


and meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation .


8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic 


Properties (specify or add comments):


.


9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments):


(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator)


72-square-foot addition to non-contributory building within historic district. See signed preservation team 


review form


10. Reclassification of property status. (Requires approval by Senior Preservation 


Planner/Preservation


Reclassify to Category A


a. Per HRER or PTR dated


b. Other (specify):


(attach HRER or PTR)


Reclassify to Category C


Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked, a Preservation Planner MUST sign below.


Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the


Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6.


Comments (optional):


Preservation Planner Signature: Jonathan Vimr


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION


Project Approval Action: Signature:


If Discretionary Review before the Planning Commission is requested,


the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the  project.


Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 


31of the Administrative Code.


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be 


filed within 30 days of the project receiving the approval action.


Please note that other approval actions may be required for the project. Please contact the assigned planner for these approvals.


Jonathan Vimr


08/07/2019


No further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA.


There are no unusual circumstances that would result in a reasonable possibility of a significant 


effect.


Building Permit







TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental


Quality Act (CEQA) exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the


Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change 


constitutes a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the 


proposed changes to the approved project would constitute a “substantial modification” and, therefore, be 


subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA.


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address (If different than front page) Block/Lot(s) (If different than 


front page)


Case No. Previous Building Permit No. New Building Permit No.


Plans Dated Previous Approval Action New Approval Action


26 HODGES ALY


2019-003992PRJ


Building Permit


0134/012


Modified Project Description:


DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Compared to the approved project, would the modified project:


Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code;


Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code


Sections 311 or 312;


Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)?


Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known


at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may


no longer qualify for the exemption?


If at least one of the above boxes is checked, further environmental review is required.


DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Planner Name:


The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes.


If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA, in accordance with prior project


approval and no additional environmental review is required. This determination shall be posted on the Planning Department 


website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice. In accordance 


with Chapter 31, Sec 31.08j of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of this determination can be filed within 10 


days of posting of this determination.


Date:







Preservation Team Meeting Date: Date of Form Completion 7/25/2019


PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW FORM


  PROJECT ISSUES:


 Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource? 


 If so, are the proposed changes a significant impact?


 Additional Notes:  


Submitted: Historic Resource Supplemental Information Form (Supplemental, dated 
04/20/2019), prepared by Jeremy Paul, project sponsor. 


  PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW:


   Historic Resource Present Yes No N/A


Individual Historic District/Context


Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a 
California Register under one or more of the 
following Criteria: 


Property is in an eligible California Register 
Historic District/Context under one or more of 
the following Criteria: 


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Period of Significance: Period of Significance: 


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


1906-1915


Contributor Non-Contributor


*


  PROJECT INFORMATION:


Planner: Address:


Jonathan Vimr 26 Hodges Alley


Block/Lot: Cross Streets:


0134/012 Vallejo Street


CEQA Category: Art. 10/11: BPA/Case No.:


A n/a 2019-003992ENV


  PURPOSE OF REVIEW:   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:


CEQA Article 10/11 Preliminary/PIC Alteration Demo/New Construction


DATE OF PLANS UNDER REVIEW: 02/20/2018







   Complies with the Secretary’s Standards/Art 10/Art 11:


   CEQA Material Impairment:


   Needs More Information:


   Requires Design Revisions:


   Defer to Residential Design Team:


Yes No N/A


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


* If No is selected for Historic Resource per CEQA, a signature from Senior Preservation Planner or
Preservation Coordinator is required.


PRESERVATION TEAM COMMENTS:


According to the Supplemental form, and information accessed by the Planning 
Department, the subject property at 26 Hodges Alley is developed with a three-story (third 
level setback from both the front and rear), wood frame single-family residence 
constructed in 1907. It is vernacular in style with horizontal rustic wood channel siding. The 
property is located within the Southeast Telegraph Hill Historic District, which was 
identified as eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) in 2013 
( 2013.0783E).  


Found to be eligible pursuant to Criteria 1 and 3, the District is composed of buildings sited 
along the southeastern slopes of Telegraph Hill that represent a cohesive development 
pattern associated with rebuilding efforts following the 1906 earthquake. Most all 
buildings in the immediate vicinity were constructed between 1906-1915 for residential or 
mixed-uses and they convey clear and significant association with the reconstruction 
effort. Largely utilizing wood frame construction and wood cladding, many buildings 
within the District also possess a shared architectural vocabulary based on Classical Revival 
influences, including the use of pilasters, entablatures, dentils, and prominent cornices. 


Planning Department staff has determined that 26 Hodges Alley was found to be non-
contributory to the District due to several alterations between 1934 and 1969, including 
raising of the building to insert a garage, window replacement, and installation of a roof 
deck. A large rear addition was also constructed at some point between 1913 and 1938. 
The primary entry, garage, and fenestration pattern and materials are all contemporary in 
nature. These changes, in addition to the structure's lack of Classical Revival elements, 
have resulted in a significant change to the character of the building such that it no longer 
conveys its 1907 construction or architectural design typical of the district. 


(continued)  


  Signature of a Senior Preservation Planner / Preservation Coordinator: Date:


Allison K. Vanderslice Digitally signed by Allison K. Vanderslice 
Date: 2019.08.02 16:16:21 -07'00'







26 Hodges Alley 
2019-003992ENV 


Preservation Team Review Form, continued 
7/25/2019 


Planning staff finds that the proposed project is compatible with the Southeast Telegraph Hill 
Historic District and thus would not result in an impact to historic resources. As proposed, 
work is limited to construction of an approximately 72-square-foot horizontal addition to the 
front of structure’s third floor, which is setback 9 feet, 8 inches from the face of the original 
building. It would be clad in horizontal wood siding matching that of the existing third level, 
and feature steel windows similarly matching the existing. Horizontal wood siding is 
characteristic of the District and the steel windows maintain a consistent window material for 
the subject building. Finally, a partially visible 72-square-foot addition to a non-contributory 
structure would not affect the architectural character of those buildings that do contribute to the 
District. 







26 Hodges Alley 
2019-003992ENV 


Preservation Team Review Form, continued 
7/25/2019 


Figure 1. 26 Hodges Alley. Screenshot of May, 2019 Google Streetview. 
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CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address


2144 REVERE AVE


Block/Lot(s)


Project description for Planning Department approval.


Permit No.


Addition/ 


Alteration


Demolition (requires HRE for 


Category B Building)


New 


Construction


The project involves the demolition of the existing 11-foot-tall, 301-square-foot garage/car port structure, and the 


construction of a 32-foot-tall, three-story, single-family residence approximately 4,573 square feet in size with 


one off-street parking space. The project would require excavation up to approximately six feet below ground 


surface, resulting in 126 cubic yards of soil removal.


Case No.


2018-001139ENV


5334063


201801037745


STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS


The project has been determined to be categorically exempt under the California Environmental Quality 


Act (CEQA).


Class 1 - Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft.


Class 3 - New Construction. Up to three new single-family residences or six dwelling units in one 


building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions; change of use under 10,000 sq. ft. if principally 


permitted or with a CU.


Class 32 - In-Fill Development. New Construction of seven or more units or additions greater than 


10,000 sq. ft. and meets the conditions described below:


(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan 


policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations.


(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than 5 acres 


substantially surrounded by urban uses.


(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered rare or threatened species.


(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 


water quality.


(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.


FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING USE ONLY


Class ____







STEP 2: CEQA IMPACTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities, 


hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone? Does the 


project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g., backup diesel generators, 


heavy industry, diesel trucks, etc.)? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Air Pollution 


Exposure Zone)


Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing 


hazardous materials (based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy 


manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards or 


more of soil disturbance ‐ or a change of use from industrial to residential? 


if the applicant presents documentation of enrollment in the San Francisco Department of Public Health 


(DPH) Maher program, a DPH waiver from the Maher program, or other documentation from 


Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects would be less than significant (refer to 


EP_ArcMap > Maher layer).


Transportation: Does the project involve a child care facility or school with 30 or more students, or a 


location 1,500 sq. ft. or greater? Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian 


and/or bicycle safety (hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities?


Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two


(2) feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight (8) feet in a non -archeological sensitive


area? If yes, archeo review is requried (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 


Archeological Sensitive Area)


Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment


on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Topography). If yes, Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Slope = or > 25%: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion greater


than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more of


soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Topography) If box is


checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion


greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or  more 


of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) 


If box is checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage


expansion greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50  cubic 


yards or more of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is checked, a geotechnical report will likely be required and Environmental 


Planning must issue the exemption.


Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Don Lewis


The project sponsor has submitted an article 38 application to the Department of Public Health. 


The project site is underlain by serpentine bedrock. The measures required in compliance with the Construction 


Dust Control Ordinance would protect the workers and public from fugitive dust that may also contain asbestos. 


The project sponsor would be required to comply with the Construction Dust Control Ordinance, which would 


ensure that significant exposure to naturally occurring chrysotile asbestos (NOA) would not occur.







STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS - HISTORIC RESOURCE
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: (refer to Property Information Map)


Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5.


Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 4.


Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included.


2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building.


3. Window replacement that meets the Department’s Window Replacement Standards. Does not include


storefront window alterations.


4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelines for Adding Garages and Curb Cuts, and/or


replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines.


5. Deck, terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way.


6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public 


right-of-way.


7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning


Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows.


8. Addition(s) that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right -of-way for 150 feet in each


direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a


single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50% larger than that of the original


building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features.


Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding.


Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5.


Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS - ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Project involves a known historical resource (CEQA Category A) as determined by Step 3 and


conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4.


2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces.


3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not “in-kind” but are consistent with


existing historic character.


4. Façade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features.


5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character -defining


features.


6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building’s historic condition, such as historic


photographs, plans, physical evidence, or similar buildings.







7. Addition(s), including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right -of-way


and meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation .


8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic 


Properties (specify or add comments):


9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments):


(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator)


10. Reclassification of property status. (Requires approval by Senior Preservation 


Planner/Preservation


Reclassify to Category A


a. Per HRER or PTR dated


b. Other (specify):


(attach HRER or PTR)


Reclassify to Category C


per PTR signed 7/15


Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked, a Preservation Planner MUST sign below.


Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the


Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6.


Comments (optional):


Preservation Planner Signature: Melanie Bishop


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION


Project Approval Action: Signature:


If Discretionary Review before the Planning Commission is requested,


the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the  project.


Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 


31of the Administrative Code.


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be 


filed within 30 days of the project receiving the approval action.


Please note that other approval actions may be required for the project. Please contact the assigned planner for these approvals.


Melanie Bishop


08/02/2019


No further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA.


There are no unusual circumstances that would result in a reasonable possibility of a significant 


effect.


Building Permit







TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental


Quality Act (CEQA) exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the


Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change 


constitutes a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the 


proposed changes to the approved project would constitute a “substantial modification” and, therefore, be 


subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA.


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address (If different than front page) Block/Lot(s) (If different than 


front page)


Case No. Previous Building Permit No. New Building Permit No.


Plans Dated Previous Approval Action New Approval Action


2144 REVERE AVE


2018-001139PRJ


Building Permit


5334/063


201801037745


Modified Project Description:


DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Compared to the approved project, would the modified project:


Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code;


Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code


Sections 311 or 312;


Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)?


Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known


at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may


no longer qualify for the exemption?


If at least one of the above boxes is checked, further environmental review is required.


DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Planner Name:


The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes.


If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA, in accordance with prior project


approval and no additional environmental review is required. This determination shall be posted on the Planning Department 


website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice. In accordance 


with Chapter 31, Sec 31.08j of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of this determination can be filed within 10 


days of posting of this determination.


Date:







Preservation Team Meeting Date: Date of Form Completion 7/15/2019


PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW FORM


  PROJECT ISSUES:


 Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource? 


 If so, are the proposed changes a significant impact?


 Additional Notes:  


Submitted: Historic Resource Evaluation Part I prepared by Tim Kelley Consulting (April 
2019). 


  PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW:


   Category:  A  B  C


Individual Historic District/Context


Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a 
California Register under one or more of the 
following Criteria: 


Property is in an eligible California Register 
Historic District/Context under one or more of 
the following Criteria: 


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Period of Significance: Period of Significance: 


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Contributor Non-Contributor


  PROJECT INFORMATION:


Planner: Address:


Melanie Bishop 2144 Revere Avenue


Block/Lot: Cross Streets:


5334/063 Revere Avenue & Rankin Street


CEQA Category: Art. 10/11: BPA/Case No.:


B N/A 2018-001139ENV


  PURPOSE OF REVIEW:   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:


CEQA Article 10/11 Preliminary/PIC Alteration Demo/New Construction


DATE OF PLANS UNDER REVIEW: n/a







   Complies with the Secretary’s Standards/Art 10/Art 11:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the individual historic resource:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the historic district:


   Requires Design Revisions:


   Defer to Residential Design Team:


Yes No N/A


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


PRESERVATION TEAM COMMENTS:


       According to the Historic Resource Evaluation Part 1 prepared by Tim Kelley 
Consulting, LLC (April 2019) and information found in the Planning Department files, the 
subject property at 2144 Revere Avenue contains a garage structure (5334/063) that 
appears to be related to the adjacent single family residence at 2142 Revere Avenue 
(5334/064). The project proposes to demolish the existing structure at 2144 Revere Avenue 
to construct a new single family residence and does not include the related property at 
2142 Revere Avenue. There are no permits associated with the structure at 2144 Revere 
Avenue, however the structure is visible on the 1938 Harrison Ryker aerial photograph and 
on the 1950 Sanborn map of the subject block. The 1950 Sanborn map illustrates the 
structure at 2144 Revere Avenue as a one story automobile garage and the building is not 
listed with a separate address. It is unknown if the building presently at 2144 Revere 
Avenue is the structure reflected in this early documentation, or if it was constructed later. 
       The single-family residence at 2142 Revere Avenue was constructed in 1908 by local 
builder Henry Molema (Source: Permit #15214). Though the buildings occupy separate 
parcels and addresses, ownership history shows that the parcels have been owned jointly 
since 1918.  The subject property at 2144 Revere Avenue appears to be a freestanding 
garage  structure clad in multiple types of siding behind a freestanding wall with a garage 
door that is clad in wood shingles. Ownership history reflects that the structures at 2144 
Revere Avenue have likely been serving as an ancillary structure to the residential building 
at 2142 Revere Avenue. The subject property at 2144 Revere Avenue is vernacular in style 
and construction and does not retain any stylistic elements associated with a specific 
architectural style. The structure appears to have been added onto over time using a 
variety of cladding materials.  
       No known historic events occurred at the subject property (Criterion 1). None of the 
owners or occupants have been identified as important to history (Criterion 2). The 
building is not architecturally distinct such that it would qualify individually for listing on 
the California Register under Criterion 3. The architect or builder was not identified 
through further research. Based upon a review of information in the Department's records, 
the subject building is not significant under Criterion 4 since this significance criterion  
typically applies to rare construction types when involving the built environment. The 
subject building is not an example of a rare construction type. Assessment of 
archaeological sensitivity is undertaken through the Department's Preliminary 
Archaeological Review process and is outside the scope of this review.  
(Continued)


  Signature of a Senior Preservation Planner / Preservation Coordinator: Date:


Allison K. Vanderslice Digitally signed by Allison K. Vanderslice 
Date: 2019.08.02 13:04:24 -07'00'







The subject property is not located adjacent to any known historic resources (Category 


A properties) or within the boundaries of any identified historic district. The subject 


property is located within the Bayview neighborhood on a block that includes residences 


constructed between 1907-1950. The subject block contains a wide variety of 


architectural styles and building types and does not present a cohesive block face. The 


subject property is vernacular in style and construction and does not retain any stylistic 


elements associated with a specific architectural style nor does it appear to contribute to 


the adjacent property. Therefore, the property at 2144 Revere Avenue is not eligible for 


listing on the California Register of Historical Resources under any criterion either 


individually or as part of a district. 


 


2144 Revere Avenue at left. (Source: Google Maps) 
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		2144 Revere Avenue 2pdf

		2144 Revere Avenue Continuation Sheet




























Preservation Team Meeting Date: n/a Date of Form Completion 3/27/2019


PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW FORM


  PROJECT ISSUES:


 Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource? 


 If so, are the proposed changes a significant impact?


 Additional Notes:  


Submitted: Supplemental Application prepared by architect, including ownership and 
occupant history, and building permit records. 
 


  PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW:


   Category:  A  B  C


Individual Historic District/Context


Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a 
California Register under one or more of the 
following Criteria: 


Property is in an eligible California Register 
Historic District/Context under one or more of 
the following Criteria: 


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Period of Significance: Period of Significance: 


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


1924


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


n/a


Contributor Non-Contributor


  PROJECT INFORMATION:


Planner: Address:


Shannon Ferguson 952 Clement Street


Block/Lot: Cross Streets:


1423/022 11th Ave.


CEQA Category: Art. 10/11: BPA/Case No.:


B N/A 2018-008277ENV


  PURPOSE OF REVIEW:   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:


CEQA Article 10/11 Preliminary/PIC Alteration Demo/New Construction


DATE OF PLANS UNDER REVIEW:







   Complies with the Secretary’s Standards/Art 10/Art 11:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the individual historic resource:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the historic district:


   Requires Design Revisions:


   Defer to Residential Design Team:


Yes No N/A


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


PRESERVATION TEAM COMMENTS:


The subject property is a two-story, stucco clad, wood-frame utilitarian commercial 
building located at the southwest corner of Clement Street and 11th Ave. The primary 
facade faces Clement Street and is six bays wide. Contemporary storefronts and doors 
occupy the bays. A projecting molded cornice with dentils wraps partially around to the 
secondary elevation, which has three irregular bays. The north bay is only one story, is 
capped by terra cotta tile, and contains a arched door opening. The middle bay is the 
widest and has a double-hung wood window with ogee lugs and the second floor. The 
south bay contains a stair that leads to the second floor. 
 
The subject property appears to have been altered. Assessor-Recorder records indicate the 
subject property was constructed in 1924. The original building permit for 952 Clement 
Street could not be located. The subject property appears on the Sanborn map updated to 
1950 as a one-story, wood post and frame building. A restaurant occupied the western-
most commercial space (address 952 Clement Street) with five additional commercial 
spaces in the building. Building permits indicate both the interior and exterior were altered 
in 1962. New windows were installed in 1984; existing wood entrances were replaced in 
1989; the parapet was reinforced in 1994; the use was changed to restaurant and office in 
2004; and new entry door and window was installed in 2006. 
 
The Neighborhood Commercial Buildings Historic Survey found that the subject property 
did not appear to be a historic resource for the purposes of the survey. Based on historic 
research provided by the applicant and conducted by preservation staff, 952 Clement 
Street does not appear to be individually eligible for the California Register under Criteria 1 
(Events), 2 (Persons), or 3 (Architecture). Based on research, the subject building was 
constructed towards the end of a period of neighborhood expansion that followed the 
extension of streetcar lines into the newly developing residence parks of the outer suburbs 
and does not appear to be a singular or important event in history. The original owner, 
Frank Weymouth, appears to have been a small real estate investor.  The original owner 
does not appear to have been a real estate investor of note. Other known owners and 
businesses do not appear to have historic significance. The building has undergone 
multiple alterations and is not a good example of a commercial building. There is no 
known architect or builder. Archaeological sensitivity is assessed through the 
Department's Preliminary Archaeological Review process and is outside the scope of this 
review.


  Signature of a Senior Preservation Planner / Preservation Coordinator: Date:


Allison K. Vanderslice Digitally signed by Allison K. Vanderslice 
Date: 2019.04.01 21:05:12 -07'00'
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UPDATED 7/30/2019 
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CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address


1868 GREENWICH ST


Block/Lot(s)


Project description for Planning Department approval.


Permit No.


Addition/ 


Alteration


Demolition (requires HRE for 


Category B Building)


New 


Construction


REMOVE & REPLACE (E) DOUBLE HUNG WOOD WINDOWS WITH FLOOR-TO-CEILING WINDOWS AND 


PATIO DOORS PER PLANS & ELEVATIONS. REMOVE & REPLACE (E) FRONT PORCH AND STAIR WOOD 


GUARD BALUSTRADE WITH GLASS GUARD PER PLANS & ELEVATIONS.


Case No.


2018-014114ENV


0506014


STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS


The project has been determined to be categorically exempt under the California Environmental Quality 


Act (CEQA).


Class 1 - Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft.


Class 3 - New Construction. Up to three new single-family residences or six dwelling units in one 


building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions; change of use under 10,000 sq. ft. if principally 


permitted or with a CU.


Class 32 - In-Fill Development. New Construction of seven or more units or additions greater than 


10,000 sq. ft. and meets the conditions described below:


(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan 


policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations.


(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than 5 acres 


substantially surrounded by urban uses.


(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered rare or threatened species.


(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 


water quality.


(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.


FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING USE ONLY


Class ____







STEP 2: CEQA IMPACTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities, 


hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone? Does the 


project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g., backup diesel generators, 


heavy industry, diesel trucks, etc.)? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Air Pollution 


Exposure Zone)


Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing 


hazardous materials (based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy 


manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards or 


more of soil disturbance ‐ or a change of use from industrial to residential? 


if the applicant presents documentation of enrollment in the San Francisco Department of Public Health 


(DPH) Maher program, a DPH waiver from the Maher program, or other documentation from 


Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects would be less than significant (refer to 


EP_ArcMap > Maher layer).


Transportation: Does the project involve a child care facility or school with 30 or more students, or a 


location 1,500 sq. ft. or greater? Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian 


and/or bicycle safety (hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities?


Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two


(2) feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight (8) feet in a non -archeological sensitive


area? If yes, archeo review is requried (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 


Archeological Sensitive Area)


Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment


on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Topography). If yes, Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Slope = or > 25%: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion greater


than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more of


soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Topography) If box is


checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion


greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or  more 


of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) 


If box is checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage


expansion greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50  cubic 


yards or more of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is checked, a geotechnical report will likely be required and Environmental 


Planning must issue the exemption.


Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Laura Lynch







STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS - HISTORIC RESOURCE
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: (refer to Property Information Map)


Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5.


Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 4.


Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included.


2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building.


3. Window replacement that meets the Department’s Window Replacement Standards. Does not include


storefront window alterations.


4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelines for Adding Garages and Curb Cuts, and/or


replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines.


5. Deck, terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way.


6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public 


right-of-way.


7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning


Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows.


8. Addition(s) that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right -of-way for 150 feet in each


direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a


single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50% larger than that of the original


building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features.


Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding.


Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5.


Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS - ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Project involves a known historical resource (CEQA Category A) as determined by Step 3 and


conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4.


2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces.


3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not “in-kind” but are consistent with


existing historic character.


4. Façade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features.


5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character -defining


features.


6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building’s historic condition, such as historic


photographs, plans, physical evidence, or similar buildings.







7. Addition(s), including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right -of-way


and meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation .


8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic 


Properties (specify or add comments):


9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments):


(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator)


10. Reclassification of property status. (Requires approval by Senior Preservation 


Planner/Preservation


Reclassify to Category A


a. Per HRER or PTR dated


b. Other (specify):


(attach HRER or PTR)


Reclassify to Category C


03/02/2019


Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked, a Preservation Planner MUST sign below.


Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the


Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6.


Comments (optional):


Preservation Planner Signature: Shannon Ferguson


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION


Project Approval Action: Signature:


If Discretionary Review before the Planning Commission is requested,


the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the  project.


Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 


31of the Administrative Code.


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be 


filed within 30 days of the project receiving the approval action.


Please note that other approval actions may be required for the project. Please contact the assigned planner for these approvals.


Shannon Ferguson


06/26/2019


No further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA.


There are no unusual circumstances that would result in a reasonable possibility of a significant 


effect.


Building Permit







TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental


Quality Act (CEQA) exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the


Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change 


constitutes a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the 


proposed changes to the approved project would constitute a “substantial modification” and, therefore, be 


subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA.


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address (If different than front page) Block/Lot(s) (If different than 


front page)


Case No. Previous Building Permit No. New Building Permit No.


Plans Dated Previous Approval Action New Approval Action


1868 GREENWICH ST


2018-014114PRJ


Building Permit


0506/014


Modified Project Description:


DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Compared to the approved project, would the modified project:


Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code;


Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code


Sections 311 or 312;


Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)?


Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known


at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may


no longer qualify for the exemption?


If at least one of the above boxes is checked, further environmental review is required.


DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Planner Name:


The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes.


If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA, in accordance with prior project


approval and no additional environmental review is required. This determination shall be posted on the Planning Department 


website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice. In accordance 


with Chapter 31, Sec 31.08j of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of this determination can be filed within 10 


days of posting of this determination.


Date:















1868 Greenwich Street 
0506/014 
2018-014114ENV 
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CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address


1222 FUNSTON AVE


Block/Lot(s)


Project description for Planning Department approval.


Permit No.


Addition/ 


Alteration


Demolition (requires HRE for 


Category B Building)


New 


Construction


The Project proposes demolition of an existing one car garage at the front of an RH-2 lot and the construction of 


a new four story home (3 stories over garage) at the front of the lot. The existing cottage at the rear of the lot is 


to remain in use as a single family home (no change or work proposed). Minor alterations to the curb cut and 


sidewalk encroachment will be required.


Case No.


2018-015239ENV


1738040


201812118001


STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS


The project has been determined to be categorically exempt under the California Environmental Quality 


Act (CEQA).


Class 1 - Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft.


Class 3 - New Construction. Up to three new single-family residences or six dwelling units in one 


building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions; change of use under 10,000 sq. ft. if principally 


permitted or with a CU.


Class 32 - In-Fill Development. New Construction of seven or more units or additions greater than 


10,000 sq. ft. and meets the conditions described below:


(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan 


policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations.


(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than 5 acres 


substantially surrounded by urban uses.


(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered rare or threatened species.


(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or 


water quality.


(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.


FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING USE ONLY


Class ____







STEP 2: CEQA IMPACTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities, 


hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone? Does the 


project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g., backup diesel generators, 


heavy industry, diesel trucks, etc.)? (refer to EP _ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Air Pollution 


Exposure Zone)


Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing 


hazardous materials (based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy 


manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards or 


more of soil disturbance ‐ or a change of use from industrial to residential? 


if the applicant presents documentation of enrollment in the San Francisco Department of Public Health 


(DPH) Maher program, a DPH waiver from the Maher program, or other documentation from 


Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects would be less than significant (refer to 


EP_ArcMap > Maher layer).


Transportation: Does the project involve a child care facility or school with 30 or more students, or a 


location 1,500 sq. ft. or greater? Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian 


and/or bicycle safety (hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities?


Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two


(2) feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight (8) feet in a non -archeological sensitive


area? If yes, archeo review is requried (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > 


Archeological Sensitive Area)


Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment


on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Topography). If yes, Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Slope = or > 25%: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion greater


than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or more of


soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Topography) If box is


checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage expansion


greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50 cubic yards or  more 


of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) 


If box is checked, a geotechnical report is required and Environmental Planning must issue the exemption.


Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve any of the following: (1) square footage


expansion greater than 500 sq. ft. outside of the existing building footprint, (2) excavation of 50  cubic 


yards or more of soil, (3) new construction? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >


Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is checked, a geotechnical report will likely be required and Environmental 


Planning must issue the exemption.


Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Laura Lynch







STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS - HISTORIC RESOURCE
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: (refer to Property Information Map)


Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5.


Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 4.


Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included.


2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building.


3. Window replacement that meets the Department’s Window Replacement Standards. Does not include


storefront window alterations.


4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelines for Adding Garages and Curb Cuts, and/or


replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines.


5. Deck, terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way.


6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public 


right-of-way.


7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning


Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows.


8. Addition(s) that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right -of-way for 150 feet in each


direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a


single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50% larger than that of the original


building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features.


Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding.


Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5.


Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5.


Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6.


STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS - ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


Check all that apply to the project.


1. Project involves a known historical resource (CEQA Category A) as determined by Step 3 and


conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4.


2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces.


3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not “in-kind” but are consistent with


existing historic character.


4. Façade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features.


5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character -defining


features.


6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building’s historic condition, such as historic


photographs, plans, physical evidence, or similar buildings.







7. Addition(s), including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right -of-way


and meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation .


8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic 


Properties (specify or add comments):


9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments):


(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator)


10. Reclassification of property status. (Requires approval by Senior Preservation 


Planner/Preservation


Reclassify to Category A


a. Per HRER or PTR dated


b. Other (specify):


(attach HRER or PTR)


Reclassify to Category C


Reclassify to C per PTR signed on 7/3/19


Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked, a Preservation Planner MUST sign below.


Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the


Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6.


Comments (optional):


Preservation Planner Signature: Shannon Ferguson


TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION


Project Approval Action: Signature:


If Discretionary Review before the Planning Commission is requested,


the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the  project.


Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 


31of the Administrative Code.


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be 


filed within 30 days of the project receiving the approval action.


Please note that other approval actions may be required for the project. Please contact the assigned planner for these approvals.


Shannon Ferguson


07/03/2019


No further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA.


There are no unusual circumstances that would result in a reasonable possibility of a significant 


effect.


Building Permit







TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER


STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT


In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental


Quality Act (CEQA) exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the


Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change 


constitutes a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the 


proposed changes to the approved project would constitute a “substantial modification” and, therefore, be 


subject to additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA.


PROPERTY INFORMATION/PROJECT DESCRIPTION


Project Address (If different than front page) Block/Lot(s) (If different than 


front page)


Case No. Previous Building Permit No. New Building Permit No.


Plans Dated Previous Approval Action New Approval Action


1222 FUNSTON AVE


2018-015239PRJ


Building Permit


1738/040


201812118001


Modified Project Description:


DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Compared to the approved project, would the modified project:


Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code;


Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code


Sections 311 or 312;


Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)?


Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known


at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may


no longer qualify for the exemption?


If at least one of the above boxes is checked, further environmental review is required.


DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION


Planner Name:


The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes.


If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA, in accordance with prior project


approval and no additional environmental review is required. This determination shall be posted on the Planning Department 


website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice. In accordance 


with Chapter 31, Sec 31.08j of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of this determination can be filed within 10 


days of posting of this determination.


Date:







Preservation Team Meeting Date: n/a Date of Form Completion 7/1/2019


PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW FORM


  PROJECT ISSUES:


 Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource? 


 If so, are the proposed changes a significant impact?


 Additional Notes:  


Submitted: Supplemental Application prepared by Tim Kelley, including ownership and 
occupant history, and building permit records. 
 


  PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW:


   Category:  A  B  C


Individual Historic District/Context


Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a 
California Register under one or more of the 
following Criteria: 


Property is in an eligible California Register 
Historic District/Context under one or more of 
the following Criteria: 


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Criterion 1 - Event:


Criterion 2 -Persons:


Criterion 3 - Architecture:


Criterion 4 - Info. Potential:


Period of Significance: Period of Significance: 


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


n/a


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


n/a


Contributor Non-Contributor


  PROJECT INFORMATION:


Planner: Address:


Shannon Ferguson 1222 Funston Avenue


Block/Lot: Cross Streets:


1738/040 Lincoln Way and Irving Street


CEQA Category: Art. 10/11: BPA/Case No.:


B N/A 2018-015239ENV


  PURPOSE OF REVIEW:   PROJECT DESCRIPTION:


CEQA Article 10/11 Preliminary/PIC Alteration Demo/New Construction


DATE OF PLANS UNDER REVIEW:







   Complies with the Secretary’s Standards/Art 10/Art 11:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the individual historic resource:


   CEQA Material Impairment to the historic district:


   Requires Design Revisions:


   Defer to Residential Design Team:


Yes No N/A


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


Yes No


PRESERVATION TEAM COMMENTS:


    Located in the Inner Sunset on the east side of Funston Avenue and set at the rear of the 
grassy lot, the subject property is a one-story, single family residence constructed in the 
vernacular style. The rectangular plan, wood-framed building is clad in horizontal wood 
siding and has a gable roof clad in asphalt shingles. The centered entrance has a multi-lite 
glazed wood door. It is accessed by a wood stair, has a small porch, and is sheltered by a 
portico. The entrance is flanked by angled bay windows with double-hung, wood sash. The 
gable has a vent at the center of the peak and has simple wood coping. A single-car garage 
is located at the southwest corner of the lot. The rectangular plan, wood framed garage is 
clad in horizontal wood siding and has a gable roof with asphalt shingles. The adjacent lot 
to the north contains an identical residence and garage on a separate parcel (1218 Funston 
Avenue, 1738/041). The subject property appears to have very undergone few alterations. 
Building permits indicate the garage was constructed in 1925 and a metal fence shared by 
both 1218 and 1222 Funston Avenue was installed in 2008. 
    Based on historic research provided by the applicant and conducted by preservation 
staff, 1222 Clement Street does not appear to be individually eligible for the California 
Register under Criteria 1 (Events), 2 (Persons), or 3 (Architecture). A building 
announcement from the Daily Pacific Builder indicate that both 1218 and 1222 Funston 
were constructed in 1908. According to Sanborn maps and construction dates provided by 
the Assessor-Recorder, 1218 and 1222 Funston Avenue appear to have been the earliest 
buildings constructed on the east side of Funston Avenue. Single family residences on 
adjacent block were constructed in 1907-1913. The subject property appears to be one of 
many homes constructed in the area when San Francisco residents were looking to rebuild 
after the 1906 Earthquake and Fire. Therefore, the subject property does not appear to be 
significant in the development of the neighborhood. The original owner, cigar salesman 
August Warnecke, is not a person of note.  The Warnecke family owned both residences 
through the early 1920s as rental properties. Despite having separate parcels, the 
residences appear to have been sold together until 1949, when they were purchased by 
separate owners. Occupants were a mix of tenants and owner-occupants, with working 
class occupations such as laborers, carpenters, and mechanics. None of the occupants 
appear to have historical significance.  
    Both residences were constructed by local builder Jorgen Peterson, who constructed 
buildings between 1908 and 1920, but he does not appear to be a master builder nor are 
there any known significant buildings constructed by Peterson. 
(Continued) 


  Signature of a Senior Preservation Planner / Preservation Coordinator: Date:


Allison K. Vanderslice Digitally signed by Allison K. Vanderslice 
Date: 2019.07.03 11:15:35 -06'00'







1222 Funston Avenue
1738/040
2018 015239ENV


The subject property was constructed by local builders with local materials in the vernacular style. It does
not exhibit significant stylistic design features and therefore does not rise to the level of individual
significance Archaeological sensitivity is assessed through the Department's Preliminary Archaeological
Review process and is outside the scope of this review.







1222 Funston Avenue
1738/040
2018 015239ENV


1222 Funston Avenue, 2018







1222 Funston Avenue
1738/040
2018 015239ENV


Garage, 2018


1218 and 1222 Funston Avenue, 2018







From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON FEDERAL DECISION TO RESTRICT ACCESS TO AID FOR

IMMIGRANTS
Date: Monday, August 12, 2019 12:17:53 PM
Attachments: 08.12.19 Public Charge.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 12:07 PM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON FEDERAL DECISION TO RESTRICT ACCESS
TO AID FOR IMMIGRANTS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Monday, August 12, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
                                                                       
                                                           

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ON FEDERAL DECISION TO

RESTRICT ACCESS TO AID FOR IMMIGRANTS
 
San Francisco – Earlier today, the Trump administration announced that they will move
forward with a change to the so-called “Public Charge” rule, which will deny access to
residency to immigrants if they receive federal assistance through various programs.
 
“The federal administration’s decision to move forward with this heartless proposal is the
latest in a seemingly unending series of attempts to target immigrants, which tear at the very
fabric that ties our community together.
 
Let’s be clear—this proposal is designed to make our most vulnerable residents forego critical
services, food, and medical care that they lawfully receive or risk the opportunity to remain in
the United States in the future. People will go hungry and risk becoming homeless. Children
won’t have access to basic medical services, even though immigrant families already pay
billions of dollars in taxes.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Monday, August 12, 2019 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
       


      


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ON FEDERAL DECISION TO 


RESTRICT ACCESS TO AID FOR IMMIGRANTS  
 


San Francisco – Earlier today, the Trump administration announced that they will move forward 


with a change to the so-called “Public Charge” rule, which will deny access to residency to 


immigrants if they receive federal assistance through various programs. 


 


“The federal administration’s decision to move forward with this heartless proposal is the latest 


in a seemingly unending series of attempts to target immigrants, which tear at the very fabric that 


ties our community together. 


 


Let’s be clear—this proposal is designed to make our most vulnerable residents forego critical 


services, food, and medical care that they lawfully receive or risk the opportunity to remain in 


the United States in the future. People will go hungry and risk becoming homeless. Children 


won’t have access to basic medical services, even though immigrant families already pay billions 


of dollars in taxes. 


 


This is not only bad policy, it is immoral. We will do everything in our power to fight it.” 
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES GROUNDBREAKING OF NEW POLICE

DEPARTMENT FACILITY
Date: Monday, August 12, 2019 10:57:39 AM
Attachments: 8.08.19 Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division Groundbreaking.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2019 11:08 AM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES GROUNDBREAKING OF NEW
POLICE DEPARTMENT FACILITY
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, August 8, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES GROUNDBREAKING

OF NEW POLICE DEPARTMENT FACILITY
The new Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division facility is funded by the Earthquake

Safety and Emergency Response Bond Program
 

San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today joined City officials and community
leaders for the groundbreaking of a new San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) facility in
the Bayview. The new facility will house SFPD’s Forensic Services Division and the City’s
Traffic Company, or motorcycle police.
 
Located at 1995 Evans Ave., the 100,000-square-foot building will bring two Forensic
Services Division laboratories—currently located in separate outdated facilities—into a single
seismically safe property. The new facility will be constructed to remain operational for up to
72 hours after a major earthquake or other disaster. Its resilient design will ensure the safety of
first responders and residents when a disaster strikes.
 
“The Police Department’s Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division are an important
part of our City’s emergency response plan, and it’s critical that they are located in a
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Thursday, August 8, 2019 
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES GROUNDBREAKING 


OF NEW POLICE DEPARTMENT FACILITY 
The new Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division facility is funded by the Earthquake 


Safety and Emergency Response Bond Program 
 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today joined City officials and community 
leaders for the groundbreaking of a new San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) facility in the 
Bayview. The new facility will house SFPD’s Forensic Services Division and the City’s Traffic 
Company, or motorcycle police. 
 
Located at 1995 Evans Ave., the 100,000-square-foot building will bring two Forensic Services 
Division laboratories—currently located in separate outdated facilities—into a single seismically 
safe property. The new facility will be constructed to remain operational for up to 72 hours after 
a major earthquake or other disaster. Its resilient design will ensure the safety of first responders 
and residents when a disaster strikes. 
 
“The Police Department’s Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division are an important part 
of our City’s emergency response plan, and it’s critical that they are located in a seismically-safe 
building so that they can continue to serve the community in the hours and days after an 
earthquake or other emergency,” said Mayor Breed. “This project is a great use of Earthquake 
Safety and Emergency Response Bond funds and will make our City more resilient.”  
 
The Traffic Company and several Forensic Services Division facilities are currently located in 
the 1960s-era Hall of Justice at 850 Bryant St., which is not seismically safe. Additional Forensic 
Services Division facilities, including the forensic laboratory, are located at the Hunters Point 
Shipyard in a building that is scheduled for demolition to make way for a new residential 
development. 
 
“Each day, our Traffic Company plays a key role in preventing and investigating traffic collision 
injuries and fatalities. Our forensic lab is critical to our ability to investigate crimes,” said 
San Francisco Police Chief William Scott. “The development of a new, seismically safe and 
easily accessible facility will help us continue to respond quickly to the needs of San Francisco, 
provide uninterrupted service during a disaster and enable a rapid recovery for our City.” 
 
The Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division facility will be equipped with multiple 
laboratory spaces, a secure room to store evidence, a firearm testing facility, a briefing room and 
several conference and office spaces. There also will be space allocated for SFPD motorcycle 
parking. 
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“I’m excited to see the third City-funded major capital infrastructure project to be built in 
District 10,” said District 10 Supervisor Shamann Walton, who represents the Bayview 
neighborhood. “This facility will play a major role in earthquake and disaster response in 
addition to daily responses.” 
 
The new building will help improve efficiency for the Forensic Services Division’s personnel, 
who collect, analyze and compare physical evidence crime scenes. The Division is comprised of 
the Crime Scene Investigation unit, computer forensics, the identification bureau, a photo 
laboratory, and a crime laboratory. Bringing the division under one roof will enhance the 
processing of cases and allow the Division to share important data more easily. 
 
The building will also house the SFPD’s Traffic Company, which handles crowd control, traffic 
violation enforcement, vehicle inspections, red-light camera citations, and other traffic support 
and enforcement tasks. Following the completion of the building, the SFPD’s motorcycles will 
be accessible in the event of an earthquake. Access to the motorcycle fleet is an important 
element of the City’s emergency response plan because motorcycles are able to maneuver city 
streets more easily than squad cars or SUVs, especially if streets are damaged or covered in 
debris following an earthquake. 
 
“The Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division groundbreaking is a key milestone of the 
City’s Ten-Year Capital Plan, which identifies and funds capital projects while ensuring the tax 
rate does not rise,” said City Administrator Naomi M. Kelly. “Smart fiscal planning now will 
better protect San Franciscans in the event of a major disaster.” 
 
San Francisco Public Works is managing the project for the Police Department and has partnered 
with HOK Architects, in association with MEI Architects, on its design. Clark Construction is 
the general contractor for the project. The facility is scheduled for completion in the fall of 2021. 
 
“Public Works is proud to be managing construction for this new, essential piece of capital 
infrastructure for the City,” said San Francisco Public Works Director Mohammed Nuru. “We 
are excited to work closely with our private partners to bring this facility to completion in a 
timely and fiscally responsible manner.” 
 
The Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division Facility project is funded by the 
Earthquake Safety and Emergency Response (ESER) Bond Program, an initiative to strengthen 
earthquake safety and emergency response resiliency through capital improvements on critical 
infrastructure, including police and fire facilities, and the Emergency Firefighting Water System. 
San Francisco voters overwhelmingly approved the first two phases of the ESER Bond Program 
in 2010 and 2014, each receiving nearly 80 percent approval. 
 
The Board of Supervisors voted to place the third installment of the ESER Bond Program—a 
$628.5 million bond proposal—on the March 2020 ballot for voter consideration. 
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More information on the ESER Bond Program and the Traffic Company and Forensic Services 
Division Facility can be found at www.sfearthquakesafety.org. 
 


### 
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seismically-safe building so that they can continue to serve the community in the hours and
days after an earthquake or other emergency,” said Mayor Breed. “This project is a great use
of Earthquake Safety and Emergency Response Bond funds and will make our City more
resilient.”
 
The Traffic Company and several Forensic Services Division facilities are currently located in
the 1960s-era Hall of Justice at 850 Bryant St., which is not seismically safe. Additional
Forensic Services Division facilities, including the forensic laboratory, are located at the
Hunters Point Shipyard in a building that is scheduled for demolition to make way for a new
residential development.
 
“Each day, our Traffic Company plays a key role in preventing and investigating traffic
collision injuries and fatalities. Our forensic lab is critical to our ability to investigate crimes,”
said San Francisco Police Chief William Scott. “The development of a new, seismically safe
and easily accessible facility will help us continue to respond quickly to the needs of San
Francisco, provide uninterrupted service during a disaster and enable a rapid recovery for our
City.”
 
The Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division facility will be equipped with multiple
laboratory spaces, a secure room to store evidence, a firearm testing facility, a briefing room
and several conference and office spaces. There also will be space allocated for SFPD
motorcycle parking.
 
“I’m excited to see the third City-funded major capital infrastructure project to be built in
District 10,” said District 10 Supervisor Shamann Walton, who represents the Bayview
neighborhood. “This facility will play a major role in earthquake and disaster response in
addition to daily responses.”
 
The new building will help improve efficiency for the Forensic Services Division’s personnel,
who collect, analyze and compare physical evidence crime scenes. The Division is comprised
of the Crime Scene Investigation unit, computer forensics, the identification bureau, a photo
laboratory, and a crime laboratory. Bringing the division under one roof will enhance the
processing of cases and allow the Division to share important data more easily.
 
The building will also house the SFPD’s Traffic Company, which handles crowd control,
traffic violation enforcement, vehicle inspections, red-light camera citations, and other traffic
support and enforcement tasks. Following the completion of the building, the SFPD’s
motorcycles will be accessible in the event of an earthquake. Access to the motorcycle fleet is
an important element of the City’s emergency response plan because motorcycles are able to
maneuver city streets more easily than squad cars or SUVs, especially if streets are damaged
or covered in debris following an earthquake.
 
“The Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division groundbreaking is a key milestone of
the City’s Ten-Year Capital Plan, which identifies and funds capital projects while ensuring
the tax rate does not rise,” said City Administrator Naomi M. Kelly. “Smart fiscal planning
now will better protect San Franciscans in the event of a major disaster.”
 
San Francisco Public Works is managing the project for the Police Department and has
partnered with HOK Architects, in association with MEI Architects, on its design. Clark
Construction is the general contractor for the project. The facility is scheduled for completion



in the fall of 2021.
 
“Public Works is proud to be managing construction for this new, essential piece of capital
infrastructure for the City,” said San Francisco Public Works Director Mohammed Nuru. “We
are excited to work closely with our private partners to bring this facility to completion in a
timely and fiscally responsible manner.”
 
The Traffic Company and Forensic Services Division Facility project is funded by the
Earthquake Safety and Emergency Response (ESER) Bond Program, an initiative to
strengthen earthquake safety and emergency response resiliency through capital improvements
on critical infrastructure, including police and fire facilities, and the Emergency Firefighting
Water System. San Francisco voters overwhelmingly approved the first two phases of the
ESER Bond Program in 2010 and 2014, each receiving nearly 80 percent approval.
 
The Board of Supervisors voted to place the third installment of the ESER Bond Program—a
$628.5 million bond proposal—on the March 2020 ballot for voter consideration.
 
More information on the ESER Bond Program and the Traffic Company and Forensic
Services Division Facility can be found at www.sfearthquakesafety.org.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan
Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES SIGNIFICANT SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

RESULTING FROM VALENCIA STREET BIKE LANE PROJECT
Date: Monday, August 12, 2019 10:54:35 AM
Attachments: 8.09.19 Valencia Street Safety Pilot Results.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2019 7:07 AM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES SIGNIFICANT SAFETY
IMPROVEMENTS RESULTING FROM VALENCIA STREET BIKE LANE PROJECT
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Friday, August 9, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES SIGNIFICANT

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS RESULTING FROM VALENCIA
STREET BIKE LANE PROJECT

Pilot project virtually eliminated illegal vehicle loading in bike lane, reduced mid-block
vehicle/bike interactions by 95%

 

San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA) today announced initial results showing that safety
conditions have significantly improved on Valencia Street following the implementation of the
Valencia Street Pilot Safety Project. Mayor Breed encouraged the SFMTA to expedite the
Pilot Safety Project in September 2018. Construction was substantially completed in January
2019, 10 months earlier than originally scheduled.

 

The data shows that the project has essentially eliminated illegal vehicle loading in the bike
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Friday, August 9, 2019 
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES SIGNIFICANT 


SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS RESULTING FROM VALENCIA 
STREET BIKE LANE PROJECT 


Pilot project virtually eliminated illegal vehicle loading in bike lane, reduced mid-block 
vehicle/bike interactions by 95%  


 
San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and the San Francisco Municipal Transportation 
Agency (SFMTA) today announced initial results showing that safety conditions have 
significantly improved on Valencia Street following the implementation of the Valencia Street 
Pilot Safety Project. Mayor Breed encouraged the SFMTA to expedite the Pilot Safety Project in 
September 2018. Construction was substantially completed in January 2019, 10 months earlier 
than originally scheduled.  
 
The data shows that the project has essentially eliminated illegal vehicle loading in the bike lane. 
Vehicle loadings in the bike lane dropped from 159 observed instances in October 2018, before 
the project, to two observed instances in May 2019. Additionally, there was a 95% decrease in 
interactions between vehicles and bikes at mid-block locations, which is traditionally where 
people who bike are at risk of being “doored” by a car door opening. Furthermore, 98% of 
bicyclists were observed using the bike lane or buffered area, and 84% of drivers were observed 
yielding to bicyclists in the mixing zones. 
 
“Valencia Street was one of the most dangerous corridors in our City before this project, which 
is why I pushed to have these safety improvements expedited,” said Mayor Breed. “The data 
now backs up what we knew to be true—commonsense safety improvements dramatically reduce 
the risk of collisions and save lives. Our new quick-build policy will allow us to take action like 
this on streets that we know are dangerous, and then let the data inform how we improve those 
streets in the future.” 
 
The results of the pilot project will inform changes along the rest of the corridor. Improvements 
on Valencia St. south of 19th St. are anticipated to be completed by spring 2020 under the 
SFMTA’s new ‘quick-build’ policy, which Mayor Breed pushed for. This policy allows the 
SFMTA to make temporary safety improvements as pilot projects, without having to go through 
the normal, exhaustive approval processes that takes years and is incredibly costly. This 
approach means the that SFMTA will use materials that can last for up to 24 months, bringing 
safety benefits to high-crash streets immediately. To ensure accountability, SFMTA engineers 
will report to the public about the efficacy of these projects and City crews can then modify or 
even remove road treatments that do not prove effective. 
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“We’re thrilled by the results on Valencia Street and know this is just the tip of the iceberg. We 
need to keep charging ahead to make the urgent changes to reach our goal of Vision Zero,” said 
Tom Maguire, acting Director of Transportation for the SFMTA. “The Mayor’s support is 
greatly appreciated and critical to keeping these effective safety measures within our sights.” 
 
The Valencia Street project includes a fully parking-protected bike lane on Valencia Street from 
Market Street to 15th Street, which had the highest ridership count on the corridor and the highest 
injury rates. 
 
“These numbers are further proof that infrastructure like protected bike lanes dramatically 
improves safety on our street,” said Brian Wiedenmeier, Executive Director of the San Francisco 
Bike Coalition. “Now is the time to get to work fixing the rest of Valencia Street and other 
known high injury corridors across San Francisco.” 
 
Mayor Breed has called for 20 miles of new protected bike lanes to be completed by the end of 
2020, doubling the City’s previous pace. SFMTA is rapidly executing this directive. Just last 
week, the SFMTA completed a new one-mile protected bicycle lane on 7th Street between 
Townsend and 16th Streets.  Using the quick build process, SFMTA started the project in late 
May and substantially completed installation in late July, significantly improving bicycle 
connections between SoMa and Mission Bay.  
 


### 







lane. Vehicle loadings in the bike lane dropped from 159 observed instances in October 2018,
before the project, to two observed instances in May 2019. Additionally, there was a 95%
decrease in interactions between vehicles and bikes at mid-block locations, which is
traditionally where people who bike are at risk of being “doored” by a car door opening.
Furthermore, 98% of bicyclists were observed using the bike lane or buffered area, and 84%
of drivers were observed yielding to bicyclists in the mixing zones.

 

“Valencia Street was one of the most dangerous corridors in our City before this project,
which is why I pushed to have these safety improvements expedited,” said Mayor Breed. “The
data now backs up what we knew to be true—commonsense safety improvements dramatically
reduce the risk of collisions and save lives. Our new quick-build policy will allow us to take
action like this on streets that we know are dangerous, and then let the data inform how we
improve those streets in the future.”

 

The results of the pilot project will inform changes along the rest of the corridor.
Improvements on Valencia St. south of 19th St. are anticipated to be completed by spring
2020 under the SFMTA’s new ‘quick-build’ policy, which Mayor Breed pushed for. This
policy allows the SFMTA to make temporary safety improvements as pilot projects, without
having to go through the normal, exhaustive approval processes that takes years and is
incredibly costly. This approach means the that SFMTA will use materials that can last for up
to 24 months, bringing safety benefits to high-crash streets immediately. To ensure
accountability, SFMTA engineers will report to the public about the efficacy of these projects
and City crews can then modify or even remove road treatments that do not prove effective.

 

“We’re thrilled by the results on Valencia Street and know this is just the tip of the iceberg.
We need to keep charging ahead to make the urgent changes to reach our goal of Vision
Zero,” said Tom Maguire, acting Director of Transportation for the SFMTA. “The Mayor’s
support is greatly appreciated and critical to keeping these effective safety measures within
our sights.”

 

The Valencia Street project includes a fully parking-protected bike lane on Valencia Street
from Market Street to 15th Street, which had the highest ridership count on the corridor and
the highest injury rates.

 

“These numbers are further proof that infrastructure like protected bike lanes dramatically
improves safety on our street,” said Brian Wiedenmeier, Executive Director of the San
Francisco Bike Coalition. “Now is the time to get to work fixing the rest of Valencia Street
and other known high injury corridors across San Francisco.”

 



Mayor Breed has called for 20 miles of new protected bike lanes to be completed by the end of
2020, doubling the City’s previous pace. SFMTA is rapidly executing this directive. Just last
week, the SFMTA completed a new one-mile protected bicycle lane on 7th Street between
Townsend and 16th Streets.  Using the quick build process, SFMTA started the project in late
May and substantially completed installation in late July, significantly improving bicycle
connections between SoMa and Mission Bay.

 

###



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate
(CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED & SHERIFF VICKI HENNESSY ANNOUNCE AGREEMENT

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY TO PROVIDE OVERSIGHT OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT

Date: Monday, August 12, 2019 10:45:35 AM
Attachments: 8.12.19 Department of Police Accountability & Sheriff"s Department.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 9:21 AM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED & SHERIFF VICKI HENNESSY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY TO PROVIDE OVERSIGHT OF THE
SAN FRANCISCO SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Monday, August 12, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED & SHERIFF VICKI HENNESSY
ANNOUNCE AGREEMENT FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF

POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY TO PROVIDE OVERSIGHT OF
THE SAN FRANCISCO SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT

The agreement, which outlines procedures authorizing civilian oversight of the Sheriff’s
Department, will increase accountability and allow for the Department of Police

Accountability to conduct investigations into instances of alleged peace officer misconduct
 

San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and Sheriff Vicki Hennessy today announced
that the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department (SFSD) and the Department of Police
Accountability (DPA) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding for DPA to provide the
first-ever independent civilian oversight of SFSD.
 
The agreement calls for DPA to investigate specific cases of alleged SFSD peace officer
misconduct. SFSD’s Internal Affairs unit has been conducting these investigations. The
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Monday, August 12, 2019 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED & SHERIFF VICKI HENNESSY 


ANNOUNCE AGREEMENT FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF 


POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY TO PROVIDE OVERSIGHT OF 


THE SAN FRANCISCO SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT 
The agreement, which outlines procedures authorizing civilian oversight of the Sheriff’s 


Department, will increase accountability and allow for the Department of Police Accountability 


to conduct investigations into instances of alleged peace officer misconduct 


 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and Sheriff Vicki Hennessy today announced 


that the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department (SFSD) and the Department of Police 


Accountability (DPA) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding for DPA to provide the 


first-ever independent civilian oversight of SFSD.  


 


The agreement calls for DPA to investigate specific cases of alleged SFSD peace officer 


misconduct. SFSD’s Internal Affairs unit has been conducting these investigations. The 


agreement also calls for monthly and quarterly public reports on the status of the investigations 


as well as notice of the Sheriff’s disciplinary actions. 


 


“Transparency and accountability are critically important when it comes to law enforcement. 


This agreement ensures important public oversight of investigations in cases of potential 


misconduct and will help our residents feel confident that complaints are heard and properly 


handled,” said Mayor Breed. “I want to thank both the Sheriff’s Department and the Department 


of Police Accountability for their leadership on this effort.” 


 


“Even when law enforcement does a good job of investigating itself, many members of the 


public still feel they can’t trust the results of the investigation,” said Sheriff Hennessy. “Our 


agreement with the Department of Police Accountability is an important step toward ensuring 


trust and transparency in the Sheriff’s Department.” 


 


“The Department of Police Accountability is proud to conduct independent investigations for the 


Sheriff’s Department into instances of alleged deputy misconduct,” said Paul Henderson, 


Executive Director of the Department of Police Accountability. “These investigations and related 


discipline and policy recommendations will increase transparency, accountability, and 


community trust.” 


 


Under the new agreement, the Sheriff’s Department has vested authority in the DPA to 


investigate cases of alleged SFSD peace officer misconduct. This includes in-custody deaths, 


specific public complaints, outside government agency complaints, and incarcerated individuals’ 
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complaints of excessive force, sexual assault, or a pattern or practice of harassment or retaliation 


by SFSD peace officers. The two-year budget includes two new positions to form an independent 


review unit in DPA that can handle the increased workload associated with SFSD investigations. 


 


DPA will submit its findings to the Sheriff following its investigations. By state law, the Sheriff 


will retain discretion to take disciplinary action. The DPA will provide monthly summaries and 


quarterly reports on complaint statistics, which will include the total number of complaints and 


the status of each of its investigations, including instances where there is disagreement between 


the DPA and the Sheriff on disciplinary action. The DPA also will meet regularly with SFSD to 


discuss related policy and procedural changes, as well as host civilian experts to discuss 


incarceration, enforcement, and rehabilitation issues. 


 


The MOU between the Sheriff’s Department and DPA formalizes the agreement between the 


two agencies, which began in March 2019. At that time, Sheriff Hennessy turned over peace 


officer misconduct cases to DPA, which emerged through complaints from incarcerated 


individuals in county jails.  


 


### 







agreement also calls for monthly and quarterly public reports on the status of the
investigations as well as notice of the Sheriff’s disciplinary actions.
 
“Transparency and accountability are critically important when it comes to law enforcement.
This agreement ensures important public oversight of investigations in cases of potential
misconduct and will help our residents feel confident that complaints are heard and properly
handled,” said Mayor Breed. “I want to thank both the Sheriff’s Department and the
Department of Police Accountability for their leadership on this effort.”
 
“Even when law enforcement does a good job of investigating itself, many members of the
public still feel they can’t trust the results of the investigation,” said Sheriff Hennessy. “Our
agreement with the Department of Police Accountability is an important step toward ensuring
trust and transparency in the Sheriff’s Department.”
 
“The Department of Police Accountability is proud to conduct independent investigations for
the Sheriff’s Department into instances of alleged deputy misconduct,” said Paul Henderson,
Executive Director of the Department of Police Accountability. “These investigations and
related discipline and policy recommendations will increase transparency, accountability, and
community trust.”
 
Under the new agreement, the Sheriff’s Department has vested authority in the DPA to
investigate cases of alleged SFSD peace officer misconduct. This includes in-custody deaths,
specific public complaints, outside government agency complaints, and incarcerated
individuals’ complaints of excessive force, sexual assault, or a pattern or practice of
harassment or retaliation by SFSD peace officers. The two-year budget includes two new
positions to form an independent review unit in DPA that can handle the increased workload
associated with SFSD investigations.
 
DPA will submit its findings to the Sheriff following its investigations. By state law, the
Sheriff will retain discretion to take disciplinary action. The DPA will provide monthly
summaries and quarterly reports on complaint statistics, which will include the total number of
complaints and the status of each of its investigations, including instances where there is
disagreement between the DPA and the Sheriff on disciplinary action. The DPA also will meet
regularly with SFSD to discuss related policy and procedural changes, as well as host civilian
experts to discuss incarceration, enforcement, and rehabilitation issues.
 
The MOU between the Sheriff’s Department and DPA formalizes the agreement between the
two agencies, which began in March 2019. At that time, Sheriff Hennessy turned over peace
officer misconduct cases to DPA, which emerged through complaints from incarcerated
individuals in county jails.
 

###
 
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Fung, Frank (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC);

Melgar, Myrna (CPC); Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate
(CPC); Diane Matsuda; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED CELEBRATES OPENING OF DORMITORY FOR LIFE

LEARNING ACADEMY STUDENTS
Date: Wednesday, August 07, 2019 2:01:35 PM
Attachments: 8.07.19 Life Learning Academy Dormitory.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department│City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309│Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

From: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2019 11:10 AM
To: Press Office, Mayor (MYR) <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED CELEBRATES OPENING OF DORMITORY
FOR LIFE LEARNING ACADEMY STUDENTS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, August 7, 2019
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED CELEBRATES OPENING OF

DORMITORY FOR LIFE LEARNING ACADEMY STUDENTS
The dormitory will provide stable, safe housing for 24 students at the public school on

Treasure Island
 

San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today joined educators, community
organizations and government leaders for the opening of a new dormitory at Life Learning
Academy (LLA), a public charter school on Treasure Island. The new dorm will provide
housing for 24 students who would otherwise be homeless or living in unsafe housing
situations, and makes LLA the first public school in California to offer a no-fee home for
students.

 

“Thanks to the hard work of Life Learning Academy, and so many supporters, 24 San
Francisco youth now have a place to call home,” said Mayor Breed. “These students can focus
on their education and preparing for the future, without having to worry about where they are
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Wednesday, August 7, 2019 
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 
MAYOR LONDON BREED CELEBRATES OPENING OF 


DORMITORY FOR LIFE LEARNING ACADEMY STUDENTS 
The dormitory will provide stable, safe housing for 24 students at the public school on 


Treasure Island 
 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today joined educators, community 
organizations and government leaders for the opening of a new dormitory at Life Learning 
Academy (LLA), a public charter school on Treasure Island. The new dorm will provide housing 
for 24 students who would otherwise be homeless or living in unsafe housing situations, and 
makes LLA the first public school in California to offer a no-fee home for students.  
 
“Thanks to the hard work of Life Learning Academy, and so many supporters, 24 San Francisco 
youth now have a place to call home,” said Mayor Breed. “These students can focus on their 
education and preparing for the future, without having to worry about where they are going to 
spend the night, or if they have a safe place to go to after school.” 
 
To address the needs of their students experiencing homelessness, or living in otherwise unsafe 
conditions, LLA began a capital campaign in 2015 to provide housing for those students most in 
need. In March 2018, the school celebrated the groundbreaking of its new dormitory. The goal of 
the dorm is to provide what every student needs—a safe, stable home where they can learn and 
prepare to thrive as adults. 
 
“We built a home for our students because it became impossible to leave each night knowing that 
we have kids who are homeless and living in unstable conditions,” said Teri Delane, Principal at 
LLA. “We believe this is one solution that can become a model for other public schools who 
identify students with the very basic need of having a safe place to live.” 
 
Mayor Breed has advocated for LLA, in both her current and previous roles as President of the 
Board of Supervisors and as a member of the Treasure Island Development Authority. In those 
positions, Mayor Breed worked with the Life Learning Academy to ensure that LLA received the 
support that it needed to continue to serve students. 
 
Construction funding for the dorm was secured through philanthropic engagement by nearly 90 
donors and with an anonymous donation of $1.5 million, which was secured by Mayor Ed Lee. 
The City budget for Fiscal Years 2019-20 and 2020-21, which Mayor Breed signed on August 1, 
includes $800,000 to help cover the operating expenses of the dorm for the next two years. 
Additional funding for operating expenses comes from Tipping Point and Battery Powered. 
Today’s event was made possible thanks to the generous support of EY, Lowe’s Home 
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Improvement, JaMel and Tom Perkins, LinkedIn, Russel Reynolds, Oliver & Company, and the 
Northern California Carpenters Regional Council. 
 
“It is my great honor to have worked in partnership with Delancey Street Foundation to create 
Life Learning Academy in 1996,” said Mayor Willie Brown, Jr. “I want to thank Teri for her 
tireless dedication to making this the institution we all envisioned it could be. My good friend, 
Mayor Breed, has shared in my passion for this school and I want to thank her for her 
unwavering support.” 
 
For over twenty years, LLA has provided a supportive and stable educational environment for 
students who have not been successful in a traditional school setting. The school currently has 
about 60 full-time students enrolled. Many of their students have been in the foster care and 
juvenile justice systems, and are low-income or otherwise at-risk students. In addition to 
standard academic classics, the school focuses on soft skills, workforce training programs, 
employment opportunities, and career and college counseling. Their efforts have led to an over 
90% graduation rate. Graduates have access to a scholarship fund that has awarded over $15,000 
in support since 2010. 
 
“The opportunity to attend Life Learning Academy came to me in a crucial turning point in my 
life, and ultimately changed the trajectory of the path I was on for the better,” said Lynn Ward, a 
LLA alumna. “I’m excited and proud to bear witness to the next chapter of this institution, 
through the opening of the new dormitory. I know it will provide the same life changing 
opportunities for others as it did for me.” 
 
In 1996, Mayor Willie Brown, Jr. hired Delancey Street to assess the City’s juvenile justice 
system and create a plan for reform. Delancey Street recommended the creation of an extended-
day, structured, comprehensive school program, and helped develop LLA. Located on Treasure 
Island, LLA is uniquely situated to remove students from gang-affiliated territories of the Bay 
Area. 
 


### 
 







going to spend the night, or if they have a safe place to go to after school.”

 

To address the needs of their students experiencing homelessness, or living in otherwise
unsafe conditions, LLA began a capital campaign in 2015 to provide housing for those
students most in need. In March 2018, the school celebrated the groundbreaking of its new
dormitory. The goal of the dorm is to provide what every student needs—a safe, stable home
where they can learn and prepare to thrive as adults.

 

“We built a home for our students because it became impossible to leave each night knowing
that we have kids who are homeless and living in unstable conditions,” said Teri Delane,
Principal at LLA. “We believe this is one solution that can become a model for other public
schools who identify students with the very basic need of having a safe place to live.”

 

Mayor Breed has advocated for LLA, in both her current and previous roles as President of the
Board of Supervisors and as a member of the Treasure Island Development Authority. In those
positions, Mayor Breed worked with the Life Learning Academy to ensure that LLA received
the support that it needed to continue to serve students.

 

Construction funding for the dorm was secured through philanthropic engagement by nearly
90 donors and with an anonymous donation of $1.5 million, which was secured by Mayor Ed
Lee. The City budget for Fiscal Years 2019-20 and 2020-21, which Mayor Breed signed on
August 1, includes $800,000 to help cover the operating expenses of the dorm for the next two
years. Additional funding for operating expenses comes from Tipping Point and Battery
Powered. Today’s event was made possible thanks to the generous support of EY, Lowe’s
Home Improvement, JaMel and Tom Perkins, LinkedIn, Russel Reynolds, Oliver & Company,
and the Northern California Carpenters Regional Council.

 

“It is my great honor to have worked in partnership with Delancey Street Foundation to create
Life Learning Academy in 1996,” said Mayor Willie Brown, Jr. “I want to thank Teri for her
tireless dedication to making this the institution we all envisioned it could be. My good friend,
Mayor Breed, has shared in my passion for this school and I want to thank her for her
unwavering support.”

 

For over twenty years, LLA has provided a supportive and stable educational environment for
students who have not been successful in a traditional school setting. The school currently has
about 60 full-time students enrolled. Many of their students have been in the foster care and
juvenile justice systems, and are low-income or otherwise at-risk students. In addition to
standard academic classics, the school focuses on soft skills, workforce training programs,
employment opportunities, and career and college counseling. Their efforts have led to an over
90% graduation rate. Graduates have access to a scholarship fund that has awarded over



$15,000 in support since 2010.

 

“The opportunity to attend Life Learning Academy came to me in a crucial turning point in
my life, and ultimately changed the trajectory of the path I was on for the better,” said Lynn
Ward, a LLA alumna. “I’m excited and proud to bear witness to the next chapter of this
institution, through the opening of the new dormitory. I know it will provide the same life
changing opportunities for others as it did for me.”

 

In 1996, Mayor Willie Brown, Jr. hired Delancey Street to assess the City’s juvenile justice
system and create a plan for reform. Delancey Street recommended the creation of an
extended-day, structured, comprehensive school program, and helped develop LLA. Located
on Treasure Island, LLA is uniquely situated to remove students from gang-affiliated
territories of the Bay Area.

 

###


